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PREFACE 
The pressing need to survey and manage the earth's resources and environment, to better understand remotely 
sensible phenomena, to continue teclmological development, and to improve numagement systems are all elements 
of a future Earth Resources System. The Space Shuttle brings a new capability to Earth Resources Survey including 
direct ohservation by experienced earth sCientists, quick reaction capability, spaceborne facilities for expclimenta-
tion and 5('nsor evaluation, and more effective means for launching and servicing long mission life space systems. 
'" 
The Space Shuttle is, however, only one element in a complex system of data gathering, translation, distribution 
and utilization functions. While the Shuttle most decidedly has a role in the total Earth Resources Program, the 
central question is the form of ~he future Earth Hesources system itself. It is only by analYI'.ing this form and 
accounting for all elements of the system that the proper role of the Shuttle in it can be made visible. 
This study, entitled TERSSE, Total Earth Resources System for the Shuttle Era, was established to investigate the 
form of this future Earth Resources System. Most of the constituent system elements of the futun! Ell system and 
the key isslles which concern the future ER program are both complex and interrelated in nature. The purpose of 
this study has been to investigate these items in the context of the total system utilizing a rigorous, comprehensive, 
systems oriented methodology. 
The results of tIns study are reported in eight separate volumes plus an Executive Summary; their titles are: 
Volume 1 Earth Resources Program Scope and Information Needs 
Volume 2 An Assessment of the Current State-of-the-·Art 
Volume 3 Mission and System Requirements for the Total Earth Resources System 
Volume 4 The Role of the Shuttle in the Earth Resources Program 
Volume 5 Detailed System Requirements: Two Case Studies 
Volume 6 An Early Shuttle Pallet Concept for the Earth Resources Program 
Volume 7 User Models: A System Assessment 
Volume 8 User's Mission and System Requirement Data 
Executi ve Summary. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The proper role of the Space Shuttle in the 1980's Earth Resources Program is a subject which must be addressed 
in the context of the overall program structure; Shuttle flights with Earth Resources objectives are not an end 
in themselves but a complementary part of the operations which are necessary to develop and employ technology 
for Earth Resources applications. 
In other volumes of the TERSSE final report we have sought to outline a framework for the entire Earth Resources 
Program of the 1980's within which the role of the Shuttle could be placed. This volume then establishes and 
details the role of the Shuttle for Earth Resources. We have drawn heavily upon the results of the total framework 
portion of the study and have examined the potential of Shuttle as a platform for captive Earth Resources payloads 
in the sortie mode, and as a launch and services vehicle for automated Earth Resources spacecraft. The types uf 
R&D and operational missions which can be served have been addressed as have practices for exploiting the 
Shuttle in order to achieve high program benefits at low cost. 
The volume is organized to first present a review and summary of the capabilities of the total Space Transportation 
System (STS) which are pertinent to Earth Resources sorties and the various automated Earth Resources space-
craft (Section 2). We next treat in detail the roles of the Shuttle for the Earth Resources Program when the 
orbiter is used in the sortie mode (Section 3). And finally, the roles and benefits of the STS for automated Earth 
Resources spacecraft are discussed (Section 4. ) 
1.2 SHUTTLE SORTIE MISSIONS FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
The Shuttle when used in the sortie mode has four distinct roles which span the total development cycle of the 
Earth Resources Program. The development of a palticular Eadh Resources application (or mission, as the 
word has been used in this study) is a staged process which carries an embryonic technology through the successive 
steps necessary for the final operational mission's impll:.'mentation to satisfy a need. All system elements must 
enter the development process at an early stage of the total application's development and each of the steps in the 
development of each require the acquisition of data. Initially, the data may be scientific, such as microwave 
signatures of field crops under different conditions. At later stages the data may be of an engineering nature, such 
as the efficacy of a solid-state amplifier in providing sufficient radar transmitter power to measure field crop 
Signatures. Even later in the cycle, the characteristics of the approaching operational system are needed, in 
order that the end-to-end process of gathering and delivering information to a user may be verified. And, finally, 
the data ultimately required is that to be used by the operational user on a routine basis to carry out his resource 
management task. 
The foregoing examples of data needed for an appli.::ations development were all drawn from a specific subset of 
the data requirements for such a development process: flight data. While the total set of data necessary to carry 
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out an applications development program is provided by widely-varied sources and is of widely-varied types, the 
foregoing examples serve to illustrate the four basic roles of the shuttle sortie in such a process: 
1. Technique Development Platform 
2. Sensor Development Platform 
3. Applications Development Platform 
4. Operational Mission Platform 
By Technique Development is meant those early investigations which provide the underlying scientific framework 
upon which the application of remote-sensing to a resource management problem is built. Signat<1re research is 
typical of these investigations. Sensor Development, the second stage (and second shuttle sortie role) is focused 
on the engineering of the sensor and on the gathering of data which will permit design of the sensor for its ultimate 
operational application. Applications Development, the third stage and role, involves the use of nearly-developed 
or prototype system elements (including sensors) to investigate and demonstrate the workings of the entire applica-
tions program. And, finally, Operational Mis3ions are those activities which have successfully completed the 
development process and are routinely carrIed out in satisfaction of operational user's needs. While few applica-
tions will require development from scratch in all four stages, and many will require no flight-data for one or 
more steps, the unique features of the shuttle sortie mode will lead, in many cases to significant advances in the 
technologic and economical efficiency with which all four stages may be carried out. 
The critical developments and operational missions pertinent to each of these roles for the Shuttle sortie are 
illustrated in Figure 1-1. Each development is correlated with the TERSSE missions which it supports. And the 
ability of the Shuttle to satisfy operational mission requirements is illustrated. 
We view the Shuttle to be a primary developmental platform for the Earth Resources Program and consider its 
roles to span the range from Technique Development to ASVT support. As an operational platform, the Shuttle's 
unique features of tailorable sensors, tailorable orbits and lighting, and hard-copy return qualify it fur primary 
platform status in several cases and as a support platform in many others. Figures 1-2, -3, -4 ami .. 5 illustrate 
example configurations for each of the four sortie roles. A major study conclusion is that planning for flights 
encompassing these four roles should commence. 
1.3 FREQUENT FLI~HT OPPORTUNITIES: A PROGRAM REVOLUTION 
In examining characteristics of the Shuttle for exploitive value, no single feature of the Shuttle concept will have so 
m.uch impact and potential as the opportunity for frequent flights. Today's Program may be characterized as 
follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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Spacecraft projects dominate the development of system elements such as signatures, sensors, and 
data systems. 
Because of the infrequent availability of flights, all phases of an applications development are Ol.lcessarily 
attacked simultaneously: signature research, sensor development, and applications development are 
combined in a single program. 
As a result, major budget committments precede proof of cO'1cept and increases in confidence level. 
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Figure 1-1. Shuttle Roles In TERSSE Mission Evolution 
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Figure 1-2. Shuttle Role: Technique Development 
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Figure 1-3. Shuttle Role: Sensor Development 
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Figure 1-4. Shuttle Role: ASVT Development 
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Figure 1-5. Shuttle Role: Operational Platform 
The Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) which flew aboard Sky lab is the sine qua non of the single-flight-
program. Sky lab was a once-in-a-decaue opportunity which could not be ignored. And EREP has produced 
valuable contributions to the Earth Resources Program. But the constraints of a single flight opportunity are in-
escapable. Figure 1-6 illustrates the situation. Costs rise rapidly as the flight project is approved and hardware 
is built but increases in confidence from the three simultaneous steps do not occur until after the beginning of data 
analysis (the small bump in the cost curve represents data processing costs which are usually not accounted for 
until late in the project) And the more mature steps (e. g. application development) are not able to capitalize upon 
the results of the earlier ones. 
The Earth Resources R&D Program of the 1980's as a result of frequent-flight-opportunities, should be characterized 
as follows: 
1. System development needs will dominate the conduct of the Program; flights will be scheduled when and 
as they are useful to the development of a particular system element. 
2. Developments will be attacked sequentially and iteratively; signature research, sensor development, and 
applications development will be kept separate when it is warranted. 
3. Low cost will be achieved through reuse and modification of hardware facilities as the development process 
proceeds. 
Figure 1-6 also illustrates the phased program concept made possible in the Shuttle era by frequent flight oppor-
~I ) tunities. Technique development flights deliver proven signatures to the sensor development project which, in turn, 
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Figure 1-6. Single-Flight Program Versus Phased Program 
uses multiple flights to develop sensor hardware for transfer to the total applications system development effort. 
Costs are more gradually increasing and the confidence associated with the process is more nearly in line with its 
cost. 
A major Earth Resources Program management restructuring will be necessary to achieve these benefits. 
Application Development Managers will need to be created, "assigned, and given the authority to control all aspects 
of the devclopment of their system, such as signatures, sensors, or data processing, and to schedule Shuttle flights 
as they become useful at each step. A concomitant amount of Shuttle Program responsivity and flexibility will be 
required by the Application Development Manager. Such restructuring will not be simple, and the details are not 
at all visible at this point. It is our recommendation, however, that this aspect of management in the Shuttle Era 
be reconized and given early attention. 
A consolidation of shuttle-exploitive practices in Lhe frequent-flight era is illustrated in Figure 1-7. We have in-
tegrated the practices more commonly spoken of in connection with Shuttle (such as reduced analysis and greater 
margins) with the underlying concepts necessary to exploit frequent flights. A program with many flights cannot 
be structured as today's are - the cost would be too great. The program of the future must achieve low cost per 
flight. But we feel that this low cost will not so much be achieved through the manufacture of inexpensive hardware 
as it will be achieved through the manufacture of quality hardware with flexibility, growth capability, and the 
ability to be reflown many times. A Shuttle-era equivalent of the $15M Skylab radiometer/scatterometer/altimeter 
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PROGRAM SHUTTLE-EXPLOITIVE PRACTICES 
ELEMENT 
.~"d,\ 
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AND INCREMENTAL OBJECTIVI:::5 OPERATIONS • 
-
R/QA/SAFETY • NO MAJOR CHANGES- SOME ALLOWANCE FOR FAILURE 
• NO CHEAP HARDWARE 
• REDUCED ANALYSIS, GREATER MARGINS 
DESIGN, FAB, 
AND TEST • MODULAR DESIGN, RAPIP MODIFICATIONS 
• BUILD FOR GROWTH 
• TEST OBJECTIVES KEYED TO MISSION 
• MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS ON SYSTEM ELEMENT 
DEVELOPMEN J , NOT FLIGHT PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT • SYSTEM ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER SCHEDULES 
FLIGHT WHEN WARRANTED IN CYCLE 
• LOW COST THROUGH MODS AND REUSE 
Figure 1-7. Shuttle-Exploitive Practices 
(S193) will still possibly cost $15M. But the $15M Shuttle-era sensor will be used many times, not once, each with 
a relatively low-cost modification of its configuration to sequentially explori:l the development steps leading to an 
application system. 
1.4 CONTINUED ACCESS TO AUTOMATED SATELLITES: A NEW WAY OF DOING BUSINESS 
Perhaps the newest and most provoking characteristic which the STS will bring to automated satellite platforms is 
the post-launch access to satellites which will be provided. Although there have been occassional satellite pro-
grams which used data or sample recovery systems, the Space Shuttle and Tug will open up a new era where 
virtually all earth orbiting satellites can be recovered or serviced on-orbit as a relatively routine matter. The 
options for spacecraft designers and applications program planners which are made available by this feature will 
truly result in a totally new way of doing business. 
As will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2, the Shuttle Orbiter is designed to retrieve as well as deliver 
spacecraft to orbit. For satellites in orbits which are not accessible to the Orbiter, the Tug will provide this 
service. In sum, the STS is designed to be a two-way transportation system, enabling its satellite customers to 
achieve total travel capability between the three primary terminals, earth, low earth orbit, and geosynchronous 
orbit. 
The impact on the ERP can only be grossly estimated at this time. In the first place, all Earth resources 
satellite platforms can be checked out in orbit after launch using the Shuttle Orbiter and Tug to provide various 
support services. These include data processing, electrical power, communications relay, visual inspection, and 
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physical deployment aids. In the event that malfunctions are found, the STS elements can assist in the failure 
isolation and also effect repairs by ffi0dule replacement. It is in this latter area that the continued access to 
satellites would appear to make the greatest impact. 
Advanced, detailed studies of serviceability have been carried out for two primary ERP sateHites of the 1980's, 
EOS and SEOS. The EOS satellite is a primary example of a major sun-synchronous platform for the ERP, while 
SEOS is one of the more important Earth-synchronous platforms. In both cases, feasible satellite and servicer 
designs have been developed (Section 4.2.4 and Appendix C). Although these conceptual designs require flight 
verification, the concepts identified do not represent significantly new teclmology developments and should not 
require major new research efforts. 
In addition to the apparent feasibility of on-orbit servicing as a Shuttle-exploitive new way of conducting space 
programs, the most thorough economic studies have shown it to be a cost-effective mode of operation as well 
(AppendLx D). It has been shown in a number of studies that the Shuttle is cost-effective as a basic transportation 
system (Appendix A). It is, however, in the Shuttle-exploitive modes that spacecraft programs can often reap 
savings of 60-70 percent of total program costs. Although this figure represents a maximum and is probably 
subject to some errors, it does indicate the general magnitude of saving's which an orbit servicing pl'ogram can 
have over the use of expendable-spacecraft similar to the types currently in operation. 
Although orbit servicing appears to be the most cost-effective program mode in some cases, a number of studies 
have shown satellite retrieval & ground refurbishment to be an advantageous program mode Ul.der certain condi-
tions. The retrieval mode requires less advanced satellite designs and avoids the complexities of remote, auto-
mated or semi-automated servicing. For certain programs, then, it can be shown to be more effective than either 
an expendable or an orbit servicing approach. 
1. 5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Space Shuttle, we have concluded, has a primary role in the continued evolution and development of the Earth 
Resources Program and may be visualized as the means by which the momentum of the R&D ERP is maintained 
through the early 1980's. This is not to say that merely flying more sensors and collecting more R&D data will 
maintain this momentum. Indeed, as the remainder of the TERSSE final report volumes illustrate, a completely 
diUerent way of viewing and managing ERP evolution is needed. But Shuttle, in this context, will be a key element. 
Shuttle's major contribution to Earth Resources Program R&D lies in frequent flight opportunities. 
A major Program management restructuring is required to capitalize on this benefit. 
Today's spacecraft projects dominate R&D of sensors, data systems, and applications because spacecraft projects 
are individually costly. Infrequent flight opportunities are the result, and all phases of the development of an 
application must be attacked simultaneously. Frequent flight opportunities in the Shuttle era will remove this con-
straint and permit placing the control of development efforts in the hands of an applications development manager. 
New management techniques, organizational relationships, funding control, and interfaces with the Shuttle Program 
will be required. We recommend the immediate start of an investigation of this question, for the transformation 
itself must begin several years before the first Shuttle flight. 
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Mission planning for Shuttle's first years should commence in Technique Development, Sensor 
Development, and Applications Development. Early operationai u,issions should be further defined 
The program-spanning roles of the Shuttle will maintain the momentum of the R&D portion of the ERP only if 
applications programs and their associated payloads are brought into being in a timely fashion. Already much of 
the first two years of Shuttle flights is tentatively allocated to other NASA disciplines. Earth Resources use of the 
Shuttle must be rapidly defined in sufficient depth to permit the scheduling and integration planning of ER payloads to 
occur. 
The potential of Space Shuttle to serve the fractionated Land Resources area vi:t ad hoc missions 
should be given focus. 
As was developed in Volumes 5 and 6, much of the Land Resources management area is ideally-suited for use of 
Shuttle as a primary platform. Off-the-shelf or nearly-developed sensors could be used to satisfy much of the need 
of this community. And the development of tllis resources management area is provided a focus and goal by the 
planning for early shuttle flights for Land Resources mission purposes. 
The ability of Shuttle to provide continued access to satellites will provide major cost savings. 
The implications of this capability to the relationship between R&D and operational spacecraft 
platforms should be evaluated in future spacecraft studies. 
The automated spacecraft of the Shuttle era, such as EOS and SEOS, are currently undergoing preliminary defintion. 
On-orbit servicing is receiving attention in these studies; but the questions associated with a) use of a spacecraft 
bus for R&D then upg'rading or refurbishing it for operational use and b) the refurbishment or replacement of 
g sensor payloads should be examined. 
·.A"::tl 
. ! 
'- .,r' 
In conclusion, we expect a vigorous Shuttle Program to provide significant benefits to the Earth Resources Pro-
gram. But, as with all revolutionary new capabilities, major restructuring of techniques and methods will be 
necessary to capitalize on these benefits. An outline for restructuring is contained in this report. The next steps 
are ready to be taken. 
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SECTION 2 
STS CAPABILITIES IN SUPPORT OF THE ERP 
:I. 
SECTION 2 
STS CAPABILITIES IN SUPPORT OF THE ER P 
This section describes the elements of NASA's Space Transpoltation System (STS) in some detail and defines the 
potential benefits a\'aUable for the total Earth Resources Program. The STS is still in the formati\'e stage, as 
may be seen by the schedule shown in Figure 2-1. FUlther, increasing pressures to combat inflation and reduce 
the federal budget add a majol' element of unceltainty to the cUlTent schedules. FOl' this section amI those 
following, the approach which has been tal.;en addl'csses the system as planned ancl does not include an analysis of 
these uncertainties. 
The STS is comprised of elements which may cOl1\'cniently be c:ltegol'i2:ed into threc gl'OUps: the Space Shuttle 01' 
Orbitel'; upper stages for the Shuttle; and thc Spacclab. The elemcnts of each gl'OUp al'e shO\\11 in Figurt' 2-2. 
The STS has becn desigl1ecl to c!clh'cr, l'ctl'ic\'c, and sen'icc automated and manual spacccl'aff on-ol'bit. It will 
also SUppOlt the conduct of spacc opel'ations aml e.xpl'l'il11ents at low erllth orbit for missions up to 30 days in 
lcngth. The Shuttle and upper stages of the S1'S :ll'e being built br :'\ASA and DOD, thc Spacc1ab by thc EUL'Opean 
SP:lCC Agency, ESA. The goal is to suppoli all space opemtiolls br l'i:ASA, 001), othcr U. S. agencies, fOL'eign 
national :lgeneies, and the clol11l'stic/intel'nation:ll pl'inlle scctOl'. 
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UTILITIES 
The Oebitel' peo\'ic\es the capabilit,\' to support planned, unscheduled, ane! contingency EVA. Thl'ee, two-man EVA 
excuI'sions may bepC'efol'lnec1, each lasting upto six houL's. Nominallllissions of a payload (e:q)el'iment) S)XlnSOL' 
may call fOl' two of these EVA opel'Utions to be planned or unscheduled. Additional excursions may be included 
in the mission but e~,:pendables will be payload chargeable. For many of the Earth Observations e:o..l)cL'imcnts 
cUL'L'ently being plaru1ed, the utilization of EVA can bc a powerful tool peL'mitting versatile opel'Utions with many 
real-time modifications. Although some of this \'el'satility can be supplied by automated means, the EVA approach 
can pro\'icle a mOI'e cost effecti\'e plan and enable much greatel' range adjustments and corrections to be made. 
The e:-'1Jerience in the Skylab mission illustrates much of the ach'antage to be gained; the frequency of Shuttle flights 
ancl the size of the cal'go bay should encourage payload suppliel's to make even more effecth'e use of EVA capability. 
An impoliant feature of the crew pl'ovisions pro\-ided by the Shuttle is the lack of "astronaut-type" training 
required. The Ol'bite!' pl'o\ricles a habitable, shili-slee\'e em-ironment which is being designcd to encoumge the 
acti\'(~ padieipation of scientists and technicians. Naturally some tl'aining in the life suppoli systems of the 
Orbiter \\'ill be required, as well as e:-''PI~rience with the zero gravity em'ironment. However, it may be e:o..1JCcted 
that the matLll'e Shuttle system will easily accommoclate the designers and/or users of the payloads and payload 
equipment. 
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2. 1. 2 SHUTTLE PER FORl\IANCE CAPABILITIES 
The Shuttle will utilize two launch sites, Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and the Western Test Range (\\'Tll) at 
Vandenberg Air Farce Base (VAFB), to transpol1: payloads to low earth orbit at various inclinations. Figures 2-5 
and 2-6 sho\\' the maximum cargo weight that can be directly placed into a circular orbit as a function of the 
orbit altitude and inclination. The 28.5' case is of special interest since Spac>o Tug transfers of satcllites to 
geosynchronous orbit will be initiated here. Fol' e:ll1:h obsel'\'(l.tions spacecraft, pl'illlary orbits arc (a) thosc 
whose peeiocl is twcnty-four hours (geosynchronous) and (b) those whel'e the nodal Pl'cccssion l'atc matches thc 
Earth's angular rate aeound thc Sun so that thc sun/oebit plan(' geomctL'y remains constant. The Shuttlc's 
nominal capability fol' deIiI'eej' to thesc lattee, sun-s~'lCheonous orbits is shown in Figure 2-7. 
This sun synchronous oebit is a p:lliicularly usC'ful one fOl' thC' Ell p, The l'cpctith'C' nature of thcsc ol'bits pcrmits 
eeplicatccl acquisition of the sallle eal1:h taegets undcI' tIl(' salllC' local StUl angle conditions, a Cil'CtllllstancC' which 
favors sensaI' input compaeisons, Although thC' baselinC' ShuttlC' pC'l'fol'll1ancC' l'esteicts such ol'bits to \\"Tll launchcs, 
other possibilitics do exist. Thesc includc a not1:hl't'ly launch out of ETll with a dog-lcg inclination changC' and a 
Tug-assisted launch out of ETll which is within thC' ShutilC"s "allo\\'ablc" launch windo\\' (28.5 - 57). Thesc 
altel'l1ati\'cs hm'e sc\'crru inhcrcnt pl'OblclllS but al'C' wolth ill\'cstigating sincc sun sj'lchl'onous orbits al'c important 
and \\,Tll launchcs with Shuttlc will be two 01' moec ,I'C:U'S delayed aftel' Shuttlc IOC. 
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With respect to the Shuttle's on-orbit capability, cetiain capabilities for pointing' and stability become impodant 
for Earth resources sodie missions. The Orbiter has the capability of achieving and maintaining any earth 
referenced attitude, although there are thermal considerations governing the dUration, any attitUde maY,be 
maintair.2d. The attainment of a specific attitude and the associated pointing accueacy depend on many factors. 
In general, with an accurate, payload-supplied and-mounted sensor, used to pro\'ide el'roe signals, the Orbiter 
will be capable of maintaining any desired attitude to within 0.17 x 10-4 rad/sec {\}, 01 deg/sec.) The 3 sigma 
attitude pointing accul'acy for Earth targets using the Ol'biter D-IU is 0.008 t'ach.'1ns (0.5 degrees). Endh target 
pointing as a function of orbital attitude and \'lewing angle based on standard Orbitel' e1'1'Ol' SOUl'ces are pl'esented 
in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Payload Poir.Ling Enol'S For Eluih Targets 
Orbital Altitude 
100 n. mi. 200 n. mi. 300 n. mi. 
l'mlians (dep'ces) j'lHlians (degrees) radians (dep;~'ees) 
A. Local \'ertieal 
1. STDX O. OO~i (O. 10) 0.0027 (0. 1(i) 0.0027 (0. 1Ii) 
2. TDRS 0.0027 (O. Hi) 0.0027 (0. Hi) 0.0027 (0. Hi) 
B. Specific Earth Target 
1. KADffi Looking 
• STDX 0.0030 (O. 18) 0.0027 (0. W) 0.0027 (O. Hi) 
• T08S 0.005 (0.28) 0.0034 (0.20) 0.0030 (0. 18) 
------- ----- -----2. 30~ Off KADffi 
• STUK 0.003-1 (0. 20) 0.0029 (0. 17) 0.0027 (O. Hi) 
• TDRS 0.00·19 (0. 29) 0.0034 (0.20) 0.0030 (0. 1M) 
2.1.3 PAYLOAD ATTACHl\IEKT AKD l\IAl\'!PULATOR 
The Orbitel' cal'go bay provides thilieen primaey structural attachment locations as shown in Figul'c 2-8. Thc 
fOl'\\'aL'd t\\'eln~ of thcse consist of three attach points, one on each side longel'on and one at the keel. The aft 
attachment locations has only the longeron points and is designed as a special fitting for an uppel' stage. Furthel' 
details l'egarding the provisions for mOllnting payloads al'e available, but do not appear directly ceitical at this 
point. It should be noted that fOl' many payloads, dieeet attachment to the Shuttle is not likely. l\lost automated 
spacec l'aft which aee dieectly deliverable by the Shuttle are likely to require some type of attachment ceadlc which 
SeCUl'es them in the cargo bay fol' launch, ascent, descent, andlancling. An example of this facility is the Flight 
Suppoli System (FSS) cradle c1esig,llCd foe the EOS spacecraft (see Fig,ure 2-9). other payloads, requiring Hn 
upper stage for deli\-ery will most likely be cantilevered from the front end of the upper stage. 
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For the deployment und reco\'ery of payloads out of and into the cargo bay, the Shuttle pro\'ic1es a Hemote 
?ltmiplllatoJ' System (R:\IS) as shown in Figure 2-10. The baseline l11anipulatol' is located on the left siele of tho 
Orbiter anct is 15. 25m (50 feet) in length. The l11anipulator is operated by a crewman in the aft flight deck and is 
capable of removing :l11d installing a -to 6111 (15 ft) diameter, 18.3m (tiO ft.) long; payload which weighs up to 
29,510 Kg (!l5, 000 Ibs.). Figure 2-11 shows the Rl\lS being used to l'emove an EOS from the cargo bay. (1'\otc the 
attachment cradle which secures the satellite to thc Orbiter attach points for launch.) 
In addition to the manipulation of large payloads, the Rl\lS may play other roles. CCTV camerus and lights located 
on the manipulator may be used for close-up inspection of attached or detached payloads without the necessity of 
EVA. The R1\lS will also be useful in deploying large e;-"1JCriment structures (i. c., microwa\'e radal's) and in 
docking of stabilizNl spacecraft or other elements to the Orbitel'. It may also be possible to utilize the Rl\lS for 
many planned and unplanned contingency roles. A pal't:icuIal'1y important activity of this t)1)e would involve the 
on-orhit sen'icing of activated spacecraft. The Rl\IS may be used to assist replacement of m . -pended and failed 
modules ancl, with the use of the second optiona1manipuIator, may nlso be useful in positioning the spacecraft fOl' 
sel'\·ieing. A key factor in the cost effective use of the Shuttle by the EOS program has been shown to be this 
servicing capability. 
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MANIPULATOR 'OPTIONAL' 
Figure 2-10. Orbiter Hemote l\lanipulatol' Sysh '11 (R:\IS) 
2.1.4 ELECTRICAL POWER PROVISIOr\S 
The baseline electrical power subsystem 0[' the Orbiter pro\'ides 50 kwh of electrical energy fOl' payload usc. A 
payload-weight-chargeable supplementary kit may be added to pro\'ide an additional 840 Kwh. Volume outside the 
·1.6 x 18. 3m payload area is available for up to four of these kits. 
The electrical energy is pl'ovided by an hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell as 28 vdc, 7 Kw average sustained power. Peak 
power of up to 12 kw may be drawn for 2 min. inter\'als, once e\'ery three houl's. With rotation of the Orbiter 
to an attitude which maximizes efficiency of thc radiators, the peak power duration may be exiended to 15 
minutes e\'cry three hout's. The primary electrical power panel for payloads iLl located on the starboard sidewall 
of the cargo bay at Station 695, as shown in Figure 2-12. 
2.1.5 COKTA!Il1NATIOK CONTROL 
l\lany of the instruments which may be employed in the ER P are sensitive to contamination. The control of 
gaseous and particulate contaminants is considered a problem with the Shuttle progmm at this time due to two 
primal',Y factors. First, the definition of specific procedures and facilities is in its earliest stages amI there are 
many unknowns. What preliminal'Y data does exist, however, seems to suggest that contamination will be difficult to 
control. The second factot' which suggests concern is the fact that multi-payload mission sharing will be a fact 
of life on the Shuttle where it is only a ral'ityat present. The sharing of a flight substantially inet'eases the 
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potential opportunities fol' foreign materials to be intl'oduced into the cargo bay, and also incl'cases the soul'ces of 
contamination after initial payload closeout at the Ol'biter Processing Faci.lity. 
Althoup;h this pl'oblem is of significant importance to many instruments located on Eal'th l'eSOUl'ces spacecl'aft 
and sortie payloads, not very mllch data is available regarding the Shuttle conditions. The data which has been 
releascd is discussed in Appendix B. In addition, WI; have included some preliminary recommendations regar,ding 
countel'meaSUres to prevent contamination of EHP mission sensors. 
2.1.6 THEHl'IIAL EXVmONIIIEXT 
The Orbiter bay thermal environments are defined in the Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations Heport, 
(Volume XI\', Revision C) and shown in the following tables and figul'es. Table 2-2 presents the maximum range 
payload ba~' wall thermal environments while Figures 2-13 through 2-16 show payload bay liner lempemture as a 
function of: 
1. Location on payload bay liner 
2. Time 
3. Pa,doad heat sink 
A curve of an estimated example EHP satellite (EOS) heat sink has been superimposed on each of these figul'es. 
These plots pl'ovide more l'ealistic estimates of the actual thermal environments that will be experienced by 
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Table 2-2, Payload Bay \\-'all Thermal Environment 
1 Condition 1 Design l\Iinimum 
1---------------------------1----------------
, 1 
, frelallnch 1 • 4(OF (Q.5°C) 
, I 
I launch I + 40°F (4.5°C) 
I I 
I cn-Crb:i.< (doors clcsed) I See CED 
I I 
I Entry and Fc::t1anding 1 -100°F (-73°C) 
1 I 
Design l\Iaximum I 
------------------1 
1 
.. 1~OoF (U<';oC) I 
, 
+ 150 c F <65.5 0 C) 1 
I 
S<:!e HE 1 
1 
.. 2000F <93.S 0 C) 1 
1 
H~at leak criteria inte c[ cut cf a lCcoF (37.5 CC) cen~tant 
Faylcad a[e as follcws: 
A. 'Iotal t-a y heat gain, averaqe ~ 0 Etu/Ft 22 hr (0 Wattl 
!'Ieter 2 ) 
B. Heat gair., lccal area ~ 3 Etu/Ft2-hr (9.5 lIatt/ 
!'Ieter 2) 
C. 'Iotal tay heat loss, average ~ 3 Etu/ft 2-hr (9. !: Watt/ 
!'Ieter 2) 
r:. Heat loss, local area '!: 4 Etu/ft2-hr (1~.€ Watt/ 
!'Ieter 2) 
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Figlll'e ~-l<l. Payload Bay Liner Temperature (l3ottom, .-\ft of Fwd Equip H, l .\·) 
the satelli!e in the Shutile bay. "ote that the temperatures presented are only for lise "as a g11idc" to initiate the 
thermal design and integration, and should be followed by detailed analysis between Shuttle and the payload as 
1·(.'qui l'ed. 
The Orbiter provides an active thermal conlrol subsystem (ATCS) which is especially usefullo EU!, Spacelab 
missions. This subs.\'stem will pro\'ide an on-otbit heat l'ejeetion of U. 3 Kwt (21,500 Btu/hr) ami coohilll 
temperatures of 2t'O K ml1.'(imum to a payload and 321:i K returned from the payload. Although peobabl.\' nol 
necessal'~' 1'01' EHI' payloads, this capability can be improved to ti, 2 I.:\\'t (28,000 Btu/hr) with the addition of payload 
weight chargeable kits. In any case, the payloD.d heat exchangel' will accept any of the following fluids (chosen by the 
payload): water, Freon 21, or Flutec PP50. 
2.1.7 ACTO;\IATED PAYLOAD 'SIlCTTLE OPERATION'S 
CUlTent g"l'ound flows for the Shuttle system indicate that loading an automated ER payload in the 01'biter cargo bay 
will be initiated at approximately T-91 hi'S. and continue fol' 4 houl's. This operation takes place in the 1\laintenance 
and Checkout Facility as do all other activities priol' to moving to the launch pad The payload integration timeline 
is illustrated in Fig1ll'e 2-17. Installation of the payload is followed by verification of the Ol'lJitCl'!payload intedace 
connections and final closeout of the payload at appl'oximately T-69. This latter event is cl'itical since it sevCl'ely 
restricts at'cess to the spacecl'aft fol' almost tlu'ee days prior to launch, a vastly different situation than is 
curl'enlly pl'aoticed with expendable launch vehicles. 
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Fil,'1ll'e 2-17. Automated P:l.doad .. 'Shuttll' Interface Ci l'OUIHl Flow 
... \fter completion of Orbiter processing, it is lllo\"E.'d to the \'chicle Assembly Building (\':\13) fOl' mating' with othel' 
clements 01' the Shuttle which is then lllo\'ec!lo the Inunch pac!. ,-\ftCl' the Shuttle is mated to thc patl, access to 
the eaq~o bay may be obtained \"in a payload chang-cout l'oom (approximately -1 hours beginning' at '1'-10). Although 
this capabilit~· is pl'o\'ided, the need 1'01' physical access to most pa~'loads dul'ing this time is not currentl~· 
anticipated. A potcntial future l'equil'ement may al'ise if a cryogenic cooling system is used to support ndvanced 
scnsol's. Fxeepl 1'01' this possibility, all physical sen'icing of the spacecraft, including pl'opellant tank loading 
anel pyrotechnic device installation (at '1'-73), will be completed prior to the spacecl'aft installation in the cal'go 
bay, 
Complete satellite s~'steJ1ls tests will be conducted at the "factory" level. After a routine incoming inspection at 
the launch site, the c !'ilical portions of the complete factor), test sequence will be replicated. These will be 
completed before Orbiter installation which bep;ins at approximately '1'-91. Checkout of the payload on the gl'ound 
following this activity will be restl'icted to criticalmeasul'ement monitoring and caution/warninp; monitoring. 
Electrical po\\'er fOl' these spacecl'aft functions as well as all othel's through the Ascent Phase will be AuppJied by 
GSE or the Orbiter. 
Once the total Shuttle/Payload system has been mated to the launch pad, comprehensive limit checking of payload 
subs~'stems will again be performed at the moclule and submoclule level (beginning at 1'-15). This activity will be 
concluded with EGSE via the 1'--1 prelaunch umbilical. Since all of the checkout and servicing aeth·ities will 
probably be completed well befol'e launch, no connection via the '1'-0 launch umbilical is anticipatediol' most 
automated spacecraft. Following removal of the pl'elaunch umbilical at approximately '1'--1 hours, all monitoring 
of spacecraft status will be performed via the Orbiter's interleaved telemetry bit stream. 
Installation of the payload into the Orbiter cargo bay will be accompanied by a comprehensive vel'ification of all 
electrical interfaces. If the payload is a spacecraft, it ancl its SUppol't cradle will be mated and sil'uctul'nl 
interfaces verified pl'ior to '1'-91. ERP experiments for sortie missions will be installed in the Spacclab, and 
structul'al 'electdcal intetiaces also vel'ified prior to 1'-91. 
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Verification of the payload/Orbiter electrical interfaces will be accomplished during the two-hour interval beginning 
at T-87, As currently planned these interfaces will consist of three functional sets of connections: one set to the 
T-4 prelaunch umbilical for payload checkout and monitoring by EGSE, a second set to the Sta, 576 bulkhead for 
caution/warning, command, and performance monitoring by the Orbiter avionics, and the thil'd set to the right-hand 
sidewall (Sm, 695) for electrical power (See Figure 2-12). 
DUl'ing the .-\scent Phase, low bit rate data on c dUcal subsystems will be interleaved with the primal'Y telemetry 
downlink of the Orbiter, In addition, caution and wal'ning status data will continue to be hardwlt'ed to the Orbitel" 
probably to the :Mission Specialist Station, All of the data signals and the retul'n command link to the spacecraft 
will be carried via hardwlt'e cable with the interface located at the Sta, 576 bulkhead. This in-flight service 
panel is the pl'ime interface fOl' all electl'ical data signals and the l'ight-hand side wi re tmy will be used fOl' 
electrical power transfet' from the Orbiter, A pl'oblem with both of these intel'faces is the requiL'ell1ent to In'eak 
and rem ate them. 
The comp[ltibility of EHP spacecmft and Shuttle after insel'lion into low earth orbit can be discussed in terms of 
four phases: post-insertion, pl'e-seplll'ation checkout, sepal'alion, and post-separation. The fil'st of these phases 
is vil'tually identical to the ascent to low eal'lh orbit. ,-\fter attainment of orbit and opening of the cargo bay 
doors, the pl'ime activity of the Orbitel' will concem status checking and navigation updating (Figure ~-1~a). It 
is expected that payload monitol'ing will remain at the same level and not be inten'upted by this (h'bitel' activity. 
Arter completion of ()I'bitel'-l'equil'ed activities a pl'e-separation checkout of the payload will be conduded via the 
hal'dwil'e intel'Cace with the Orbitel' avionics, The primary purpose of this checkout activity is to aSSUl'e that the 
spacec raft may be safely deployed and l'ccovel'ed, if necessary, The assurance of deployment safety is l'elatively 
simple ancl will im'oh'e electrical continuity checks and visual inspection to check the sh'uctural integl'ity of tho 
spacccl'afL This means that no damage has been incurred and that the.e has been no pre~l1ature full 01' pUl'tial 
deployment of the spacec raft appendages. 
The pOL'tion of this checkout whi(:h is conducted visually will be carried out in several stages as the vehicle 
attitude in the bay is changed (see Figure 2-18\)). .-\11 will involve direct visual access via thc operatol' viewing 
windows in lhe fOl"\\'aL'd bulkhead and will also ul.ilize the TV monitors placed at various locations in the cargo bay 
(locations not yet identified by Space Shuttle Pr;:>jeci Office), If necessal'y, the TV camera located on the Hl\lS 
may also be used The steps in the visual inspection activity al'e tied to the total deployment and separation 
sequence to assure full covel'ageaf the vehicle, 
The checkout routine needed to assure recoverability of a spacecraft is more complicated than that of checking 
its "separability". The general approach to defining this concept assunles that full activation and checkout is best 
perfol'mecl with the spacecraft physically sepal'ated from the Shuttle, It is therefore necessary to define a simple 
test sequence which assures minimunl operability of the spacecraft so that it can be recaptured and l'etrieved by 
the Ol'biter if necessary, 
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Figll1'e 2-hi. Spacecraft Checlwut in Shuttle Orbit Ii 
The question of responding to a detected failure aftcl" initial deployment is a very complex one. Howevcl', regard-
less of how the problem is resoll'ed (i. e., immediate \'ersus delayed servicing, or return to the ground), nny 
spacecraft program mocle other than expendable requires this type of precautionary pre-separation checkout. 
The detailed checkout operations cannot be 'Ieyeloped until SUbsystem design is completed. /!owevel', an initial 
concept fOl" the EOS spacecraft is shown in Table 2-3. FOl' each major assembly in the spacecraft subsystems the 
table indicates which is to be activated priol' to separation and which is to be tested. A question which has not 
been resoh'ed concel'llS the feasibility and desirability of deploying the array and testing it in the cat'go bay. 
The separation activity is carried out after it has been determined that the spacecraft can successfully survive 
alone and is capable of being retrieved should a late l' contingency occur. The entire deployment sequence implies 
that various inhibit signals be present (i. e., to prevent normal ACS operation). 
Once safel~' released, the Orbiter will move off to a safe distance and the spacecraft can be fully activated via its 
S-band uplink from the gl'ound (see Figure 2-18c). 
At this time, a thorough vehicle activation and checkout will be conducted under ground control via direct RF. 
This can be carried out using STDN Ot' TDRSS up- and downlinks. Unless some unusual contingency al'ises, the 
Orbiter is not expected to be directly involved in these operations, although it may be standing by. If some 
antenna or array deployment has been left for this post-separation phase, however, it may be desirable for 
Orbiter-located TV cameras to monitor these events. 
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Table 2-3. Pre-Separation Activation and Checkout of the EOS 
Subsystem/Component Activate 
Attitude Control 
Backup Controller X 
l\Iagnetic Torquers X 
l\Iomentu1l1 Wheel X 
Wheel Electronics X 
Star Tracker 
rnu Platform X 
Solar Aspect Sensor X 
Remote 'l'Li\I and C;\m X 
PO\\'cr and Solar Array 
Central Control Unit X 
Power Regulator X 
Power Control l'nit X 
Battel'Y X 
Remote Decoder :'IIGX X 
801m' .\rl'ay 
Solar Arm,l" D!'il'e 
Arl'ay Shunt Panel 
Communications ancl Data Handling 
S-band Transponcier X 
:'Iloclulation ]>roeessol' X 
Central Command Decoder X 
Format Generator X 
Clock X 
Remote Oecoder!l\IUX X 
Data Collection Subs,l'stem 
Tape Reeol't!er 
; 
Computer X 
S-band A11tenna 
TORSS Transponder 
TORSS Antenna 
Hat'l1ess and Sigl1al Conditioning 
Harness - ACS X 
Harness - Po\\'er X 
Harness - C&Ol-! X 
Harness - \\,B 
Hal'l1ess - \'EH X 
Signal Conditioning X 
Remote TLl\I and C1\1O X 
Checkout 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Table 2-3. Pre-Separation AC!ti\'ation and Checkout of the EOS (Continued) 
Subs ystem/Component Acti\'ate Checkout 
Thermal 
Thermal Coatings KIA KIA 
Heaters X X 
Insulation Blankets X/A K/A 
ACS Thermal Control X X 
C&DH Thermal Control X X 
Power Thermal Control X X 
\\'B Thermal Control 
Prop Thermal Control X X 
ProEull:lion 
Pnell mat iCl:l 
Orbit Adjust (1\ot Required For Subl:lystem) 
Orbit Tr:msf('r 
I \\'ideband 
l\lultiplexer (:\ot Hequired FOI' Subsystem) 
:\IUX Encoder 
OPSK X-band .:'Ilod 
PC:\I-F.:'II :'Ilocl 
T\ \'T /Powe I' Supply 
E1ec, Gimbal S,\'l:ltem 
Antenna tUlll Suppo t't 
Tape Recol'ders 
Remote '1'1.:\1 and Ci\ID 
In the same manner, the Shuttle Orbiter will not nominally be in\'ol\'ed with the transfer of the spacecl'aft to itl:l 
" ~ mission ol'bit, if nec('ssary. Spacecraft stabilization, ol'ientatioll and initiation of the orbit tranl:lfcl' function will 
iI' ' I: all be done 11l1del' ground control. If desired and feasible frol11 a l:lafety point-of-view, the Orbitel' may take a 
stand-off position ancl use its TV camerllS to monitor the pell'tion of the sequence conducted at til(' parking orbit. 
This activity may also be conducted under remote control of the Orbiter via an llF link. It is not felt, howe\'cr, 
that the magl1itude or this e:--iencled acth'ation ancl checkout il:l within the scope of the Orbiter [wionics capability. 
Another option which may be desirable for selected ERP missions is to conduct this activity under ground control, 
but to utilize the Orbiter a\'ionics to relay engineering data and commands between the spacecraft and the ground. 
This option becomes especially c1esimble for those spacecraft configurations which do not have a TlJllSS link. 
lletl'ie\'al of an ERP spacecraft by the Ol'bitet' may be accomplished for either of two reasons: stowage in the cargo 
bay for return to the ground, or manipulation for on-ot'bit rcsupply. Up to the time of captl1l'e by the RMS, the 
operations are the same for both goals, 
The spacecraft, acting under ground control, will cease its nominal mission functions and return to the Orbitel' 
\'ieinit.\', It is assumed that final rendez\'ous and clocking will be pel'formed acth'ely by the Orbiter. Before 
closing with the spacecraft, ho\\'e\'er, the Orbiter must be totally assured of its safe nature, Thus there is a 
requirement for a pre-docking checkout of the l:lpacccraft to assure that all safety parameters arc in :tn acceptable 
range and that there are no configurational hazardl:l (e. g. , TlJllSS antenna is stOWed). This checkout may be 
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conducted by the spacecraft mission control center \'ia a direct spacecraft/ground link or may be performed remotely 
by the Orbiter. The selection of the optimum technique will depend in large measure on the capability of the Orbiter 
to conduct such a test and tile a\'ailable link time to a STDN or TDRSS station. 
After the pre-docking safety checks ha\'e been made, the spacecraft will be recaptured by the OrbiteL' with the Rl\IS 
ann placed in [1-,. retention cradle, (It is assumed that the cl'aclle and Orbiter interfaces ha\'e been checked out in 
ad\'ance of this e\ ent.) The payload/Orbiter electrical signal and power interfaces will bc re-matecl and, after 
\'erification of these interfaces, the spacecraft may be deacti\'atecl to its desirable state. 
The reestablishing of the electrical interfaces is requirecl fLIDctionally, but has not been im'estigated mechanically. 
The in-flight mating of electrical connectors ma,\' be performed \\'ith the use of RillS or through an as-yet unidenti-
fiecl capability of some flight support systems, Another alternati\'e approach is to usc the E \'A capability of the 
Shuttle Orbiter crew. The necessar,r trade-stud.\' which would identify the most cost-cffeeth'c approach, is beyond 
the scope of the current stud.\'. 
2,1.:-l A \10:\ICS Sl'PPORT 
The Shuttll' pm\'ides a\'ionics support which can be of great \'Blue to ER P payloads. This SUPllOl'l falls into thL'l'e 
categories: Guidance, l\a\'igation and Control (Gl\&C)j On-Boan! Data, llandling; and COllllllunications. The GN&C 
capability is useful in pro\'iding spacecl'aft and sortie pa,\'loacls with \'arious data regarding the inel'Ual state location 
and altitude of the platform on which they're located, i. c., the Shuttle Orbiter. 
The Orbiter'S Data Pmeessing and Software Subsystem (DP&S) proddes a moclel'ate capability to SUPllOl't on-board 
proceSSing of pa,\'loac1 engineering data. Checkout and operations of pallet-mounted sortie payloads may be perfo['med 
from the Payload Specialist Station in the aft flight deck. The support of these aeti\'lties is pL'o\'ided by 1)1'&S equip-
ment unel software functions which include a main memory capacity of 10,000 32-bit woeds and 18K eCJui\'alent 
computer adds pCI' second. The capability also exists to overlay this 10,000 word portion of mOJJ1ory with othor data 
fUld program instructions from the Orbiter lllass storage, 
The communications links pro\'ided for the pa,\'loads are illustrated in Figure 2-19. As can be seen, the Orbiter 
pro\'ldes a L'ather complete range of ser\'ices which includes \'oice communications, telemetry downlinks, command 
uplinks, tcledsions and wideband e:-.-periment data, launch readiness eheckou\'., and payload tracking, 
2.2 CAPABILITIES OF STS UPPER STAGES 
The user reqUirements data for the TERSSE pl'o\'ldes the basis for a number of ERP missions which will require 
deli\'ery to and retriel'al from orbital poSitions which are unattainable by the Shuttle alone. For most of these 
missions, one of the STS optional upper stages \I'ill be used to pro\'ide the additional delta \·eloeity. At present, 
four such propulsion stages ha\'e been defined: (not all ha\'e formal progl'am appro\'al) Interim Upper Stage (IUS), 
Space Tug, Kick Stages, and Solar Electric PropulSion Stage (SEPS), Little data is available on the lutter two and 
they will not be discussed here, 
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Figl1l'e 2-19. Orbiter Communications Links 
2.2.1 I};TERI1\1 UPPER STAGE (IUS) 
The IL'S desigl1 is open at present amI a number of concepts arc under conSideration. Responsibility for de\'clop-
111ent of the IUS has been delegated to DOD's S.o\1\IS0 which is currently settil,,! requirements and comparing' the 
relath'e merits ofthc se\'eral candidate concepts inclucl ing the current Cent;:ur, Transtage, Agena, Delta, and 
Burner stages. As a baseline system for se\'eral studies in progress, 'NASA/l\lSFC has arbitrarily selected a 
stretched-tank e.'."}JCndable transtage. 
l The baseline IUS is shown in Figure 2-20. Its physical and performance characteristics arc sho\\'n in Tablc 2-4. 
d 
,I Current plans ~all for the IUS to be aI'ailable in 1980, with maximum usage until the end of 1983 when the Space 
~1 
I Tug \\'ill become m'ailable. During this intenal, fh'e Earth resources spacecraft hal'e been identified as those 
·1 
'1 requiring an upper stage (see Table 2-5). Of these, three (EO-09A, EO-57 A, and EO-58A) may be delil'ered to 
'I their missions ol'bit by a Shuttle/IUS configuration, whereas two (EO-12A and EO-56A) may also require a kick 
~ I 
'j stage. 
'I 
:j 
'I Support senices prodded to satellites by the IeS are being defined at present. The baseline IUS proddes 11atellite 
:i 
'j structul'lll support, pyrotechnic acti\'ation signals, power for the satellite separation system, and cabling and 
piping race\\'ay spaee for satellite to Orbiter umbilicals. It can be seen, therefore, that in its present concept 
the IUS onl,\' pro\'ides litHe more than the necessary functions to mechanically :,:.upport the satellite while it is in the 
Orbiter and cleli .... er it to its mission orbit. The baseline IUS is an e,\.-penelable upper stage ,mel pro-.:ides no retrieval 
or serl'icing of spac(.'cral'j .. 
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1/ 
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The baseline Tug (see Figure 2-20) is II cryogenic (LOX, LII 2) propulsion stage which can delh'er and dcploy 
spacecraft to their mission orbits, retrieve a spacecraft and return it to the Ot'biter for return to the ground, and 
potentiall,\' perform many other functions required by on-orbit spacecraft, i. e. , servicing, inspcction, orbit-to-orbit 
manell\'ering, etc. The Space Tug development \l'ill be the responsibility of NASA/MSFC ancl has a scheduled IOC 
of carly 1984. 
As sho\\'n in Table 2-4, the Tug pro\'idcs significantly greater performance capability than the IUS, and impacts 
lower acceleration le\'els on the spacecraft. The Tug pro\'ides very accurate placement of up to thrce satellites 
in mission orbit ancl, if necessary can initiate spin-up of the spacecraft. (For retrieval, the tug will provide a 
de-spin mechanism if needed). Unless speCifically planned for some planetary mission, the Tug will be designed 
to return to the Shuttle orbit from the mission orbit of the spacecraft it has aided. This l'Eltrie\'ability and reuse of 
the Tug brings its mission cost to a \'ery low le\'el compared to the e:-,:pendable IUS and makes the total Shuttle/Tug 
deli\'ery U\'ailable at a significantly lower le\'el than a total e}"'Pendable launch vehicle. 
Eight of the eleven ERP spacecraft currently identified for the 1980 ls (see Table 2-5) will be supported by the Tug. 
All of these \l'il1 require delh'ery assistance and a significant number (5-7) may also require on-orbit servicing 01' 
retrieval. It seems clear, then, that the Space Tug, as currently concei\'ed will play an impoI'tant supporting role 
in the ERP of the Shuttle-era. 
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Table 2-4. Physical and Performance Characteristics of Lhe IUS and Tug 
Physical Characiedstics 
l.aunch Burnout 
l'pper Weight Weight Length 
stage (l,G) (KG) (M) 
IUS HUn 2107 5. 9 
TUG 2GG40 2G1:3 9.2~ 
-
. -
'Does not include provisions for sel'vicer 
! 'With kick stage 
Diameter 
(1\1) 
3.1 
4.5 
• , I Geosynchronous, zel'O degree inclination orbit 
~ 
,(I.!.'-;;:;:::;;;, :':;~"IZ.~.':' _'i'""'7·~·, 
Perfonllancf~ 
(I,G) l\Iaximum Acceleration 
))e live ej' Retrieval 
Hound End of End of End of End of 
Deploy Retrieve Trip 1st BUrn 2nd l3u I"ll 1st l3urn 2nd Burn 
204:31 N/A ~/A 1. 2g 1. Gg N/A N/A 
:3042· ' 
359/l/ 1542" . 940" . O.4g O.7g 1. Og 1. Hg 
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Payload Name 
Adv. Synch 1\\ct Satellite 
Earth Observatory 
Satellite 
Synch. Earth O!Jsel'-
vatory Satellite 
Special PUl'pose Satellite 
TIIWS 0 
En\,. 1\!onitol'ing Satellite 
For. Synch. 1\let. 
Satellite 
Geosynch. Opel'. Met, 
Satellite 
Geosynch ERS 
ERS Opel'. Satellite 
Fol'. Synch. EOS 
. 
~ .. :":.~ :.- ':, 
SSPDA 
(Codc) Expend 
1-:0-07 A 1002 
EO-OHA 18H4 
EO-OUi\ 1475 
EO-lOA 141 
1-:0-12A 2150 
EO-5GA 2204 
EO-57A 257 
EO-5HA 257 
EO-59A 1475 
EO-filA 733 
EO-62A H75 
.-
Table 2-5. EHP Spacecraft For The 1980's 
\\'eig·bt (KG) 1.ength {Diameter 
Retrieve Service (1\1) 
i-1IA 12·l.J 2. !1/.l, 2 
:0043 2247 ·L :3/2. 2 
14:;2 170;; ;:;.2.',L2 
N/A 'No/A 1. I/O.!! 
2185 2774 .J. 11:). 1 
2239 'No/A :}. 7 /:1. ] 
27!l XiA :1. 1 /1. H 
279 ~/A 3.1/1.9 
1482 170H 5.2/4.2 
TBD TBD 3.111. 5 
H82 170:; :5.2'·1. 2 
.- ._".-
JUS/ Destination 
Tl:G PCr / Apog'cc/INC 
Hcq'd ( Kl\\/Kl\I/DEG) 
Yes :l57HG /:l57HG/O 
No 775/775/97.5 
Yes :357i1(j/:l57HG/O 
~o GOO/GOO/9H 
Yes lfi7(i /1(j!15 1103 
Yes 1 (i(i 711 (Hl5/1 0:1 
Yes ;Jij7fW!:l57H(j/O 
Yes :If,7HG/357H(j/0 
Yes :357H(j/3578G10 
'Noo !IOH/90H/9!! 
Yes 357H(j/:l57HG/0 
L-. __ ".~ '------------~-------.---
Launches 
( First/Last) 
1987 
1979/1991 
19111/1991 
1979/1U91 
1!lH2/l9H9 
1!lHO/1991 
l!lH1/1!l90 
1979/1991 
19H5/1990 
1979/1991 
198tl/1991 
_ . 
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Unlike the IUS, the Tug is being planned so as to pro\'ide a great many support ser\'ices to the payloads it supports. 
Among these potential capabilities can be included: 
1. Data processing and commanding 
2. Communications relay 
3. Electrical power (up to GOO 01' 1000 \\' a\'g) 
4. Thermal conditioning (coolant loop and/or attitude control) 
iJ. Subsystem acth'ation 
G. Spacecraft spin-despin 
7. Deployment inspection 
In addition to the support of standard satellites, the Tug's unique nbility to return to the Shuttle orbit pel'lllits it to 
be used fol' sortie missions to geosynehl"Onous and run s,\11chl'Onous orbits unattainable by thl' Shuttle Orbiter. 
Although this cnpabilit.\" has not been widdy l'l'Co[!,11ized hel't'tofol'c, the possibilities arc potentially quite important 
to a complete En!' program. The ability to test sensors which will e\'entually be installed in a geOs.l'nChl'onous 
satellitc can be \'er,\' cost effecti\'e. For e;.;ample, SEOS is cUl'rently planned as the first satellite to utilizl' a 
1. 5111 optical telescope at this mission oebit. The Tug can pro\'ide a cost effecti\'(' test bed for SOJiil' tests of the 
telescope :Inci supplementar,\' senSOl'S at the operational missions orbit. This capability is totall,\' unanlilable at 
present, ,Uld offers exciting ne\\" possibilities for thc "non-cIcstructive," in-situ test and e\'nluation of l';'I.1Jensi\'e 
mission equipment. 
2,3 CAPABILITIES OF THE SPACELAB 
The Spacelab is that portion of the STS which supports the conciuct of sortie missions in lo\\' earth ol'bit for nominal 
duration of 7 -30 clays, As currently concei\'ecl by ESA (see Figure 2-21), the Spacelab provides a pressurized 
module portion which is fully habitable ancl a pallet poliion which pro\'ides a standardized platform e;'l.l)()secl to the 
space em'ironment. Depending on the needs of the particular mission, a number of varied configurations may be 
utilizt'd, including all pressure mociule, pallet only, anclmixed module and pallet. 
As sho\\'n in Figure 2-22, the approach taken by ESA is to prO\'icie a highly modular design which may then accom-
mod~\~e the broaciest possible requirements of the users. Each cylincirical pressure module section is slightly over 
-! meters in diameter anci is approximately 2,7 meters long. The pallet segments are approximately 2.9 meters long 
and 4 meters wide, * Due to the center of grU\'ity constraints imposed by the Orbiter, the tunnel connecting the 
pressure module to the hatch leading to the cabin is of \'ariable length. As shown, a hatch is provided in the 
tunnel to permit cre\\' egress for EVA. 
*ESA ancl XASA are currently stuclying the utility of pro\'ic1ing 1.5 meter ancl 5 meter long pallets as complements 
01' substitutes for the current \'ersion. 
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Figure 2-22. Spucelab nlodular Elements 
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The Spacelab pressure module can consist of either a single segment (core segment) or two sements (core plus 
experiment segment), The core segment pro\'ides accommodations for all of the Spacelab subsystem equipment, 
provisions which require about half the a\'ailable \'olume. The other half of the core segment is a\'ailable for user 
experiments. Although standard 19-inch racks are provided for this purpose, the user may choose to utilize the 
available \'olume for other, specially shaped eqUipment. The ex-periment segment is totally a\'ailable for misSion 
equipment. 
Each module segment contains an opening at the top which can accommodate a 1. 0 meter ex-periment airlock, a 
\'iewport, or a \'iewport/optical window combination, The aft end cone contains provisions for a viewport, a 1. 5 
meter ex-periment airlock, and a utility feeel through panel to SUppol't pallet-located experiments. 
Up to fh'e pallet segments may be accommodated in the Orbiter cargo bay. Each pro\'ides DoO!' mounting for 
relati\'ely light eX1Jeriment equipment plus a set of hard points for mounting hca\'j' equipment. In a pallet-only 
configuration, an "igloo," a prt'ssurized cylinclt'l' on a pallet, is prodded for subsystem hardware which is other-
wise mounted in tht' core segment for module-only and module/pallct modes. Operation of these subsystems and 
the pallet-mounted Nluipment will be perrol'med [rom the pa,rloael Specialist Station (PSS) in the Orbiter night deck. 
2.3.1 PAYLOAD :\CCO;\I:\IOD:\TIO;-;-S 
The phySical payload accommodations pl'Oddecl by se\'eral permissablc Spaeelab configUrations arc shown in Table 
2-6. Some of the table entries han:? been estimateci by GE since they are not yet tl\'ailable from ESA, The e.-..-peri-
ment weight capability is a nominal estimate based on a median usc of mission-depenclent subsystem cquipments. 
Precise weight allowances cmmot u\:? calculated until a precise selection of these items is made. The pressure 
module \'oILlme shown is based upon reasonable estimates of packing denSity and permits unrestricted crew mo\'e-
ment and generous working conditions. The \'ohlme potentially a\'ailable within the en(1 domes has not beel1 included. 
In addition to the surface area prodded for pallet-mounted e)"-periments, attempts to de\'elop an integrated Spacelab 
payload hm'e indicated that the total area a\'ailable in the cargo bay is critical for many configurations. In Table 
2-6, therefore, we ha\'e provided two measures of length to indicate this prO\'ision. Pallet length (L ) is a measure p 
of the distance between the first and last pallet edges, and ba,' lemrth (L ) indicates the distance between the 
, ~ max 
aft bay bulkhead and the aft cone of the pressure module or between the fore and aft bulkheads for pallet-only 
modes. The reason for the non-lineal' relationship between pallet length (L ) and number of pallets may be seen p 
by reference to the sketches in Table 2-6. For purposes ",1 c. g, control, continuous Door length variation, and 
other reasons, pallets may be prodded singly or as integrated sections of two or three. In the latter cases, further, 
some weight is sa\'cd by eliminating redundant sets of attachment fittings between the paUet(s) and the Orbiter. 
2.3.2 SPACELAB SUPPORT SERVICES 
E:qJeriment payloads utilizing the Spacelab will be pro\'ided with baseline subsystem support services, and may 
additionall,\' select from \'arious mission dependent support equipment options provided, Some of these services 
al'e derh'ed originally from the Orbiter, but the distinction is not critical from the user's point-of-\'lew. Fol' 
example, the Spacelab's Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) receives primary pOwer fl'om the 
Orbiter'S fuel cells and then deli\'ers energy to the payload after utilizing whatever amount is necessary to operate 
the core subsystems. 
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Configuration Core 
Segment 
1 r ~?t Do J 1 
~ r I CDJ 1 
.. !.MAX ~ 
1 r~~~rlli~ tp -f t I r 
.=r 
I L. 6,9m ;t I' 1 1c:;rrrl[I] r L:: _ ~ .. I 
l~ I 1 
'e· o! L::_ _ ~ 
~ r 1 
"I I 0 
I cCJ I 1.- _-1 
1 r 0 
LcITJ I J 
. la.3m +! 0 1 r 
L cOn ct 
1 r 0 
L~ 
. 183m .. 0 
1 r 
L d I I I I ~ 
Table 2-6. Physical Accommodations for Spaceiab payloads 
Number of Elements ~ominal ~Iodulc Experiment Experiment Stu'face Expcl'iment PaUel(s) Weight \'olume i\\owltinp; Segment (Kg) (1\1:3) Area (1\12) 
0 1 5000 H.O 17. !) 
0 2 6000 H.O :3·1. 2 
0 3 5500 s.n 1)3. (j 
1 0 5500 22.U -
1 1 5000 22.G 17.!l 
1 2 ·1500 22.G :3-1.2 
0 1 3000 - 17. !J 
0 2 5000 - :3-1. 2 
0 3 9100 - 5:3.G 
0 4 8500 - GH.4 
0 5 8000 85.7 
Pallet 
Pallet J .ength 
(1\1) Lp 
2. !l 
5.9 
H. ,'I 
-
2.9 
5.9 
2. !l 
5.9 
14.9 
14.9 
14.7 
Bay Length 
(1\1) LMAX 
TBD 
TBD 
10.2 
-
'I'D}) 
TllD 
18.3 
18.3 
18.3 
18.3 
28.3 
/ 
,.- " ~,-
"-.' 
, 
j 
n 
i 
:1 
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The baseline EPDS provides power and energy to the payload, The amount is dependent on the flight configuration as 
shown in Table 2-7, The baseline system proddes this power in the form of unregulated DC delh'ered as 24-32 VDC. 
Mission dependent EPDS sen'ices include regulated DC (28 "DC ':: ~), 400 Hz AC power (115/200 VAC " 5~ 3-phase), 
50 Hz AC power (220 VAC:: 5~, single phase). and GO Hz AC power (115 VAC -:- 5'}, single phase), Buses for 
distribution of this power are pro\'ided throughout t'le module segments and pallets. 
The E)wironment Control Subsystem (ECS) consists of the missions dependent e)H'il'Onmental control life SUppoli: 
subsystem and the thermal control SUbsystem, The latter pro\'ides both acti\'e and passin! thermal control elemcnts. 
In the module or module/pallet configurations the system can dissipate 4.85 Kwt nominal with a temperaturc range 
of 297 to 313" K (24 to 40· C). For the pallet-onl,\' mode, this capability is increased to G. (l Kwt nominal with a 
tempcmture range of 283 to 305' K (10 to 32 C). 
The Commnnd and Data ;'Ilanagement Subsystem (CI);'IIS) pl'O\'ides a \'m'iety of sel'dces to Spacelab users which lIl'e 
best summarized by reference to the m'a ilable equipment as shown in Table 2-tl. The data bus is capable of 
communications with up to 32 Remott' Acquisition l'nits (RAU). The system is capable of handling' high frequency 
analog data (up to n :\11170 bandWidth, high mte digital data (up to 50 ;'Ilbps), and T\' signals. In addition, four 
recorders (primar,\' and backup are prodded fo)' lhe storage of \'ideo or analog data (2 x G 1\1 II;?) and digital data 
(2,x 30 i\lbps, 20 minutes recol'd time). 
The Spacelab may also prodde an Instrument Pointing System (IPS) which will jll'Odcle three-axis control and 
stabilization for pallet-mounted e:-'lJeriments requiring pointing in excess of Orbiter capabilities, The desig11 of this 
system is clIl'rently under study but has a c1esigll g'oal. a pointing accuracy with respect to a reference star and the 
sun of 1 t11'l' sec in two axes, and 30 arc sec for stabilization in l'oIl about the e:-']Jcrimenl line-of-sight. 
Table 2-7. Spacelab-Prodcled Power and Energy (Basclinc) 
A\"el'tlge Peak Total 
Configuration Power Power Energy 
(kW) (kW) (I,\\' h) 
l\Iodule Only 4.1 9. 1 400-500 
l\lodule Plus Pallet 4.0 9.0 400-500 
Pallet Only 5.2 10.2 GOO-700 
Table 2-8. CDi\IS Provided Equipment 
Basic Spacelab l\lission Dependent Optional 
1. Data Bus 1. E:-']Jeriment Computer 1. l\lec1iul1l Rate Digital 
2. Backup Computer 2. E:-']Jeriment I/O Unit Recot'der 
3. :\lass Memory 3. E:-'1Jeriment RAU (8 total) 2. i\lanchester Rceeivcl' 
,1. ::\Iainlenance Recordel' 4. Keyboard T mns m itter 
(Kote: The use of this recor- 5. CRT Display & Signal- 3. Additional RAU's 
del' for Spacelab payload is Generator 
currently under investigation) G. High Bit Rate Tape Recorder (plus backup) 
5. Caution and Warning System 7. Analog/Video Recorder (plus backup) 
G. Intercom 8. Recording and Communication Control Unit 
9. '1'\' i\lonitor 
10. Time Display 
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SHUTTLE SORTIE MISSIONS FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
The development of a particular Earth Resources application (or mission, as the word has been used in this study) 
is a staged process which carries an embryonic technology through the successive steps necessary for the final 
operational mission's implementation to satisfy a need All system elements must enter the development process 
at an early stage of the total application's development And the steps in the development each require the acquisi-
tion of data. Initially, the data may be scientific, such as microwave signatures of field crops under different con-
ditions. At later stages the data may be of an engineering nature, such as the efficacy of a solid-state amplifier in 
providing sufficient radar transmitter power to measure the field crop signatures. Even late!:' in the cycle the data 
needed may be that characteristic of the approaching operational system, in order that the end-to-end process of 
gathering and delivering infor.mation to a user may be verified And, finally, the data is that ultimately required 
by the operational user on a routine basis in order that he may carry out his resource management job. 
The foregoing examples of data needed for an applications development were all drawn from a specific subset of the 
data requirements for such a development process: flight data. While the total set of data necessary to carry out 
an applications development program is provided by widely-varied sources and is of widely-varied types, the fore-
going examples serve to illustrate the four basic roles of the shuttle sortie in such a process: 
1. Technique Development Platform 
2. Sensor Development Platform 
3. Applications Development Platform 
4. Operational Mission Platform 
By Technique Development is meant those early investigations which provide the underlying scientific framework 
upon which the application of remote-sensing to a resource management problem is built Signature research is 
typical of these investigations. Sensor Development, the second stage (and second shuttle sortie role) is focussed 
on the engineering of the sensor and on the gathering of data which will permit design of the sensor for its ultimate 
operational application. Applications Development, the third stage and role, involves the use of nearly-developed 
or prototype system elements (including sensors) to investigate and demonstrate the workings of the entire applica-
tions program. And, finally, Operational ~Mlssions are those activities which have successfully completed the 
development process and are routinely carried out in satisfaction of operational user's needs. 
While few applications will requke development from scratch in all four stages and many will require no flight-data 
for one or more steps, the unique features of the Shuttle sortie mode will lead, in many cases to significant advances 
in the technological and economical efficiency with which all four stages may be carried out 
The following sections are devoted to a detailed discussion of each of the four shuttle sortie roles with applicable 
examples and methods for exploiting the Shuttle. The outlines of a specific set of shuttle sortie flight program ob-
jectives will then be drawn in the ' context of the total Earth Resources Program for the 1980's. 
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3. 1 SHUTTLE AS A TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMEN'r PLATFORM 
A sortie mission which contributes to establishing the basic scientific relationship between remote sensing and the 
resource management function involved in an application we have chosen to call a technique development mission. 
Spaceflight for technique development is generally preceded by ground measurements and aircraft flights; the 
motivation for spaceflight exists if remote sensing conditions in orbit are to be significantly different from those 
on the ground or from aircraft. Shuttle flights necessary to carry out this type of mission typically call for varied 
viewing conditions, such as sun angle, and mayor may not require special sensor developments. 
Technique development from shuttle promises to be one of the more efficient uses of the frequent flight opportunities 
and the recoverability of experiment hardware offered by the shuttle sortie. Technique developments are, by their 
very nature, disposed to be cut-and-try efforts; this is precisely why aircraft have proven to be of such value to 
technique developments in the past (and why they wi.1l also continue to be so in the future). The frequent flight and 
intact recovery of hardware will permit the use of hardware not designed for the rigors of long (say, years) space-
flight but for obtaining the specific sets of measurements required to scientifically interrelate the resource 
phenomenon and the remote sensing technique under study. Repair, refurbishment and, more importantly, modi-
fication of the experiment hardware will lead to a technique devalopment phase which is both time and cost-efficient 
As has been learned in aircraft programs, however, the intact recovery and frequent flight opportunities of shuttle 
must not become a justification for flying hardware of poor quality. There exist advocates of shuttle-era cost-
savings through low-quality hardware who have not experienced the heartbreak of cheap flights. 
As an example of technique development aboard shuttle, the concept of multi-aspect visible and near-infrared canopy 
signatures will be used The background of the concept will first be described, followed by an outline for a sequence 
of shuttle sortie flights to obtain the necessary data. 
The technique in question, multi-aspect canopy signatures, is of importance to the entire field of remote sensing 
where discrimination of vegetation types and vigor are of importance. Suits* and others have modelled various 
portions of the basic problem: how does the (multispectral) reflectance of a given vegetative canopy vary with 
viewing and illumination angles and can this variation be used to more effectively discriminate vegetation types 
and condition? 
The Suits work indicates that this is so. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 illustrate how the characteristic leaf-droop associated 
with stress in corn plants affects the mult.i-aspect signature of the crop by decreaSing the response at a vertical 
viewing angle and increasing the response at an oblique angle. Both other types of canopies (e. g. forests or under-
water rice) and other types of problems (correcting wide-angle scanner data or selecting optimum viewing angles 
for a polar spacecraft) stand to profit from the development of this technique. The shuttle sortie is an ideal plat-
form from which to conduct such developn.'Jnts: only a few measurement sites would be required on a given flight, 
but they should be widely distributed geographically. The sites should be viewed repetitively with controlled varia-
tions in viewing angle and sun angle while holding canopy conditions constant. And seasonal variations should be 
measured by repetition of the measurement several times during the year. 
*G. H. Suits, IICalculations of the Directional Reflectance of a Vegetative Canopy, II Journal of Remote Sensing of :.r~ 
Environment, Vol. II, pp 117-125, 1972. ~jW 
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Table 3-1 summarizes the requirements for a series of shuttle flights to conduct a technique development mission 
for multi-aspect visible and near-infrared vegetative canopy signatures. Figure 3-3 illustrates a concept for the 
spectrometer hardware required, in this instance illustrating the use of a developmental model of the SEOS tele-
scope as the primary optical device and a two-axis steerable gimbal to point it. A payload such as this could be 
accommodated by a single pallet section (with allowance for launch stowage overhang). The payload is compatible 
with either other Earth Resources hardware or non-Earth Resources missions with similar orbit requirements. 
Technique development, as a program element separate from sensor development or applications system develop-
ment, is a viable use of the Shuttle sortie platform. It promises to be a valuable bridge between the ground- and 
aircraft-based technique developments and subsequent steps in the total development process. And technique 
development, with relatively simple and straightforward objectives and procedures, is particularly compatible 
with early shuttle flights. 
Table 3-1. Multi-aspect Signature Experiment Requirements 
Hardware requirements: 
• Gimballed mounting of a large aperture telescope on a pallet such that ±45° of travel in both pitch 
and roll are possible; 
• Tracking of a point on the ground to a few /lrad/sec for tens of seconds; 
• Mounting of a very precise filter wheel (or other type) spectrometer with a response ranging 
from 0.3 to 15 /lm. at one of the telescope focal plane locations. The field of view of the 
spectrometer should convert to between 10 and 50 meters ground spot size. The scan interval 
should be at most a few seconds; 
• Mounting of a framing camera on the alternate focal plane location. The resolution of this 
camera should be at least 5 meters; 
• Providing a CRT display of the framing camera to the crew and a control joy stick for crew 
steering of the telescope. 
Mission operation sequence: 
• Continuously tracking a (prepared) vegetative canopy test spot while overflying to obtain 
repetitive spectral signatures at different look-angles under constant sun conditions. 
• Repeating the foregoing step on later orbits to obtain data at variable sun conditions. 
Mission planning: 
• Preparation of several test spots lying at appropriate locations with respect to the ground track. 
The orbit and test spot locations should be chosen jointly to provide at least three different 
illumination conditions (say, 0900, 1200, and 1500) for each test spot during the flight. Several 
flights are warranted to obtain multi-aspect signatures at different stages of vegetative develop-
ment. 
3.2 SENSOR DEVELOPMENT MISSIONS 
A sortie mission which contributes to the advancement of sensor performance or the development of a new sensor, 
is, as far as the particular sensor and measurement is concerned, a Sensor Development Mission. The use of the 
STS/Spacelab for sensor development is not limited to a particular Earth Resources discipline and has the advantages 
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Figure 3-3. Shuttle Role: Technique Development 
of greater flexibility and adaptibility due to its more frequent flight opportunities and wider capabilities. For ex-
ample, the increased power and payload weight capabilities suggest the development of advanced scanners which 
can be assembled into complete systems in small "building block" modules allowing for spatial resolution which is 
tailored to the specific application, addition or deletion of spectral bands as required by the particular mission and 
improvements in spectral sensitivity. In the domain of microwave sensors the opportunity exists for advancing the 
state of the art in spatial resolution through the use of larger apertures or higher frequenCies, increasing measure-
ment resolution by using higher. output power (to achieve better SiN ratios) or developing speci9.lized instruments 
such as a radar capable of measuring ocean wave spectra. 
However, sensor development does not imply the wasteful extension of eftort in areas which have previously proven 
fruitless simply because flight opportunitie's exist Sensor Development missions must therefon1 be chosen carefully 
based upon previous developments in the discipline during the pre-Shuttle era and on the needs of the TERSSE mis-
sions which are to be served by the sensor. In this respect the Shuttle provides an effective method of reducing 
gradually the large number of candidate sensors which are maturing and of increasing smoothly the funding levels 
of the few which eventually will prove their utility. And this process can now also take place more efficiently and 
economically. In the pre-shuttle era it was often the emergence of a single flight opportunity which gave impetus 
to the primacy of one sensor above another. This resulted in wasted costs and efforts for those sensors not qualify-
ing coupled with a disproportionate jump in costs associated with those chosen. Figure 3-4 illustrates the relative 
levels of dollars per sensor and number of sensors versus time through the development, selection and launch cycle 
for the pre shuttle era and attempts to predict the same parameters for the shuttle era. 
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To better illustrate how the role of the STS/Spacelab in the sortie mode may be exploited for sensor development 
the complete case history of an actual sensor development in the pre shuttle era will be examined, noting those 
areas which were efficient or inefficient during the process, monitoring costs along the way and finally projecting 
into the shuttle era the development of a related sensor. To this end an Earth Resources sensor in the microwave 
discipline has been chosen - the radiometer/scatterometer. This sensor flew as the S193 Microwave Radiometer/ 
Scatterometer/ Altimeter aboard Skylab and also as the RAD/Scat on the AAFE program. Many lessons which will 
prove applicable during the shuttle era can be learned from this example. 
3.2. 1 CASE HISTORY 
The potential use of a microwave sensor to measure ocean phenomena such as surface winds was not realized until 
the mid 1960's although much radar backscattering investigation had occurred in the previous decade. This early 
work centered around target identification and discrimination and the use of radar altimetry for missile guidance. 
However, complications arose due to the large variability in ocean target signature as a function of polarization, 
incidence angle and wind speed. At the time it was not realized that the variabilities were caused by these para-
meters and designs tended to be much too conservative in that more power than required was being used. Dr. R. K. 
Moore, then with the University of New Mexico, worked with General Electric as a consultant on these problems 
and contributed his past experience in radar backscatter over various targets. The realization emerged that the 
variability in returns was due to the condition of the ocean surface and the incidence angle. Since the local surface 
winds played the largest role in determining surface conditions the potential existed for measuring the windspeed 
using a radar and the scatterometer concept was born. At this time electromagnetic field theory and scattering 
analysis had not matured to the point where scattering from the ocean surface was well understood nor could pre-
dictions be made as to the expected return under varying conditions of wind speed. Dr. W. Pierson, a prominent 
oceanographer from N. Y. U., also became involved in the study of the problem and soon interest was generated in 
developing a sensor for measuring ocean surface winds. 
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Some of the first technical papers ill the field began to appear with the publication of an article about altimetry 
over the ocean and a conference was held in 1965 on the topic of Oceanography from Space. Dr. Moore joined with 
General Electric in the late 1960's to produce a series of proposals for a spaceborne scatterometer to measure 
radar backscatter (0°) for windspeed determination. However, a lack of viable flight opportunities and projections 
of excessive weight, power and large apertures prevented the development of a space-qualified sensor at that .time. 
It was duriLlg this period that the concept of a combined radiometer and scatterometer (dubbed Rad/Scat) was in-
vented and showed promise by virtue of the radiometer's ability to sense sea surface temperature and to respond 
to the foam generated at high wind speeds. The Rad/Scat also promised a cost saving by operating at the same 
frequency and thus sharing the antenna and some of the electronics. The resultant interest generated within the 
Navy led GE to commit !R&D funds in 1967 and 68 to the development of a sensor to be test flown on an aircraft in 
order to prove the concept. This was the first such development to be sponsored in the field of microwave remote 
sensing of ocean phenomena. The sensor produced duriLlg this development was crude; it used off-the-shelf com-
mercial hardware and generally gave results which were quite inconclusive. 
An u.nsuccessful bid to place a Rad/Scat sensor on the Nimbus satellite was followed by the emergence of the Earth 
Resources Experiment Package aboard Skylab in 1970. The Sky lab S193 program began with the contract award in 
mid 1970. In the next 24 months the Rad/Scat was taken from a relatively indistinct concept with some inconclusive 
flight-data and one breadboard through the complete design and manufacturing cycle for man-rated space hardware. 
It was thus ten years from concept identification to a first flight, but the bulk of the development was concentrated 
into a period of less than 2 years as a response to the Skylab flight opportunity. Post flight analysis of the S193 
data has been extremely positive, and the teclmological success of the concept is now assured. But had it not been 
for the single flight opportunity of Skylab and the concentrated (and costly) efforts to develop the hardware, the 
1970's may have passed without the flight of a Rad/Scat. 
3.2.2 EXAMINATION OF CASE HISTORY 
The example of the development sequence of the Rad/Scat sensor affords many areas from which valuable lessons 
may be learned and comparisons made with sensor development practices possible in the Shuttle area. The most 
striking element of the example is the uneven cycle the development went through, from the viewpoint of time and 
total dollars applied. Once the contract for the S193 was awarded less than three years elapsed until the sensor 
was in orbit (in actuality the hardware was ready for launch in about 24 months - much of the additional time was 
spent in integration and test at the launch facility). Given the frequent flight opportunities in the Shuttle era a key 
sensor development does not need to be controlled in time sequence to catch the only launch for 10 years. Prior 
to the emergence of Skylab EREP as a flight opportunity, total fundiLlg of the sensor development was less than 
$500K, then a step function up to $15M occurred when the actual opportunity for a flight existed. ProjectiLlg iLlto 
the Shuttle era, the funding of sensor development!J will grow in a much smoother fashion and the efforts will not be 
paced by a single flight opportunity. This will parmit a much more deliberate, cost effective, and efficient de-
velopmellt cycle. 
The con0ept of sortie flights for sensor development allows for many configurations of equipment in the payload 
bay. A Shuttle flight could have as but one of its objectives the development of one (or several) new sensor types 
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contained in a single pallet. Since the sensors being developed are contained on a single pallet the problem of 
complex interfaces is reduced due to ability to specify the configuration at an early date. The integration of the 
sensor now involves only the pallet to be used plus a minimal Spacelab interface and can take place completely 
prior to integration in the shuttle at the launch facility. The value of a constant interface with the exptlriment 
carrier has been proven many times on the Nimbus Satellite program which has flown over fifty experiments on 
different missions but using the same, standardized spacecraft and interfaces. 
The availability of the spacelab environment presents several attractive features when considering sensor develop-
ment. Standard rack-mounted laboratory and commercial hardware can be used within the Spacelab to provide 
power, Signal and data conditioning for a developmental sensor contained on a pallet in the payload bay. The im-
provements inherent in this feature over developing a sensor entirely for a space environment include the use of 
the same checkout and test equipment both on the growld and in orbit. This feature also provides the ultimate in 
flexibility and adaptability for a sensor in that the sensor may be reconfigured somewhat in flight or when returned 
at the end of the flight. 
Another advantage to be gained in sensor development during the shuttle era centers around the fact that frequent 
and ongoing flight opportunities allow for greater flexibility in the development of a data system for interpretation 
of sensor measurement. While parallel development of the sensor and its data handling system are mandatory 
(whether considering a satellite or Shuttle application) the Shuttle, with its possibilities of flying the same basic 
sensor in several progressive configurations allows for optimal development of both the sensor performance and 
the data system needed. In the case of the Rad/Scat the ground data handling system design followed the develop-
ment of the instrument by at least a year and the nature of the sensor and the Skylab carrier vehicle allowed for no 
improvements once the hardwar.e design was completed. Shuttle-era flexibility in sensor configuration implies the 
capability to optimize the data system for the sensor being developed. 
3.2.3 EXPLOITING THE SHUTTLE FOR SENSOR DEVELOPMENT 
Our study of the total Earth Resources Program requirements in the Shuttle era has identified a set of sensor 
development requirements which will be necessary. One of these developments, which serves several disciplines 
and which is critical to the development of several of the TERSSE missions, will now be used as a framework for 
discussion of Shuttle-era sensor development. 
The need for the measurement of soil moi.sture is critical and appears to be best accomplished by the development 
of a microwave sensor. Soil moisture measurements are an important input to agricultural, forestry and water 
missions which span the spectrum from crop surveys to flood monitoring. The major requirements identified for 
the soil moisture data consist of: measurements to depths up to 50cm, measurement accuracy better than 10%, 
and spatial resolution below several kilometers. 
In the past soil moisture measurements have been made using microwave instruments of either the active or passive 
variety, i. e. scatterometers or radar and radiometers. They have typically been conducted from cranes and 
booms over controlled fields or from aircraft platforms over larger areas. More recently, there have appeared 
in the literature several articles dealing with the results of soil moisture measurements taken by several 
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microwave sensors of various frequencies and although the results are still not conclusive, it has become apparent 
that a sensor could ultir..:,ately be developed to give accurate soil moisture data. 
The p.':)lem to be addressed for a Shuttle sortie flight is one of assembling a complement of sensors (active and/or 
passive microwave, imaging radar are all candidates) which best meets the requirements over as wide a range as 
possible of surface roughness conditions, vegitative cover, moisture range and soil composition. Good results 
have been obtained with data from the S194 radiometer flown aboard Skylab and it appears that wavelengths of 20cm 
or longer prove valuable due to their ability to penetrate the surface and their relative immunity to atmospheric 
problems. The mission might develop into one utilizing passive microwave sensors at several different wavelengths 
(utilizing polarization diversity) and an active radar imager as well. It would also be desireable ~o have a variable 
incidence angle capability as well as the ability to "calibrate" out the measurement the effects of surface roughness. 
This requirement is generated because of the large variation in response for a fixed moisture content over a broad 
range of soil structure and composition. 
There are several possible methods by which such a sensor development can be achieved. Two extremes will be 
illustrated here to demonstrate the various options the shuttle offers for these missions. The first approach in-
volves the use of successive flights to complete a logical sequence of soil moisture signature research, soil 
moisture sensor investigations and finally the assembly of a "quaSi-operational" sensor utilizing the results of the 
previous flights. In this fashion the first few flights may be devoted to studying radiometrically the variation in 
the data as a function of frequency, polarization and incidence angle in order to select the optimum combination 
of these parameters for the operational missions. The next few flights could then be used for scatterometer or 
imaging radar measurements to assess the effects of surface roughness and vegitative cover. Finally, a sensor 
complement could be assembled employing the most promiSing techniques developed on the earlier flights in com-
bination with an IR scanner to reach the 'quasi operational" stage mentioned earlier. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum lies an approach which assembles a complex array of sensors for use through 
several flights. For example the mission could consist ora multi-frequency dual polarization radiometer, a com-
bined scatterometer and imaging radar and this complex sensor would be flown for several missions encompassing 
seasonal changes allowing for collection of soil moisture data under wide ranges of surface conditions, vegitative 
cover and moisture content. 
While neither approach illustrated here is clearly superior, they both serve to demonstrate the advantages 
afforded by the large number of flight opportunities offered on the shuttle program-. 
3. 3 APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT MISSIONS 
This type of sortie mission, an ASVT, would provide a demonstration of an Earth Resources management mission 
specifically designed to fulfill a requirement for data from an operational user. (AVST stands for Application System 
Verification Test.) It consists of the assembly and integration of a complement of sensors necessary to fulfill the 
data requirements of the user for the particular earth resources management mission to be undertaken, the integra-
ti(m of.these sensors into a total system, the .flight and data collection using the sensors selected and the processing 
of the data gathered to demonstrate that the system has met its requirements. It is logically the last sequence 
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before a remote sensing system goes operational and relies heavily on the results of sensor development missions. 
The unique characteristic of an application development mission is that it represents an entire "turn key" package 
which can be made operational by the user once the mission has verified the concept. It is complete with documen-
tation, hardware and all necessary software to support operational use. 
The TERSSE study has identified 30 Earth Resources management missions of which 19 could be served in an 
applications development mode by Shuttle. These include (but are not limited to) crop surverys, mineral surveys, 
thermal pollution monitoring, timber inventories, land use inventories, geological hazard mappings, ocean 
dynamics monitoring and water quality monitoring. Many of these missions require a sensor complement which 
includes scanners (viSible, IR and thermal), photographic coverage (multispectral and black and white), and 
imaging microwave sensors (radiometer/scatterometer and/or radar). Table #3-2 lists the missions which have 
been identified by their resource discipline category. Table 3-3 delineates the sensor complement and spatial 
resolutions required for these candidate missions. 
Table 3-2. Shuttle Sortie Applications Development Missions (ASVT's) 
AGl US CROP SURVEY *LAND 1 US LAND USE INVENTORY 
AG3 FARMING PRACTICES *LAND 2 LAND FORM & COVER MAPPING 
AG5 GLOBAL CROP SURVEY LAND 4 GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS MAPPING 
E/M1 MINERAL SURVEY MARl OCEAN DYNAMICS MONITORING 
E/M3 SUBMARINE OIL SURVEY WAT1 URBAN AG SUPPLY INVENTORY 
E/M4 EXTRACTION POLLUTION MONlTOU WAT2 HYDROELECTRIC SUPPLY INVENTORY 
E/M7 THERMAL POLLUTION MONITOR WAT3 GREAT LAKES ICE 
*FOR 1 TIMBER INVENTORY WAT4 WATER QUALITY MONITOR 
FOR 2 INSECT DISEASE STRESS WAT6 COASTAL WETLANDS MONITOR 
FOR 3 FIRE MONITOR & ASSESSMENT 
*SHUTTLE SORTIE IS PRIMARY OPERATIONAL PLATFORM ALSO 
The potential also exists for applications 4emonstration via Shuttle wherein only the critical elements of the opera-
tional mission are executed and some synopticity and repeat coverage can be sacrificed. The restriction of the 
demonstration to a smaller critical geographical area, or to an important portion of the year permits the use of 
a Shuttle sortie flight (or flights) for the demonstration. Since launch costs for sortie flights will be shared among 
the payloads carried, cost advantages are nearly certain to exist over automated spacecraft launched for specific 
applications development. This i', not to say that automated spacecraft will not be used for applications develop-
ment but only that Shuttle can be ~xamined for support of applications development where cost savings warrant the 
reduction of synopticity or repeat coverage. Partial solutions quicldy are the province of the Shuttle sortie - this 
capability should not be overlooked for application development. 
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3.4 OPERATIONAL MISSIONS 
Operational missions are distinguishable from other Shuttle sortie activities by virtue of the fact that they serve a 
user agency administrated function. In tl1i.s case the shuttle is the vehicle by which the payload (the actual opera-
tional sensor complement) achieves orbit; the data is returned to the user for processing, reduction, analysis and 
dissemination. User agencies wl1i.ch have been identified include federal government related groups, non federal 
government related (regional, state, county or local), institutional and private or commercial. Operational 
missions consist of sensors of various technology disciplines wl1i.ch have been developed and proven on previous 
flights (Shuttle, aircraft or pre Shuttle era spacecraft), integrated into an operational system designed to fly in 
any of several Shuttle sortie modes (i. e. with Space1ab, pallet mounted, etc.) and previously flown as an applica-
tions development mission. The TERSSE study has identified several which already qualify for operational consid-
eration by virtue of performance and development on previous programs. These missions span two broad earth 
resources disciplines of forestry and land use and are, specifically; Timber Inventory, U. S. Land Use Inventory 
and Land Form and Cover Mapping. Table 3-3 lists the sensor type and resolution requirements for each of these 
three missions. 
Although flying an operational'mission, the shuttle sortie flight may not be the primary platform in use for the earth 
resources management task in question. It is possible to view the role of the Shuttle sortie operational flight as 
that of a complementary or secondary platform in a system which includes sensors in geosynchronous or polar 
orbit. The problem of global water inventory and management provides an interesting example. Geo-synchronous 
sensors would be used to provide constant low resolution data of large areas while polar spacecraft sensors pro-
vide better resolution over designated regions periodically. However, even with coverage such as tI1i.s, Shuttle 
sortie flights could be operationally valuable to fill in cases of sudden changes in water inventory such as flooding. 
In this fashion, although flying an operational mission the Shuttle sortie flight in question is not the primary plat-
form in the earth resources management system. 
Several questions remain unanswered at this point on the use of Shuttle for operational missions. Launch cost 
reimbursement by the user is implicit in the concept, and a schedule of costs will be necessary before any opera-
tional user can decide whether the service provided is worth the cost. Data availability policy must be established: 
does the user have sole rights, will current policy prevail into the operational era, or will there be some middle 
ground sought? And if an operational payload is flown aboard Shuttle in combination with other payloads what 
guarantees of data collection and priority can NASA provide the user? Operational users expect value for cost, 
propriety, and consistency of data, whether they be sister Federal Agencies or private corporations. Substantial 
attention must be given these issues before operational resource management missions are flown on Shuttle. 
3.5 OUTLINE OF AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM 
The preceeding sections have defined the various roles indentified for the Shuttle in its sortie mode of flight and 
illustrated the particular characteristics of each role. The TERSSE study has resulted in the identification of a 
set of earth resources mission objectives wl1i.ch have been classified according to the particular Shuttle sortie role 
into which they fit. Each management mission was identified as part of the System Performance requirements 
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portion of the TERSSE study. These results include 2 technique developments, six sensor developments, support 
of many Application System Verification Tests and several Candid<ite oppr'ational missions. Figure 3-5 represents 
the framework for a total program for Shuttle sortie flights. 
The two major technique developments recommended include the multi-aspect visible/near-lR signature investiga-
tions already discussed and the development of multi-feature * radar signatures for land phenomena. This latter 
area is critically important, as radar has the unique ability (a) to provide high resolution images on demand without 
regard for weather and (b) to respond directly to moisture in both plants and soil. Multi-feature radar signatures 
are not well known in spite 01 L\',~S high potential for uninterrupted discrimination and are therefore a prime candi-
date for early technique development Shuttle flights • 
Sensor developments referred to in Figure 3-5 include multispectral scanners, radars, microwave grid measures 
(Rad/Scat sesnsors), and ancillary sensors. 
With !'egard to multispectral scanners, the general trend indicated is for greater spectral resolution, a larger 
number of spectr~.l bands and the use of modularity in sensor design. 
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*Multi-feature, as used here, means multi-frequency and/or multi-polarization. A synonym might be multi-
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The sensor development requirements and recommendations for the 10 meter IFOV resolution scanner are shown 
in Figure 3-6. The final required capability, from a polar orbit spacecraft, will require the use of advanced tech-
nology and is not expected to be realizable until the mid 1980's. However, with slightly reduced requirements, a 
Shuttle sortie version can be achieved in the late 1970's or early 1980 period using existing technology. 
Microwave sensor development recommendations in the two general disciplines of water and land use are shown 
in Figure 3-7. Two generic classes of microwave sensor measurements are considered: grid measurements and 
(contiguous) images. These are represented by scatterometers/radiometers and synthetic aperture radars re-
spectively. Included with each recommendation is an indication as to whether the capability needs to be implemented 
or developed, based on an assessment of the present state of the art in remote microwave sensing. 
Ancillary sensors include those necessary for more accurate radiometric calibration of visible/IR and microwave 
sensors as well as for removal of atmospheric effects in the former category. Substantial progress has been made 
in the understanding and modelling of atmospheric effects but to date no systems-oriented approach to development 
of a correction capability has been taken. Early Shuttle flights could carry developmental sensors for such purposes 
if atmospheric modelling studies and systems analysis are carried out in the near future. 
The third aspect of the integrated Shuttle program for support of Earth Resources System developml~nt, applications 
development, offers a large number of potential missions where shuttle can benefit the Program. Many of these 
applications developments can be carried out using sensors which require little or no development (See Volume 6 of 
this final report.) The challenge is to identify those which can so profit and to carry out the definition of the end-
to-end demonstration system in preparation for the shuttle flights in 1979 and beyond • 
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Figure 3-6. Scannel' Development Requirements 
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Figure 3-7. Microwave Sensor Development 
With regard to operational uses of Shuttle, those identified with the Shuttle as a primary platform we feel to be the 
most straight forward to imple~ent and study of them should commence immediately. The effort should concen-
trate not on Shuttle payload design, per se, for that aspect is relatively straightforward. Rather the information 
flow aspects of the missions should be investigated; technical, financial, and policy/political questions abound 
which are peculiar to operational missions and which must be addressed and answered before their potential can be-
come reality. 
In summary, the Shuttle sortie mode is a primary development platform for the Earth Resources Program and its 
roles span the range from Technique Development to ASVT Support. As an operational platform, the Shuttle's 
unique featul'es of tailor able sensors, tailor able orbits and lighting, and hard-copy return qualify it for primary 
platform status in several cases and as a support platform in many others. Specific objectives now exist for all 
four roles of the Shuttle sortie and, when conSidered collectively, can result in an integrated program which 
will rapidly advance the application of NASA's Earth resources technology in the early years of Shuttle flights. 
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SECTION 4 
EXPLOlTlNG STS FOR ERP SATELLITES 
In this section the exploitation of the STS in support of ERP satellites is discussed. The Shuttle and its associated 
upper stages will as a minimum provide low-cost delivery service for satellites to all earth orbital locations. In 
additioll, they can also provide a great variety of support services which exploit their unique capabilities, services 
which differ radically from those provided by today's expendable launch vehicles. 
4. 1 POTENTIAL MISSION DEFlNITIONS 
The missions which can potentially be assisted by the Shuttle have been discussed at some length in Volume 3. Of 
particular interests here are those missions performed by satellite platforms which are delivered and serviced by 
the STS, Table 4-1 indicates the three generic fanli1ies of spacecraft platforms which will perform ERP missions 
with the aid of the Shuttle. It is obvious that one satellite is not universally preferred over another and the table 
data should not be interpreted in thnt manner. It is rather, that each of these platforms can playa uniquely sub-
stantive role in the total ERP. 
4. 1. 1 GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION SUPPORT 
In support of earth synchronous spacecraft, the Space Shuttle will be joined by either an IUS or a Tug. The capa-
bility of the STS for delivery of such satellites to their mission orbit encompasses all of those currently identified 
(see Table 2-5). Further, the STS will be able to perform this service at a considerable savings in launch and 
delivery costs. 
Geosynchronous satellites will perform a variety of ERP missions with the assistance of the Shuttle/Tug. Through 
the 1980's and 90's these will include R&D and operational missions performed by sL"l1ple and complex spacecraft 
of ,videly varying dimensions. The operational missions to be performed or supported by these satellites are 
identified in Table 4-2. From this data, it may be seen that geosynchronous satellites are uniquely suited to 
missions which have the following characteristics: 
1. continuous or frequent target acquisition 
2. moderate to low resolution 
3. incomplete surface coverage, i. e., i$57° (unless image obliquity is not a factor) 
It should be noted that there are alternatives to geostationary orbits with a 24-hour period and an inclination of zero 
degrees. Other options involving slight inclination of the orbital plane and orbital eccentricity are available which 
can provide higher latitude attainment for nadir or near-nadir viewing, and lower altitudes for higher relative 
spatial resolution. 
4.1. 2 POLAR ORBIT MISSION SUPPORT 
Polar orbits are particularly beneficial for ERP automated satellites siDce they can attain global coverage of the 
Earth's surface at relatively low altitude orbits, and can view this area repeatedly at the same local time. The 
STS (Jan support all of these missions, although the preferred support may be quite different in both type and degree 
4-1 
Table 4-1. Characteristics of ERP Spacecraft 
Earth Sun Non-
Synchronous Synchronous Synchronous 
Earth Coverage :f.57° N Global Global 
Repeat Cycle (Nadir) Continuous 7-14 days 7-28 days 
Resolution 50-1001\1 and up 10-25 M and up 10-25 M and up 
Nodal Crossing N/A Constant Variable 
Observation Obliquity Constant Variable Variable 
No. of Mission Contributed 14 23 2 
(Total/Major/Partial) (2/4/8) (3/16/4) (0/2/0) 
Launch Cost (3600 J~) -$1. 84M -$1. 73M -$0. 84M 
(35,876 Km, 0° ) (500 Km, 97.5°) (500 Km, 45°) 
from case to case. Although the Shuttle can attain some sun synchronous polar orbits directly, the cargo weight 
delivered to orbit is not very impressive (see Figure 2-7). 
This performance characteristic has two primary effects on STS support of polar orbit missions. First, in some 
cases, a Tug must be utilized to achieve the desired orbit and second, it is occasionally more cost effective to use 
a spacecraft-integral propulsive capability to achieve mission orbit. The first case is illustrated by an Environ-
ment Monitoring Satellite mission in the mid- and late-1980's. The orbit required by this mission is 1676 JQ1l x 
1695 Jon at 103° inclination, and the weight of the spacecraft has been estimated (see Table 2-5) at 2204 kg. This 
mission is clearly beyond the capability of the Shuttle alone but, with the Tug, becomes easily attainable. 
The second case of limited Shuttle performance for polar orbit missions may be illustrated by the Earth Observatory 
Satellite. An intensive trade analysis performed by GE as part of its Phase B EOS study concluded that attainment 
of mission orbit should be shared by the Shuttle and the spacecraft. This analysis, reported in some detail in 
Appendix A, concluded that the Shuttle should deliver the spacecraft to a 460 Ion circular orbit at 97. 5° inclination. 
From this parking orbit, the spacecraft would utilize an integral propulsion subsystem to provide the necessary 
delta velocity to raise the orbit to the desired final destination at 775 Ion. 
As a function of specific analyses, then, a number of cost effective options can be identified which enable the STS 
to provide basic launch and delivery support to all ERP polar orbit missions identified in Table 4-2. 
4. 1. 3 OTHER UNIQUE MISSIONS 
As noted in Volume 3, there are a small number of desirable orbital locations in addition to the primary geosyn-
chronous and sun synchronous ones. The STS, as described in Section 2.0, can accommodate all of these for the 
essential launch and delivery functions. This is espeCially true for those missions which require low orbit for very 
high resolution and which need not have global coverage. It has already been noted in Section 3.0 of this volume, 
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that the Shuttle can deliver very large payloads to such orbital locations. Although the concern was for sortie 
missions in that earlier discussion, similar delivery support can be given for non-synchronous automated satellites. 
The current NASA mission model does not callout a requirement for any such payload, nor does our analysis of 
user needs. However, this may be interpreted as reflecting the natural conservative approach which Usually ac-
companies advanced mission planning. Until additional basic research and development activities are carried out 
in earlier sortie flights, it is highly speculative to consider the need for a relatively permanent, low earth orbiting, 
automated platform. Such a facility could be totally dedicated to earth resources observation and research, or 
could encompass other disciplinary activities as well, thus becoming an "automated space station", of sorts. 
Whichever the case, the Shuttle is uniquely qualified to support such a platform with multiple revisits as well as 
initial delivery and orbital placement. 
4.2 UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF STS SUPPORT 
4. 2. 1 SHUTTLE PHYSICAL ACCOMMODATIONS 
Any evaluation of unique support characteristics of the Shuttle for automated satellite must begin with the size of 
the cargo bay. The 18. 3m long, 4. Bm diameter payload volume is considerably larger than any current provisions 
afforded by expendable launch vehicle (ELV) shrouds. The magnitude of the volume available is difficult to appreci-
ate, but is partially demonstrated by reference to Figure 4-1 which illustrates the Shuttle launch configuration for a 
single EOS satellite. Two important points come to mind from inspection of this figure. The first is that this same 
Figure 4-1. Shuttle/EOS Launch Configuration 
1 
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spacecraft is essentially at the limit of the capability of one of the most popular current launch vehicles, the Delta 
2910. Second, with appropriate launch support systems and modification of the spacecraft itself, it would be 
possible to launch two to four of these spacecraft simultaneously. Although these particular configurations are 
probably not desirable, the general concept of multiple launches and the consequent sharing of launch costs, can 
be of considerable importance to the ERP. 
But the size of the cargo bay produces many other potentially desirable features. The large diameter was an im-
portant feature in determining the characteristics of a standardized spacecraft bus in the Payload Utilization of 'Jug 
(PUT) study. For many reasons which revolve about the central theme of low cost approaches, GE proposed some 
time ago a tractor-trailer approach such as that shown in Figure 4-2. The core of this concept is the development 
of a common structural bus and standardized subsystems for use among a broad variety of satellites. ill the PUT 
study, which studied design impacts on payloads of the Shuttle/Tug combination, this concept was integrated with 
the cargo bay dimensions to produce a standard bus (shown in Figure 4-3) which optimized use of the available size. 
The large cargo bay size also enables general growth of candidate ERP satellite designs. The importance of this 
design freedom cannot be underestimated. Larger available envelopes can contribute to the implementation of 
highly desirable features, especially those having to do with assembly of the spacecraft and its la.ter servicing, 
whether performed on the ground or on-orbit. 
ill addition to the large cargo envelope provided by the Shuttle, the weight-to-orbit capability of the Shuttle, alone 
and with the Tug is also of benefit to the ERP. Much of the design freedom provided by the greater volumetric 
flexibility is highly correlated with that gained by relaxation of weight restrictions. Naturally, the STS does not do 
AGOES 
PAYLOAD ~ 
ITRAIlER II 
AUTOMATED 
SATELLITE ~ 
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.. 
.,. ~ PAYLOAD  (mAILER (( J 
Figure 4-2. Tractor Trailer Spacecraft Concept 
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I~;- flexibility is highly correlated with that gained by relaxation of weight restrictions. Naturally, the STS does not do 
away with such restrictions, but there is considerable leeway, especially with respect to capabilities of current 
launch vehicles. As will be shown in succeeding paragraphs of this section, many of the unique benefits of the SIS 
can only be achieved by incorporating design features which result in some increase in basic vehicle weight. Were 
it not for the superior delivery capability of the STS, such increases might result in reduced allowances for mission 
equipment, reductions which would inevitably cancel out the potential exploitive advantages • 
4.2.2 CANDIDATE SHUTTLE-EXPLOITIVE CONCEPTS 
Based on a number of studies of advanced satellite design for the Shuttle-era, it has become increasingly evident 
that there are many candidate design approaches which become available to reduce overall satellite program costs. 
Several of these are especially useful to ERP satellites for which" on-orbit servicing and/or retrieval for ground 
refurbishment can mean substantial cost savings. Some of the more appealing of these design approaches are 
discussed in the following sections. 
4. 2. 2. 1 standardized Modular Elements 
This approach has generally been found to produce the largest potential cost impact of any of the proposed Shuttle-
exploitive, low-cost approaches. The greatest current uncertainty with evaluating this approach is that NASA has 
not yet committed itself to this concept. From several discussions with NASA officials, particularly those with the 
new Low Cost Office, it was clear that such a policy was being seriously considered along with the concept of a 
standard bus or spacecraft platform. With this understanding, we then reviewed broad spacecraft housekeeping 
requirements and developed a list and description of standard modules. (It may be noted that Aerospace Corporation ",', 
also has developed such a listing, one which does not differ greatly from our own.) 
In compiling this list, adherence was kept to several criteria for modularity which evolved from the aforementioned 
GE efforts on the PUT study. These included cost, weight, volume, manufacturing, and component grouping con-
siderations. For configuration reasons, especially considering on-orbit serviCing and the Shuttle characteristics, 
it was deCided to use a five by five arrangement of modules, all located in and accessible from a common plane. 
The central modules were reserved for mission peculiar equipment, i. e., sensor modules, leaving sixteen spaces 
for housekeeping modules. Table 4-3 shows the seven basic functional module types selected for the housekeeping 
subsystem modules. 
For each functional module identified, all ,of the components contained in it were identified with size, weight, and 
power dissipation tabulated. Table 4-4 is an example of this gross initial module definition. These lists were used 
to assure that volumetric and thermal dissipation limits were not exceeded by any module. In addition, part of the 
modularity study was devoted to identifying the interconnections necessary between modules. 
4. 2. 2. 2 Increased structural Margin 
With the increased payload capacity of the Space Shuttle as noted in paragraph 4.2. I, methods of spacecraft design 
and development are being reexamined to determine if cost reductions can be achieved by altering current practices. 
One consideration is the safety factor used for spacecraft structural design. By increasing the safety factor to a 
relatively high value, an overstrength design would result and costs could be reduced by eliminating or reducing the 
structural tests performed during spacecraft development. On the surface, this appears to be a straightforward 
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Table 4-3. Functional Module Types 
Subsystem Module Functions 
Electrical Power Power Generation Solar Energy Conversion 
Back-up Array Drive Control 
Power Conditioning & storage Direct Energy Transfer 
Energy Storage 
Power Bus Control 
Avionics Attitude Sensing Initial Earth & Sun Acquisition 
Inertial Reference Measurement 
Data Processing Command Decoding 
Telemetry Formatting 
Attitude Calculations 
S-band Transponder Uplink/Downlink Communications 
Backup Command Translator 
Attitude Control & Propulsion Momentum storage Momentum Exchange 
Backup Thruster Control 
Propulsion Propellant storage 
Mass Expulsion 
Table 4-4. Typical Module Definition 
Power Conditioning and Storage Module 
Power 
Component Size (inches) Weight (lbs) Dissipation 
D.E.T. Shunt Driver 3x4x5 3 5 
12 Amp-hr Battery (2) 12 x 8.75 x 5.6 56 ~70 
Battery Charge Controller (2) 3x3x4 6 ~6 
Boost Regulator 4x4x5 4 35 
Power Switching Unit 4x4x5 4 Negligible 
Interface Unit 2x4x6 2 1 
Harness and Connectors 
-
5 Negligible 
Housekeeping Sensors (18) Negligible 1 Negligible 
Module structure 
-
28 
-
Heaters 
-
0.2 ~7 
Subtotal 109.2 
---
15% Contingency 16.4 
---
Total 125.61bs 
(57.1 kg) 
approach for achieving a significant cost reduction. However, there are a number of effects involved that make the 
selection of the safety factor and the modification of the structural test program relatively complex when it is ex-
amined more closely. Structural reliability and weight are spacecraft characteristics that are most sensitive to the 
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safety factor/test program selection while the related "costs" involve not only those of the selected test program 
but also those associated with the spacecraft performance. It appears there has been some consideration of this 
technique on recent NASA Programs such as the NASA-GSFC Phase B studies for EOS, by NASA-JSC for The 
Apollo Soyuz Test Program, and by NASA-MSFC for HEAO. 
Use of increased factors of safety must result in increased structural weights. However the general magnitude of 
the increase is not express able as a single constant factor since weight increase is a variable depending on the 
particular spacecraft structure application. That is, different weight-increase factors would be expected for differ-
ent structural configurations such as trusses, beams, shells, etc. which can be either strength-critical or 
stability-critical. 
The stress-strength concept of evaluating the adequacy of a structural design provides the basis for determining the 
effects of safety factor and test program selection. The structural reliability is defined as the probability of the 
structure performing satisfactorily for the period of time intended under the operating conditions encountered. 
With the stress-strength concept, the structural strength (resistance) and the imposed loads are described as two 
random variables as shown in Figure 4-4. The reliability is the probability that the strength exceeds the load and 
for normal distributions; it is determined by the separation of the means of the two distributions and their variance 
(amount of variation in both distributions). The structural reliability is presently controlled by specifying a safety 
factor and critical design loading conditions. This deterministic approach eliminates the need for statistical treat-
ment of the design once the values are selected. The design loading conditions are generally selected to encompass 
the worst conditions anticipated in servi.ce (e. g., 99th percentile). The safety factor provides a further separation 
in the distributions and accounts for the variations in the design strength. Structural reliability "goals" on the 
order of 0.9999 are often specified but, in reality, the reliability is determined by the safety factor and load condi-
tions used for the design and evaluation of the structure. 
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Figure 4-4. stress-strength Concept 
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The structural test program affects the spacecraft strength choice and the value of the safety factor used for the 
design. Of the infinite number of test programs that could be considered, three of four test options treated in a 
recent study appear to be the most applicable to spacecraft and are being used or considered in current programs. 
These options are: 
1. No structural Test - Under this option, the structural design is not tested and is flown in the as designed 
condition. It is very attractive in that it completely eliminates testing and its associated costs. 
2. standard Test - This implies the fabrication of a static test structure and the usual tests of it to the various 
design loading conditions. It is undesirable in that it provides no cost reduction and does not take advantage 
of the increased weight capability of the Shuttle. 
3. Proof Test - This option provides for structural testing of the flight vehicle. It appears to be a good 
compromise test program ill that it eliminates the cost of a separate test structure and can take advantage 
of heavier, more conservative design approaches. 
The fourth option considered and rejected is a model test option 1rbich has been used for launch vehicle development 
and some other structures. This is particularly attractive for very large structures because of their large test cost. 
Because the spacecraft are relatively small, however, the uncertainty in scaling appears to be a governing factor 
which makes its application to spacecraft questionable. 
Conceptually, the statistical strength distributions of spacecraft will differ depending on the test option selected. 
This is shown in Figure 4-5. With no testing, the strength distribution will be relatively broad as can be shown 
using experimental data. With the standard test option, the strength will appear to be truncated at the design load 
except for a ''tail-off'' area representing variations due to manufactUring, etc. A truly truncated strength distribu-
tion will exist for the proof test option. It is assumed that all the distributions will tend to center about the design 
load conditions as modified by a prescribed safety factor. Because the distribution. at the lower loads have a major 
effect on the reliability, it can be seen that the testing will enhance the structural reliability. As a result, lower 
safety factors become attractive when tests are performed. 
The Proof Test option seems to show the most promise. It is being used for the Apollo Soyuz Test Program 
structure. A safety factor of 2 with a proof load of 1. 3 is apparently being used to verify the structural adequacy. 
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Figure 4-5. Conceptual strength Distributions with Various Test Options 
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Similarly, factors on the order of 2 to 3 have been used on Skylab with reduced testing. The probability of a proof 
test failure of the flight vehicle seems relatively low and the weight penalty does not appear excessive. The overall 
result should assure a reasonable degree of structural :"'<;lliability. 
4. 2. 2. 3 Concentrator Solar Array 
Concentrated photo voltaic energy conversion was extensively investigated in the early 1960's. The significant con-
clusions of these studies were as follows: 
1. The optimum concentration ratio was found to be between 2 and 3 when optimized on the basis of weight, 
cost and unit power output. 
2. Weight reductions between 20 and 30 percent could be achieved using present-day (early 19601s) solar cells, 
filters, and concentrator fabrication teclmiques. 
3. Total system cost savings of the order of 30 percent could be achieved using present-day (early 1960's) 
techniques. 
4. Orientation requirements for concentrating systems are somewhat more stringent than for non-concentrating 
systems, but are still well within the capabilities of simple orientation devices. 
Notwithstanding these optimistic conclusions regarding weight and cost, concentrating solar array systems were 
never developed and all reference to such systems quickly disappeared from the literature. With the advent of the 
Shuttle, and the capability to resupply or refurbish satellites, interest has recently been awakened. 
On the basis of the concentration ratio conclusion resulting from the early studies, the decision was made to per-
form a more detailed assessment of the 60° flat "V" groove concentrator which has a concentration ratio of two. 
Figure 4-6 shows the basic geometry of this solar array configuration. The analysis was performed for a normally 
1 
SUN 
135.3 MW ICM 2 
, 
Nip SILICON SOLAR CELL 
Figure 4-6. 60° "V" Groove Concentrating Solar Array 
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incident solar intensity of 135.3 mw/cm2 under geosynchronous altitude conditions with earth albedo and ill fluxes 
neglected. The reflective surfaces were assumed to have a total solar spectral reflectance of 0.90. The entire 
rear surface of the array was assumed to have a total hemispherical emittance of 0. 85. 
Based on these results of recent trade studies, a comparison of two "V" groove concentrator configurations with a 
non-concentrating planar solar array is given in Table 4-5 for a B. O. L. array power output of 1000 watts. A blue-
red filtered concentrator requires fewer solar cells due to the slightly lower temperature resulting from this filter-
ing. However, the total panel area for the concentrator designs is about double the cOllventional panel area,. One 
also has to add the costs of the filtering cover glass. The net result is that the concentrator approaches exceed the 
cost of the conventional array in terms of cell stack cost alone. This cost difference can only widen when the sub-
strate costs are included, since the concentrator substrates are 'so much larger than the conventional panels, and 
the technique has been abandoned as a shuttle-exploitive hardware practice. 
Table 4-5. Comparison of Solar Array Configurations for 1000 Watt, 
B. O. L. Array Output Requirement 
Nonconcentrating 600 "V" Groove GOo "V" Groove Planar Concentrator -
Solar Array Blue Filtered Concentrator -Blue-Red Coverglass Filtered Coverglass 
Number of 2 x 4 cm 10,250 10,450 9,630 Solar Cells 
.... ,' 
Cell Stack Module 93.2 95.0 87.5 Area (ft2) 
Total Panel Area 98.2 200.0 184.2 (ft2) 
Unit Cell Stack 2,900 2,900 3,120 Cost ($ /ft2) 
Total Cell Stack 270,000 275,000 273,000 Cost ($) 
4. 2. 2. 4 Use of Radiosotope Power 
Two factors suggested the examination of radioisotope power systems for future Shuttle/Tug launched spacecraft. 
The first of these is that the existence of the Shuttle/Tug makes it possible to recover and re-use the very expensive 
nuclear fuel, and the not-inexpensive conversion system. The second factor is the recent technological advances in 
radioisotope power systems. This progress is of two types: development of dynamic power conversion systems, 
which greatly increase the electrical output for a given quantity of expensive radioisotope; and use of a cheaper 
isotope, Cm 244. 
Plutonium 238 is the "fuel" most frequently used at present and planned for in space-borne RTG's. It is, however, 
very expensive, costing approximately $600 per watt (thermal) in the form of Pu02. Such high cost has limited the 
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use of RTG's to missions in which conditions prohibited use of other power systems. Since, however, the plutonium 
would be less than half expended during a typical satellite 5 year mission life (Shuttle-ora), and since the STS makes 
recovery possible, the potential for recovering and reprocessing the plutonium for later use may reduce its overall 
cost sufficiently to make such systems competitive. 
Another approach to reducing the cost of Radioisotope-based power systems is to substitute Curium-244 for 
Plutonium-238. In the form of Cm203' Curium-24'! will soon be more plentiful, and when extraction technology 
and use are sufficiently advanced, costs of Curium-244 should be $20-100 per watt (thermal). 
Heat rejection methods for RTGs of typical present design require exposure of the cooling fins, which are attached 
directly to the thermoelectric package, to the space environment. While such an approach eliminates a fluid cooling 
loop, it may add design and integration problems in many satellite programs. 
Costs of Radioisotope Thermoelectric generators for ERP missions are estimated from extrapolated SNAP informa-
tion and are given in Table 4-6. A conventional solar array system is included for comparison purposes. The low 
non-recurring costs reflect direct use of the existing, proven design of the RTG's, except for the additional shielding 
required for Curium-244, and minor integration changes. Optimized design for the Curium-based RTG could de-
crease its weight, but would add to non-recurring costs. 
Coupling of a Brayton Cycle Power converter to the heat sources developed and/or considered for the Thermoelec-
tric generators is an interesting new developmi'mt for possible ERP use. All of the preceding discussion concerning 
the Pu-238 and Cm-244 are equally applicable here. The thermoelectric elements of the previous systems, however, 
are not used. Instead, the elements of the Thermodynamic generators are: 
1. Heat Source Assembly 
2. Power Conversion System 
3. Engine Control System 
4. Heat Rejection System 
Radiator design for Brayton Cycle Electrical Power system is a major consideration for incorporation into ERP 
spacecraft. Design work now in progrAss is evaluating various configurations. If deployable flat panel radiators 
are selected, and such radiators cannot be accommodated on the spacecraft, then additional development will be 
required. Such radiators will also incur a-weight penalty for meteroid protection. 
On the basis of weight, the PU-238 Mini-Brayton System is competitive with solar arrays. From a cost considera-
tion, if the Pu-238 is recovered at no cost, and the program is for only one or two spacecraft, the SIJIU of non-
recurring costs and recurring costs are also comparable. This option needs to be kept in mind for Shuttle Era 
spacecraft, especially those with large power needs. 
4. 2. 2. 5 standard Tractor 
A standard tractor approach was studied for ERP spacecraft and was found attractive. The cost savings, as for 
standard modules, accrue to the second spacecraft program using the development. These cost estimates, ex-
tracted from a previous GE study, indicate the magnitude of the possible savings. 
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Table 4-6. Comparison of Potential Electrical Power Systems for ERP Spacecraft 
Electrical Power System~ Weight 
Alternatives for SEOS Criteria (Pounds) 
Solar-Photovaltaic With Batteries 280-300 
Radioisope Thermoelectric 
• P~-23~ Baseu, No Recovery 310 
• PU-238 Based, Recovery 310 
• ClIl-244 Based, No Recovery 440 
Radioisotope Thermodynamic (Brayton 
Cycle) 
• Po-23g Bascd, No Recovery 306 
• PU-238, Based, Recovery 306 
• ClI!-244 Based, No Recovery 436 
---------------- - -J -----
*Does not Include reocvery transportation costs. 
I, _ 
~ 
Non.,.Recurring 
Costs ($) 
2,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,100,000 
1,000,000 -
2,000,000 
1,000,000 -
2,000,000 
1,000,000 -
2,000,000 
Recurring 
Costs ($) Advantages Disadvantages 
1,000,000 Flight-proven hardware & technology An dy deployment 
Minimum cost - recurring Array degradation 
Minimum weight Array maintenance & repair in orbit 
lIIoderate complexity 
8,300,000 Compact E.xpensive 
Flight provcn hardware, technology 
n.1inimum complexity 
'3,800,000 Compact Recovery from orbit required for economy 
Fligbt proven bard ware technology lIIoderately expensive 
(except for recovery) 
Low cO"'plexity 
2,800,000 Compact Some ncw technology 
Some flight proven hardware, U1\ ... cost required increased em usc age 
technology Higb weIght 
Minimum complexity 
No recovery required for economy 
2,800,000 Relatively compact Possible radiator deployment 
Some flight proven bard ware, lI!oderately expensive - recurring 
technology Radiator meteoroid hazard 
lIllnimum weight 
'1,400,000 Relatively compact Possible radiator deploymm t 
Some flight proven hardware, Recovery from orbit required for economy 
technology Radiator meteoroid hazard 
lIllnimum weight 
lIllnimum cost 
1,300,000 Relatively compact Possible radiator deployment 
Little flight provcn bardware, Low cost requires increased em useage 
technology HIgb weight 
No recovery required for economy Radiator meteoroid hazard 
Minimum cost 
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Item 
Structure 
Thermal Control 
Ground Handling Fixtures 
Integration 
Other 
TOTAL 
4.2.2.6 Utilization of Commercial Equipment 
(Non-Recurring) 
Estimated Savings 
7% 
1% 
2% 
0.5% 
1% 
11.5% 
This topic has been studied extensively with respect to sortie missions since the Spacelab provides a pressurized 
environment which is similar to the one for which the equipment was originally designed. To date, U. S. space-
craft have not had this feature. As a result, electronic equipment utilized on current spacecraft are extraordinarily 
expensive, due in part to their design, but due primarily to the massive test programs with which such designs gain 
acceptance. 
GEis currently completing a novel study (for NASA/GSFC) of the essential cost savings which might accrue to a 
Pressure Vessel Spacecraft (PVS). Since the study is cost-investigative in nature, the model used for the PVS is 
a Nimbus, a spacecraft for which GE and NASA have very precise costs to use as baseline data. The concept 
which has evolved (see Figure 4-7), places all of the electronic equipment inside the pressure hull with cable 
penetration to an earth-viewing platform. Only sensors, antennas, and solar arrays are exposed to the space 
environment . 
Although preliminary, some of the data from this study which reflect expected cost reductions are shown in 
Table 4-7. It should be emphaSized that this study has concentrated on a detailed engineering design of an 
existing spacecraft so that realistic and traceable costs could be developed. While such a spacecraft might not be 
available to all ERP missions, and it probably is not, its judicious application can produce cost savings comparable 
(and perhaps favorable) to that achieved by standardization. 
4.2.2. 7 Unified Platform Thermal Control ConlCept 
In recent contractual and in-house studies, GE has intensively studied potential thermal control concepts, which 
could be utilized on advanced, Shuttle-era'spacecraft platforms. One concept has been developed which appears 
to be of general applicability to all geosynchronous satellites. 
The selected thermal control concept for the total spacecraft platform is illustrated in Figure 4-8. Although this 
sketch shows a SEOS platform, the concept employed for other geosynchronous satellites, is generally of the same 
type, but can provide for larger or smaller heat loads to be dissipated and varying numbers of sensor modules. 
On the platform, the modules are thermally isolated and independent. The sub-system modules located on the 
North and South faces of the platform dissipate their excessive heat via patched coatings (5 mil teflon over silver) 
which radiate to space through cut-outs in the module cannister. The modules contain their own heaters to provide 
thermal power when necessary, and are completely insulated except for the cut-out area. 
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Figure 4-7 . Pl'essure Vessel Spacecraft (PVS) Concept 
Table 4-7. E"limatcd Cost Reduction Delta" for a Pressure Ves"el Spal'ecl'aft 
Work Breakdo\\n Cost Delta Saving" a;,: a Percent 
Stl'ucture (Nimbus - PVS) of Total Progl'am Cost 
Element (c,t ) 6<> 
Progl'am Management 52 Ii . 5 
System Engineering 2!1 1.0 
Quality Control/ Reliability 4!l 1.5 
Structure 1 1.0 
Interface ::>tructure -0- 0.0 
TT&C Sub"ystem 75 :JO 
Power Sub") stem 1;7 1 
ACS &lbsystem G2 24 
Thermal Control 36 1.0 
System Test 47 H 
TOTAL 59 
- 100'" 
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Figure 4-8. Unified Platform Thermal Control Concept 
The centrally located sensor module radiates heat from its North surface to the immediately adjacent structural 
panel in the platform. Heat pipes which terminate in this area conduct this heat to the North face of the platform 
which has a localized coating acting as a radiator. Except for this local rac!iator area, the platform structure is 
completely insulated. The number of heat pipes shown provide about 50% redundancy. 
For the East and West located propulsion modules, the primary problem is keeping them warm (i. e., above the 
freezing point of the hydrazine propellant). Each propulsion module requires approximately 9 watts of heater power 
to maintain the minimum average temperature at 263°K (140 F). Prior 1,0 firing the thrusters, an additional 8 watts 
of heater power is required at the thruste:: catalyst beds. 
Withinthe sensor module, a two stage cryog:enic cooler is used to cool any IR detectors. The details of this cooler 
design are reported in the next section. In addition, heat pipes are provided in the sensor module to conduct heat 
to its North surface. .. 
4.2.2. 8 Sensor Module Cryogenic Cooling Requirements 
The sensor cooling requirements for :.'Wo ERP spacecraft are defined in Table 4-8. Potential thermal control 
approaches which have been considered included passive, liquid and solid cryogens, thermoelectric, and 
refrigeration. GE has consistently found that passive, multi-stage, 1:adiators severely restrict space~raft config-
urations and, in many cases, require prohibitive costs to accommodate. In addition, thermoelectric concepts are 
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Table 4-S. ERP Sensor Cooling Requirements 
Parameter Satellite A Satellite B 
Number of Sensors 7 1 7 
Sensor Temperature, oK fF) 100 (-2S0) 90 (-297) ISO (-135) 
Total Sensor Dissipation, W .03f; - .105 .035 - .105 .005 - .015 
-
Available Weight, KG (Ib) lSI. 6 (400) 1Sl.6 (400) 
Available Volume, M3 (ft3) ". Q21\ (1. 0) 0.02S (1. 0) 
Available Diameter, M (ft) 0.76 (2.5) 0.51 (1. 7) 
Desired Life, Years 5 5 
Replacement Capability, Years 1 - 2 _ 1 - 2 
generally limited to about -190 0 F (150 0 K), active refrigeration systems are not yet considered long life space 
hardware, and liquid cryogen systems are larger and heavier than solid cryogens with potential two-phase venting 
problems. It is therefore our conclusion to use stored, solid cryogen systems. This decision is, of course, also 
based on the ability of the STS to assist in replenIshing this expendable material. 
Two types of o:tored cryogen systen:3 have been considered; namely, single cryogen and staged cryogen systems. 
A staged cryog1an system utilizes a higher temperature cryogen to act as a heat leak guard for a low temperature 
cryogen which, in turn, maintains the senSor temperature (e. g., 90 0 K). The single cryogen system concept 
includes a spherical tank for storing a solid cryogen, a surrounding region of multi-layer thermal insula/tion, and 
an outside vacuum shell. The inner shell is supported from the vacuum shell by compressively loaded, glass fiber 
reinforced epoxy posts. The payload sensor is coupled to the tanlc by a metallic tube which also carries away the 
gas that sublimes from the solid cryogen. This tube is vacuum sealed to the vacuum shell by a low conductance 
stainless steel bellows. It should be noted that when the same payload contains sensors with different temperature 
requirements (e. g., 90 0 K and~~llile to cool both sensors -:ith one system by mounting both sensors 
to the same tube with the higher temperature sensor further from the solid cryogen than the lower temperature 
sensor such that the vapor leaving the system cools the higher temperature sensor. 
Both argon and methane appear to be feasible candidates for cooling sensors in the SOoK to 1300 K (-3200 F to -2250 F) 
range with carbon dioxide as the likely candidate for higher allowable sensor temperatures of 1300 K to 2000 K 
(-2250 F to -1000 F). However, methane is usually eliminated from manned flights due to its potential hazards, 
despite being thermally superior to argon. The weight and life data for both systems Is plotted in Figure 4-9, 
along with general minin;tum weight curves. Also plotted on this fi/sure is data generated for a two-stage argon/carbon 
dioxide solid cryogen system. The data indicate that tIllS staged cryogen system offers a Significant weight advan-
tage over the single cryogen argon system and is comparable to tr.~ methane system. It has been adopted in several 
advanced EHP spacecraft studies. 
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Figure 4-9. Weight vs. Life for Selected Solid Cryogen Systems 
4.2.3 S'PACECRAFT RETRIEVAL 
One of the most significant features of the STS is the capability to retrieve ERP satellites and return them to the 
groWld for refurbishment and later reuse. This capability exists for all spacecraft which are directly delivered to 
their mission orbit by the Shuttle a.nd several other selected classes. As noted in Appendix A, for. Kample, the 
EOS has its own integral propulsion system to achieve mission orbit from the Shuttle orbit. This same system can 
later produce the required delta velocity to return the EOS back to the Shuttle's packing orbit for capture and return. 
Although the current baseline IUS does not possess a retrieval capability, the Tug can retrieve spacecraft initially 
placed into orbit by the earlier, more pri~tive STS upper stage. This capability is currently limited to spacecraft 
weighing up to 1542 kg. (from geosynchronous orbit). At this level, all currently identified ERP spacecraft can be 
retrieved, if desired. 
The benefits of retrieval to the EDP and its spacecraft can be very Significant. In certain cases, where the space-
craft costs are very large due to unique and expensive mission equipment, the refurbishment and reuse. of this 
equipment can be very cost-effective, Another aim of the retrieval feature can be the recovery of hard copy data. 
The use of such a medium is normally not considered, primarily due to the costs of the retrieval system. With the 
introduction of a feasible, availabli0 retrieval capability possessed by the STS, renewed studies of hard copy 
recording of data are w::cranted. 
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Retrieval of ERP spacecraft may also be of some limited value for analysis of environmental effects. One specific 
instance which may hold some particular interest concerns the long-term effects of solar radiation and mic1'0-
meteoroid damage on large sensor arrays. Analysis of the data return from such a sensor can probably be of some 
benefit in measuring the rate of degradation. 
Discovery of the failure mechanism can be performed best, however. from a detailed inspection and test of the 
recovered structure. Once again, it is possible to automate several of those flUlCtio.ns and perform them remotely, 
but trade studies are needed to select the most cost-effective approach. 
The requirement for retrieval by the STS brings with it a need to alter the design of the spacecraft and make it 
amenable to retrieval. The additional design features needed by ~he spacecraft to accommodate retrieval are shown 
in Table 4-9 along wIth estimates of their associated weights. Very few detailed studie s of retrieval design impacts 
have been performed. However, GE'S experience on the PUT and EOS Phase B studies has indicated that the data 
presented in Table 4-9 are reasonable. 
4.2.4 SPACECRAFT ON-ORBIT SERVICING 
On-orbit servicing of ERP spacecraft is feasible at all orbits served by the STS. Although studies of servicing have 
only been carried out to any detail in the last two years, the potential benefits to spacecraft programs can be 
impressive. Essentially four different levels of spacecraft servicing can be identified for the Shuttle-era ERP: 
1. replacement or repair of malfunctioning elements, 
2. periodic replacement of, expendables (includes hard-copy data recovery), 
3. end-of-life refurbishment of wear-out elements, 
4. mission equipment changeout for experiment/operations modification. 
Detailed studies of servicing have been conducted on two ERP candidate satellites, EOS by Shuttle and EOS by Tug. 
In the first case, the EOS subsystem modules and several senior modules m?y be replaced after the EOS is recap-
tured by the Shuttle Orbiter. As shown in Figure 4-10, the spacecraft is captured by the RMS boom and erected on 
a docking platform. It may then be positioned for modular resupply by rotation until the appropriate face is pre-
sented to the Special Purpose Manipulator System (SPMS). The resupply concept formulated for the EOS program 
(see ~igure 4-11) requires modular mounting of subsystems and instruments and incorporation of RMS-activated 
latch mechanisms and remote electrical disconnects. This concept and its implementation is discussed further in 
Appendix C. 
The analysis of o,n-orbit servicing of SEOS by the Tug has necessarily taken a quite different approach. Analyses 
have shown that servicing of geosynchronous satellites should be done at the miSSion orbit and this requires a 
serviceI' which is attached to the Tug. Figure 4-12 illustrates the concept evolved on the PUT study by GE and 
MDAC for SEOS servicing by the Tug.' The preferred serviceI' deSign itself, developed by MDAC is shown in 
Figure 4-13. It is based on direct-access servicing. Modules are exchanged using the push-pull capabilities 
inherent in the Tug/spacecraft docking mechanism. The unit shown consists of a storage structure containing 
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Table 4-9. . Baseline Design Features for Retrievable Satellites 
Subsystem Design Addition Estimated Weight (kg) 
Structures Increased complexity 4.5 
docking frame (IUS/TUG 
Satellites only) 
Electrical Power Stowable solar array 13.6/each 
Supllementary battery capacity 4.5 
Remateable connectors 2.7/total 
Retrieve flU1ction connector/safety 2.3 
RTG coolant connectors 4.5 
Telemetry and 
Command Rendezvous transponder 2.3 
Corner reflectors 4.5 
Stow able command antennas 4.5/each 
Computation and 
Data Processing Stored rendezvous commands -0-
Propulsion Propellant clump capability -0-
Attitude Control Momentum wheel stop -0-
Reusable star tracker covers 2.3/total 
E.'{periments/ Stowable optics covers 2.3 - 4. 5/each 
Mission Equipment Large (>3 M) antenna retraction 13 - 45/each 
Stowable booms 4.5 - 45/each 
provisions for a 5 x 5 (or any other square) satellite-module pattern. The hydraulically-actuated struts provide 
the force to transfer modules, overcome preloads, and engage electrical plugs. 
In this concept, after the satellite is docked, it is pulled into contact with the servicer storage lU1it. Extending the 
struts pulls the appropriate modules from the servicer and satellite simultaneously, leaving them attached to the 
rotating grid. As shown in Figure 4-14 the grid is thBn rotated 180 0 to interchange the module positions. The 
struts are then retracted, driving the modules into their new positions. Any number of modules may be 
exchanged in parallel in a. maximum of five steps: three push-pulls and two 180 0 rotations. 
These two servicing design concepts for EOS and SEOS can, of course, accommodate the four levels of servicing 
identified earlier. The benefits of the first three of these levels is dealt with in Appendix D, but the fourth, 
mission equipment changeout, deserves special mention here. The provision in the STS for serviceability of 
spacecraft on-orbit offers an important dual opportunity to utilize the spacecraft platform as a senior test bed. 
Systematic modification of the primary satellite sensors can maximize its research and development value through-
out the entire operating life of the vehicle. Furthermore, the spacecraft platform represents a special opportlU1ity 
for orbit flight tests of additional experiments whose value to operational geo-stationary satellites or whose 
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Figure 4-10. EOS - Shuttle Resupply Mission 
supportive value for earth resource sensing needs to be verified. This opportunity is similar to that afforded by 
Shuttle sortie flights with Spacelab, and which can be used to conduct flight tp'":ts of instruments, techniques, and 
operations before committing them to a satellite application. 
The initial design of the primary spacecraft sensors will be based upon the best available information concerning 
the correct number and frequency of the spectral bands that are required to provide the earth resource data desired. 
It is likely that even in its initial configuration the sensors will not be optically identical to any earth resource 
sensors previously flown in space. Thus, after approximately a year of experimentation, it is not illogical to 
assume that additional learning or a desire to reorient the primary observational objectives might suggest that 
either different or additional spectral channels might be worthy of test. 
There are several types of changes to the optical channels that could be desireable: (a) improvement of the spectral 
resolution at the same center frequencies; (b) variation of the spectral frequencies of the measurements; (c) 
increase or decrease in the number of optical channels used; and (d) improvement in the sensitivity of the 
measurements being made. Again, any or all of these changes could be motivated by what has been learned from 
the measurements made to that time, or by important tec!mological developments that have occurred. As a result 
of these types of changes to the primary sensor capability, one or more type of specific hardware changes would 
be required. These instrumentation changes are summarized in Table 4-10. 
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ACTUATOR/DOCKING 
ENERGY ABSORBER 
SERVICER/ORBITER 
THERMAL CONTROL 
UMBILICAL 
LASER RADAR 
FEATURES: 
• DOCKING SYSTEM ACTUATORS ARE 
USED FOR MODULE EXTRACTION AND 
INSERTION 
• ROTATING GRII) PERMITS SIMULTANEOUS 
EXCHANGE OF UP TO HALF THE MODULES 
• DOCKING SYSTEM IS THE STRUCTURAL 
INTERFACE FOR PAYLOADS LAUNCHEU 
WITH THE SERVICER 
• SERVICER INSTALLATION REQUIRES NO 
MODIFICATION TO THE TUG STRUCTURE 
(UTILIZES THE EXISTING EIGHT HARDPOINTS) 
• CHANGES TO THE TUG BASELINE DOCKING 
SYSTEM FOR THE SERVICER MISSION 
ARE MINIMAL 
WEIGHT: 349 LB NET 
481 LB GROSS 
Figure '1-13. MDAC Geosynchronous Platform Servicer 
DEFECTIVE MODULE 
REPLACEMENT 
MODULE 
-ROTATING 
2 
,)d!-F"''=IIi,\ GRID 
• DOCKING 
• GRID ROTATED 180 DEG 
• DOCKING SYSTEM RETRACTED 
,. DEFECTIVE MODULE LATCHED TO GRID 
• REPLACEMENT MODULE LATCHED TO 
SPACECRAFT 
5 
• DOCKING SYSTEM RETRACTED 
• REPLACEMENT AND DEFECTIVE MODULES 
LATCHED TO SPACECRAFT ANlJ SERVICER 
3 
• MODULES EXTRACTED AND 
LATCHED TO GRID 
• EXTENDED AND RELEASED 
Figure 4-1'1. Geosynchronous Platform Servicer Operation 
Table 4-10. Hardware Changes Associated With Probable Experiment Changes for Prime ERP Sensor(s) 
Experiment Change Hardware Changes Required Recurrence 
Spectral Resolution of Optical New Filters Once every two years 
Channels Processing Electronics 
Amplifiers 
Change Spectral Frequencies Change entire optical chains Once per year 
of Optical Channels 
'.' 
Change Number of Optical Add optical chains Once every two years 
Channels Add detectors 
Add processing electronics 
Modify output data formats 
Improve Sensitivity of *Replace detectors Twice/vehicle life 
Measurements 
*Add supplementary cooling capability 
Modify detector electronics 
Modify data formats 
*Could be one or both 
With regard to the use of SEOS, for example, to space qualify experiments important to other geostationary 
satellite or supplementary experiments important to earth resource monitoring, several concepts can be suggested. 
It should be emphasized that, in this case, SEOS would be a most cost effective way to accomplish these tests 
presuming that these experiments could be carried out on a strictly, non-interference basis. 
For example, as new and improved data collection platforms are deSigned, or as new developments occur in the 
approach to tracking mobile, automatic platforms from space, it would be useful to test such concepts. SEOS will 
have need for a data collection capability to permit the simultaneous acquisition of in-situ data to support its 
primary sensors. Substitution of a new data collection subsystem or the addition of an additional data collection 
package by Tug servicing that could be alternately used with the primary on-board system would permit advanced 
DCP development. 
SEOS also offers some unique capabilities for the performance of other interesting experiments through Tug 
servicing. One of the primary sources of error in wind measurements from geostationary satellites is the 
llllCertainty in the altitude of the clouds that are tracked to provide these measurements. An approach that has been 
suggested to providing cloud altimetry has been the use of a pulsed laser. However, a drawback to this type of 
instrument has been the requireme,t for large receiver optics. Since SEOS will be carrying large optics, it is 
conceivable that a laser experiment could be im[>l"lmented on the SEOS as an in-flight replacement of some other 
detector package. Of course, additional detectors and detector optics would have to be added to the primary sensor 
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system and appropriate electronics would have to be incorporated into the laser package. However, the experiment 
would be capable of being used on a non-interference basis with the nominal cloud cover imagery from the SEOS 
sensor, an excellent means to guide the use of the lasel' probe. 
In support of the earth resource measurements that will be obtained from the other primary spacecraft sensors, 
additional experiments with suppoJ.'tive data or calibration data can be performed. For example, along with 
empirical corrections for atmospheric effects on the basic spectral data that SEOS obtains, it might be desirable to 
monitor the incoming solar radiation. This would especially be true if any UV measurements were desired. Thus, 
an interesting and useful additional experiment that could be added would be a solar monitor to examine the intensity 
of the incoming solar energy to account for its variations with respect to the interpretation of small variations of 
the spectral content of the upwelling radiation from the earth and atmosphere. 
Additional experiments on modifications of primary sensor(s) subsystems with newly developed or improved com-
ponents would be implemented on an "as available" basis. It is estimated that some changes of this nature would 
likely be deSirable on the order of once per year. 
The foregoing are used to illustrate the concept of long life high-performance optical facility in synchronous orbit 
which is made capable by a long series of widely varied experiments through the use of Tug to replace and modify 
mission equipment on orbit. 
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APPENDIX A 
SHUTTLE POLAR ORBIT TRADES 
A.l INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A. 1. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Polar spacecraft have been the mainstay of Earth Resources missions and their role will continue to be important 
in the shuttle era. Significant increases in the number and types of such spacecraft will occur as the shuttle be-
comes operational from WTR. The following discussion of the orbital design and cost CGA.\I{(I!;"rations for such 
spacecraft describes the major factors involved in the use of shuttle by polar spacecraft. Both the full Shuttle-era 
version of the problem and what is termed, "interim spacecraft" problem are treated. Full Shuttle-era spt1<.:ecraft 
are launched, retrieved and/or serviced by shuttle. Interim spacecraft are defined as those conventionally-
launched spacecraft which are placed in orbit sufficiently near in time to achievement of Shuttle polar orbit capa-
bility that the spacecraft can be cop-' '., ,1d for resupply or r"trieval by Shuttle. 
A. 1. 3 SUMMARY 
The selection of Shuttle delivery, retrieve or seJ:vice orbits for polar spacecraft involves cost and performance 
trades for expendable launch vehicles, on-board propulsion systems and the Space Shuttle. The trades also must 
consider recovery at mission altitude or a lower altitude and evaluate the relative advantages of elliptical or cir-
cular Shuttle recovery orbits. The recommended Shuttle orbits for a final mission orbit of 418 nm are as follows 
in Table A-I. The shuttle retrieve altitude for Interim (Delta and Titan) launched spacecraft was selected to be 
330 nm. This altitude represents a compromise between minimizing shuttle charges (lower altitudes preferred) 
and minimizing the weight impact on the spacecraft on board propulsion system to make large /:;.V orbit transfer 
burns. The selected altitude occurs just below the altitude where a second OMS kit must be added to shuttle and 
thus is an optimum point for allowable payload weight. 
Table A-I. Recommended Shuttle Orbits for Polar Spacecraft 
Launch Vehicle Recommended Shuttle Orbit For Delivery Retrieve Service 
Delta 
---
330 nm 
---
Titan --- 330 nm 330 nm* 
Shuttle 250 nm 250 nm 250 nm 
*The recommended Shuttle service mission orbit for a Titan-launched interim spacecraft cannot be determined 
unless the detail weight of the spacecraft is known. It is most likely that such a servicing mission will be weight 
critical and therefore the recommended shuttle service altitude will be 330 nm. 
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A.2 SHUTTLE SERVICE ORBIT IMPACTS 
The relative advantages and impacts of circular and elliptical servicing orbits have been investigated ~n detail by 
Jerome Bell of the JSC MisSion Analysis Branch. Four documents have been issued to summarize his findings: 
JSC-08596 "Placement of the Goddard Earth Observation Satellite into its Operational Orbit after 
Orbital Servicing" January 28, 19H. 
JSC-08599 "Effects of an Elliptical Servicing Orbit on Orbiter Rendezvous with the Goddard Earth 
Observation Satellite" January 29, 1974. 
JSC-08686 "EOS Maneuvering to a Shuttle Compatible Servicing Orbit prior to Shuttle Lift-Off" 
February 4, 1974. 
JSC-08878 "Preliminary Representation Mission Profile and Performance Analysis for a Typical 
EOS Servicing Mission" March 7, 1974. 
The two polar spacecraft servicing orbits investigated in the previously referenced reports are: 
1. a 307 nmi circular phase repeating orbit 
2. a 490 by 124. 5 nmi elliptic phase repeating orbit 
The circular phase repeating orbit is preferred over the elliptical orbit for the following reasons: 
1. Elllptical servicing will require added crew training and more detail analysis for the more complex 
rendezvous case 
2. The elliptical orbit imposes geographic constraints on the time of the polar spacecraft deboost maneuver 
allowing less flexibility in achieving the required phasing relationships 
3. The elliptical orbit oI:Hon limits the flexibility of accommodating variations in shuttle performance since 
perigee can not be lowered below the presently assumed 124. 5 nm 
Therefore, elliptical Shuttle orbits will only be used as a backup in case a failure of the polar spacecraft propulsion 
system noes not allow the spacecraft to return to the recommended shuttle circular orbit. 
Shuttle performance for circular sun synchronous orbits is presanted in Figure A-I. The top two lines on this fig-
ure represent the shuttle no-rendezvous and rendezvous performance and were obtained from JSC 07700 volume XIV 
Revision B "Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations". These values will be used in estab1.ishing a para-
metric analysis to determine the optimum shuttle service altitude. The lower two lines on the figure establish net 
payload capabilities by subtracting Flight 'Support System (FSS) and Special Purpose Manipulation System (SPMS) 
weights. 
A. 2. 1 E,FFEC-TOF SHUTTLE SERVICING ON MISSION OP.BIT 
In order to service a polar sp!tcecraft it, ;wbit, the satellite must be lowered from its operational altitude to one in 
the neighborhood of 300 nm. Launch of the Shuttle into this lower altitude and use of a hydrazine propulsion system 
on the polar spacecraft for maneuvering to/from the operational orbit is shown in Sections A. 3 and A. 4 of this 
Appendix to be the most cost-effective method of launching/retrieving/servicing polar satellites. Because the 
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Figure A-I. Space Shuttle Performance 
satellite will be in an orbit other than its mission orbit during the servicing period, ltS mission ground track will 
be altered reflecting the differences in period and nodal regression between the two orbits. Two effects result: 
1. A shift in the ground trace - the orbit is still repeatable following servicing but does not repeat in the 
same pla.ce as it did prior to servicing 
2. A shift in the node - the orbit is still sun synchronpus but the Beta angle has been shifted 
Just how significant the difference will be between the pre- and pest-service orbits depends on the following: 
1. The duration of time spent at the lower altitude - the longer the time the greater the effect on the miSSion 
orbit. 
2. The degree of optimization utilized in planning and executing the orbit transfer maneuvers 
3. The amount of propulsion system capability available to' re-establish the initial conditions. 
Analysis performed at JSC* has shown that there is an optimum point occurring periodically (roughly once a day) 
from which the initial mission ground trace can be re-established with minimum propellant usage. The option 
exists to have either the Shuttle or the spacecraft perform the correction maneuvers. In either case sufficient pro-
pellant will be available for the maneuvers such that the preservicing mission ground trace can always be 
re-established. 
*Placement of the Goddard Earth Observatory Satellite into its Operational Orbit after Servicing, JSC Internal 
Note No. 74-FM-4. January 28, 1974. 
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No similar periodic optimum point occurs for the nodai error however; the longer the satellite is at the lower 
orbit, the greater the shift in the node, hence the greater the propulsion capability required to make the correction. 
For nominal servicing periods of four** days the shift in the node and resultant change in Beta angle are small, 
typically 0.5 degree for the Beta angle, and generally would not require compensation. If compensation is desired, 
node biasing techniques can be utilized and the propellant requirements are well within the capability of the EOS 
hydrazine propulsion system. For cases where the servicing periods become extensive (2-3 weeks in a contingency 
case for example) a point will be reached where the propulsion system will not be capable of directly compensating 
for the change in node. For this later case, the Beta angle will have changed by some amount which is a function 
of the actual time spent at the lower altitude. The change could amount to several degrees. This may not be sig-
nificant to many payloads, but assuming it is*, a long-term cort:ective solution exists to re-establish the initial 
node (and hence Beta angle). This solution utilizes a comparatively small amount of propellant, and involves the 
spacecraft in a slightly non-sun synchronous orbit upon return to mission altitude. This orbit will cause a slow 
drift of the node back toward its desired poSition, ideally to be back at the desired position at the time of the next 
servicing period (nominally two years). Even though the inclination and altitude of the non-SUll synchronous orbit 
will be slightly different than prior to servicing, the resultant ground trace will nevertheless be identical to the 
pre-servicing one. 
A. 2. 2 MULTIPLE SATELLITE SERVICING 
There are two separate cases to be considered for multiple satellite servicing: 
1. the spacecraft are in the same mission orbit, e. g. , two polar satellites at 418 nm altitude phased one-half 
orbit apart. 
2. the spacecraft are at different altitudes but with inclinations "close enough" to be serviced by a single 
shuttle flight. 
In the first case either one or noth of the satellites can be serviced by one Shuttle Orbiter. If only one satellite is 
serviced, it must be returned to its pre-service mission orbit as despribed in the previous section since the rela-
tive phasing between the spacecraft is key to the ground coverage interval. 
If both spacecraft are to be serviced they both would lil~ely be maneuvered to a lower servicing orbit prior to 
Shuttle launch. Since the satellites have different node times, optimization of this maneuver would be required 
using node biasing techniques to insure their return to the same relative phasing following service. Service of the 
first spacecraft would proceed in the same fashion as if only one spacecraft were involved with a typical time in 
lower orbit of four days. It could then be returned to operational altltude. Shuttle maneuvering to the second space-
craft and subsequent service would then begin. Further tradeoff studies are required to determine if the second 
spacecraft should be maneuvered near the first to minimize Shuttle maneuvers or if all chase and rendezvous 
maneuvers should be performed by the Shuttle. In either case rendezvous can be achieved; one approach may be 
*Consider the case of a 10 year minimum life with service every two years. An uncorrected node error will 
accumulate over the service periods and, assuming several long-service periods, could grow to a value which 
would impact payloads and the power subsystem. 
**Preliminary Representative Mission Profile and Performance Analysis for a Typical Earth Observatory Satellite 
Servicing Mi.ssion, JSC Internal Note No. 74-FM-17, March 7,1974. 
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J; better in terms of propellant usage (spacecraft, Shuttle or both) and time. ,Again in either case, a nominal ser-
vicing of the second spacecraft could be completed within two days of servicing of the first. The second spacecraft 
would then be returned to its operational orbit, phased properly with the first spacecraft. No significant problems 
are envisioned in the servicing of two spacecraft which have the same mi.ssion orbit differing only in node time. 
Success in the second case, where two spacecraft are at different altitudes and inclinations, is strictly determined 
by the capability of the propulsion systems, the Shuttle, the spacecraft or both, to supply the cross plane change 
capability to align the inclinations at the servicing altitude and retura to the original inclinations (and altitudes) fol-
lowing service. The ability to align the inclinations is a function of many variables, the altitudes, inclinations, 
weights, and propulsion system capabilities of the satellites, the servicing orbit altitude plus the propulsion system 
capability available in the shuttle for that particular mission. 
Given that the orbital planes can be aligned, servicing would proceed in a similar fashion to Case 1. Return of the 
satellites to their pre-servicing mission ground traces mayor may not be a requirement depending on the miSsions 
involved. It can be assumed that phasing of the two satellites will not be required since satellites at different mis-
sion altitudes are generally not mission related. 
A.3 INTERIM POLAR SPACECRAFT 
Interim polar spacecraft are defined as those launched by conventional boosters, but at a suffiCiently later date 
(e. g. 1980) that Shuttle servicing or retrieval is possible. The baseline pre-Shuttle launch vehicle for polar space-
c;raft is the Delta 2910. Shuttle retrieval and ground refurbishment is the only viable resupply option, since on-
orbit resupply with its associated weight penalty of 400 to 500 lbs. would place the spacecraft weight well in excess 
of the Delta 2910 launch capability. Thus, the major shuttle-related question for interim polar spacecraft is the 
choice of the optimum Shuttle retrieval altitude. The major variables involved in this choice are the Shuttle re-
trieval costs and the allowable weight (constrained by the Delta launch). If the Shuttle retrieval altitude is selected 
as the miss ion altitude an orbit transfer capability is not required on the spacecraft. If an orbit transfer capability 
is provided on the basic spacecraft (large AV engines and increased propellant capability) the spacecraft can trans-
fer to an altitude lower than the mission altitude for rendezvous with the shuttle at an altitude where shuttle has 
increased payload capability. 'The Shuttle cost to EOS can then be reduced by sharing th.e Shuttle charges with other 
payloads that can be delivered Simultaneously by the Shuttle. USing the assumptions contained in Table A-2, a 
parametric analysis of transportation costs as a function of mission altitude and Shuttle retrieval altitude was per-
formed with the results swnmarized in Figure A-2. The upper curve for Delta delivery and Shuttle retrieval at mission 
altitude shows that the transportation cost is a function of mission altitude and that the miSSion altitude is limited 
to approxiffiately 450 nm due to the Shuttle retrieval performance as defined in Figure A-I. The lower curves for 
alternate Shuttle retrieval altitudes defined at the right hand portion of Figure A-2 indicate the cost savings that 
can be achieved by adding an orbit tranr.fer system to the basic spacecraft propulsion system. This addition also 
makes the transportation cost relatively insensitive to the miSSion altitude. It should be noted that Significant cost 
savings are achieved in reducing the Shuttle retrieval altitude from 390 to 360 and frem 360 to 330 nm, but very 
little additional cost is saved in reducing the Shuttle retrieval altitude further. Since the weight allowable on the 
spacecraft is limited and therefore the weight for orbit transfer fuel is also limited the Shuttle retrieval altitude 
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Table A-2. Shuttle Charges and Costing Assumptions (Delta Launch, Shuttle Retrieve) 
Shuttle Charges 
Payload up and down cost = 9. 8M max. (4. 9M up and 4. 9M down) 
Payioad up cost = 4. 9M (load factor) 
where load factor --
Payload down cost = 4. 9M (load factor) 
where load factor = 
Cargo Manifest - Share Payloads 
• Materials Processing Module 
• Life Sciences Module 
• Short Pallet 
• Hitch Hiker Pallet 
Costing Assumptions 
Delta costs - $6M 
Propulsion System CostE! 
R CS & OA = $. 5M 
RCS, OA & OT = $. 6M } 
Payload up Weight 
(.78) Shuttle Payload Capability 
Payload down Weight 
(.78) Shuttle Payload Capability 
~: The shuttle charge formula has been 
modified by GE to account for shuttle 
loading inefficiencies by adding a factor of 
.78 to the formula 
t;,. Cost for orbit transfer = $. 1M 
Spacecraft wt = 2200# (minus propulsion system) 
Shuttle support wt = 1500# 
t;,. Cost for added reliability = $. 25M (orbit transfer case) 
of 330 nm is selected as preferred for a Delta launched spacecraft giving a total vehicle weight of 2420 Ibs. 
(including propulsion) for a mission orbit of 418 nm. As shown on the figure a cost savings of 2.5M$ is achieved by 
lowering the Shuttle retrieve altitude from the mission altitude of 418 nm to 330 nm. A summary of the cOl'lt savings 
of retrieval at 330 nm over retrieving at mission altitudes of 420, 400, 380 and 360 is presented in Tabl<l A-3. An 
important point to remember is that the capability always exists to retrieve the spacecraft at the mission altitude if 
a failure in the propulsion system precludes returning the spacecraft to the desired lower orbit. This data for 
Delta 2910 is typical for an expendable launch vehicle with a limited payload capability and the results would be 
similar for Delta 3910 and Titan lIIB. 
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Figure A-2. Delta Launched Spacecraft Transportation Cost 
Table A-3. Transportation Cost Savings for Shuttle Retrieve at 330 nm (Delta Launch) 
Transportation Cost M$ 
Shuttle Retrieve Shuttle Retrieve T ranspo rtatlOn Mission Orbit @ Mission Orbit @330 nm Cost Savings for Retrieve @ 330 nm 
420 11. 3 8.5 2.8 
400 10.2 8.5 1.7 
380 9.4 8.5 0.9 
360 9.0 8.5 0.5 
A.4 SHUTTLE LAUNCHED SPACECRAFT 
When Shuttle becomes operational for launches to sun synchronous orbits the polar spacecraft will no longer be 
severely constrained in its allowable launch weight as it is for a Delta launch. Lifting this weight restriction allows 
a re-examination of the preferred delivery, retrieval or servicing orbit for polar spacecraft. The Shuttle charges 
and costing assumptions for the full Shuttle'era case are summarized in Table A-4. The Shuttle charge fOf:nula 
used is identical to the formula used in the Delta launched case and defined in Table A-2. The spacecraft weight 
for a Shuttle launch nas been assumed for this analysis to be 4000 lbs. while the modules required for resupply 
were assumed to weigh 2500 lbs. Three tradeoff curves were generated for the Shuttle launch case. 
The first tradeoff curves, shown in Figure A-3 present the cost trades for- a Shuttle launch and retrieve at an alti-
tude below mission altitude. It is obvious from these curves that there is a considerable cost savings when Shuttle 
delivers the spacecraft to a low altitude and also retrieves the spacecraft at the low altitude. Cost savings of 
between $5.7 M and $3. 5 M are shown for mission orbits between 400 and 360 nm and a Shuttle orbit of 250 nm. 
The Shuttle orbit of 250 nm was selected as a realistic altitude that provides meaningful transportation cost savings 
:'U) while not placing excessive orbit transfer requirements on t,he basic spacecraft propulsion system. 
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Table A-4. Shuttle Charges and Costing Assumptions (Shuttle Launch) 
Shuttle Charges - See Table A-2 
<Josting Assumptions 
Spacecraft weight = 4000# (minus propulsion) 
Servicing mission wt = 250'041' (mi11t1S propulsion) 
Shuttle support wt = 2000# (delivery or retrieval) 
= 3200# (servicing mission) 
Propulsion System Costs 
RCS & O.A. = .5 M$ Il Cost for orbit transfer 
RCS, O.A. & O.T = .7 M$ 
Cost for added reliability . 25 M$ (orbit transfer case) 
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Figure A-3. S,huttle Launched Spacecraft Transportation Cost - I 
l 
.2M$ 
The second tradeoff curves, shown in Figure A-4 assume a Shuttle delivery to a lower than mission orbit altitude 
but consider a shuttle retrieval at the mission altitude. This c~se shows the cost savings if a spacecraft failure 
would preclude firing the on-board propulsion system to lower the spacecraft altitude for retrieval by Shuttle. Sig-
nificant cost savings in the range of $1. 7 to 2. 8 M are still shown for this case. 
The final tradeoff curves which are shown in Figure A-5 illustrate the cost tradeoffs for a servicing mission and 
again indicate significant transportation cost savings when the servicing mission is performed at 250 nm instead of 
the mission altitude. 
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The Shuttle delivery, retrieval and service altitude of 250 11m is recommended for a Shuttle launched spacecraft and 
involves a compromise between Shuttle trip charges and on-board propulsion system weight and complexity. The 
cost savings involved in the two Shuttle launch and retrieve cases is summarized in Table A-5. 
Table A-5. Transportation Cost Savings for Shuttle Launch and Retrieve 
Transportation Costs (M$) Transportation Cost Savings (M$) Using On-Board Prop. 
Mission Shuttle Delivery Shuttle Delivery Shuttle Deli very Delivery at 250 Orbit 
and Retrieve at and Retrieve at at 250 and Retrieve Delivery and Retrieve at 
Mission Orbit 250 nm at Mission Alt. Retrieve at 250 Mission Alt. 
400 9.8 4.1 7.<l 5.7 2.8 
380 9.0 4.1 6.8 4.9 2.2 
360 7.6 4.1 5.9 3.5 1.7 
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CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
lit', 
All ERP payloads will be mated on the Orbiter in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF). Little data is available on 
the characteristics of this facility or others used for payload inspection, checkout, propellant loading, pyro instal-
lation, and other operations prior to Orbiter mating. It~s expected, however, that the OPF will be suppUed with 
air at a Class 100,000 cleanliness level after the Orbiter is placed in the building. A hanging shroud will be placed 
over the open cargo bay and Class 5,000 air will be provided independently to this area. Before loading the EOS/ 
FSS, the cargo bay will be cleaned ''to a visible clean level, as defined in JSC Spec. SN-C-0005". The cargo bay 
shroud area will continue to be purged with Class 5,000 air which. contains less than 15 ppm hydrocarbons. 
After launch, the Orbiter payload bay is vented and remains unpressurized until the reentry phase. As a design 
goal, overboard dumping of gases and liquids will be controlled to avoid contamination of the payload and payload 
bay. In addition, orbiter RCS thruster firings will be planned to avoid contamination when the payload bay doors 
are open. This is meant to include deployed or released payloads as well as the payload bay. 
Tables B-1 and B-2 summarize the sources and nature of the Orbiter originated contaminants expected during the 
various mission phases. 
B.1 CONTAMINATION EFFECTS ON ERP PAYLOADS 
Many of the sensors to be flown on the ERP satellite platforms will have 10,000 class cleanliness requirements. 
This environment will not be guaranteed by the Shuttle system; thus, we must consider the possible effects. Two 
effects are of major concern, the condensation of contaminants on optical surfaces and on radiative cooler surfaces. 
Condensation of contaminants on' optical surfaces may be caused by direct (line-of-sight) impingement or indirect 
(reflected) impingement, either while in the Shuttle bay or during the process of deployment and checkout with the 
Shuttle orbiter in the vicinity of the spacecraft. The condenSible contributions of various effects are shown in Fig-
ure B-1 as a function of exposul'e duration. 
These depositions will affect the quality of sensor performance in two ways. First, by light absorption und sel~ond, 
by a loss of resolution due to light scattering by the deposited contaminants. At a maximum, the potential degrada-
tion could reach the levels shown in Table B-3. 
The effect of condensibles on inst~'ument radiative coolers is to significantly reduce their efficiency thereby increas-
ing the operating temperature of the detectors and degradi,ng their performance. The liklihood of this occurring 
is considerably less prior to initial instrument deployment (after separation from the orbiter) since instrument 
radiators are typically covered or shielded and are not ~t a significantly lower temperature than their surround 
until their exposure to cold space. 
B.2 CONTAMINATION CONTROL/AVOIDANCE 
If contamination of radiative coolers by condensibles cannot be avoided, they can be removed by periodic cleaning 
through evaporation. Heaters for this purpose may be incorporated into the cooler design and operated on ground 
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Mission Phase 
Prelaunch 
Launch Pad 
On Orbit-
Bay Open 
P /L Deployment 
Separation 
Loiter 
Service 
_. 
' ....... ..." 
Payload Stage 
Effluent Effluent 
Leakage Possible 
vent 
leakage 
Leakage Vent 
leakage 
Leakage/ Vent 
Outgassing leakage 
Leakage/ Vent 
Outgassing leakage 
Leakage/ Vent 
Outgassing leakage 
Leakage/ Vent 
Outgassing leakage 
Leakage Vent 
leakage 
Table B-l. Potential Contamination Sources 
Shuttle Effluents , 
RCS Plume OMS Plume Leakage EC/LS Fuel Cell Ablator Effluent Purge Outgassing 
N/A N/A N/A Leakage N/A N/A 
N/A N/A - Even if Possible OMS Leakage N/A Outgassing - Will 
OMS used P/L or ABES not affect P /L 
protected contaminants 
N/A - as Same as RCS See above Leakage/ See Table B-2 Outgassing 
long as Waste no expected to last 
P/L is not problem only 24 hrs at 
ere<::ted unless hold Significant level 
tanks full 
N/A - N/ A - not used See Table B-2 See Table B-2 See Table B-2 See above 
Inhibited at this time and above 
during 
deployment 
N2. H2• N/A - See See above See above See above See above 
NH3 above 
I 
N/A - N/H - See N/A - N/A - N/A - N/ A - Distance 
Distance above Distance Distance Distance 
N2' H2 N/A See Table B-2 See Table B-2 See Table B-2 Unknown 
NH3 and OMS/ 
ABES 
contaminants 
'c~/ 
__ 1 . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Table B-2. Orbiter Effluent Discharge 
Source Effluent Rate Occurrence 
Leakage 
Hatch O2, N2 -0 to 1.6 Kg/day Continuous 
Avionics Bay 02. N2 and potential -0 to 400 Std. cC/hr Continuous 
equipment outgassings 
EC/LS Effluent 
Waste (Fecal) H2O O. 01 Kg/man-day Vented continuously (less short 
Management Ullage use periods) 
N2. 0 2 0.005 Kg/cycle 2 cycles/man-day 
Atmosphere and Methane Purified and recycled 
Fuel Cell Purge 
02 Purge 
°2 0.01-0. 03 Kg Once per hour 
A 0.006-0.007 Kg 
N2 0.005 Kg 
H2O 0.001-0.003 Kg 
CO2, Hydrocarbon Trace 
Ablator Large carbon-silica Approximately O. 23 to Each mission: Exponentially 
molecules and h;'dro- 0.91 Kg after insertion decays; approx. 90% com-
carbon gases plete 24 hrs after insertion 
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Figure B-l. Condensible Deposition versus Time 
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Table B-3. Estimated Sensot' Performance. Degradation 
Versus Spectral Region 
Wavelength Absorption Due Loss of Resolution to DepOSition Due to Deposition (A) (%) Scattering (%) 
BOO - 1600 3 15 
1600 - 4000 3 30 
4000 - 7000 2 30 
7000 - 15000 5 20 
1. 5 - 30 x 103 5 15 
F command. This approf...uh has been used effectively on the Surface Composition Mapping Radiometer (SCMR) on 
Ii 
1/ Nimbus E. 
tj 
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maintenance of rigid clean room standards will help greatly to reduce the major source of contamination. Materials 
selection will obviously be controlled by the Shuttle Project Office, and this will also help. 
For flight operations, there are a number of approaches which the Orbiter can use to limit contaminants. The most 
obvious is the control of Orbiter RCS/OMS thrusters, especially during periods of satellite and sensor deployment, 
separation, and retrieval. Without the high duty cyc:-; use of the R CS, tight attitude control cannot be maintained by 
the Orbiter and an attached checkout of EOS mission sensors is limited; however, this is not a serious limitation. 
Another critical operational method to avoid contamination is the avoidance and/or control of venting. Since it would 
be impractic~!. to prohibit venting, appropriate control measures are required. Quantities can be made low and 
infrequent by proper design of vent ports, configuration, and duty cycle" All vent ports should be located away from 
critical areas and designed to provide high-velocity, short-duration, directional flow. Designing tankage to provide 
minimum duty cycle is also desirable. 
With optimum design and operational practices in the Shuttle program, ,contamination impact on ERP instruments 
can be minimized. If needed additional countermeasures can be introduced. Perhaps the simplest of these would 
involve a simple purge system. Another approach is the design of a protcGtive shroud for spacecraft and deployable 
sensors. 
In addition to the design countermeasures proposed, the llvoidance of contamination in flight may be aided by careful 
interleaving of ERP sensor checkout, deplosment, and separation operations with those of the Orbiter. The coor-
dination of RCS thruster firings and planned liquid and gaseous venting with the elevation and release of ERP satel-
lites should significantly reduce the chance of serious contamination of sensor eqUipment. 
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APPENDIX C 
EOS SERVICING (RESUPPLY) CONCEPT 
The EOS resupply concept for oil-orbit servicing represents one of the more advanced concepts for this STS service 
to ERP spacClcraft, TIle ba!3i.: concept wao; described briefly in Section 4.2.4. This section contains more de-
tailen description of. the concept and its detai1~d deaign. The work reported herein'was performed under a GE 
IR&D p,:cogr-ilm l.nvestiga'ling modular spacecraft designs. The EOS ;spacecraft was chosen as a "model" due to its 
curren~ role as one of the first Shuttle-era, standard spacecraft. 
C. 1 SHUTTLE RESUPPLY EQUIPMENT 
The SPMS installation, as shown on Figure C-l, consists of two primary assemblies, the Module Exchange 
(Indexing Mechanism, and the rotating storage magazine. The items are fully defined in SPAR/DSMA Report 
• 
SPAR-R.592 dated January 1974. The Module Exchange Mechanism, shown in stowed and deployed configurations 
on Figure C-2, has vertically telescoping columns, fore and aft translation rails, and a scissoring Terminal 
Device to extract and replace modules from the Magazine and spacecraft. This system is used for exchange of the 
following modules: 
1. ACS, Power, and C&DH Subsystem Modules 
2. Propulsion Module 
! 
I Xo J.069 
Xo 
AF'r SUPPORT 
Figure C-1. Shuttle SPMS Installation 
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Figure C-2. SPMS Module Exchange Mechanism (Ml!!M) 
3. Wideband Module 
4. Instrument Modules (TM and lIRPIon the Reference Resupply Spacecraft) 
SCISSORING. TERHIHAL 
DEVICE 
87" MAX. DIAGONAL 
50" MIN. DIAGONA L 
During the module exchange operation the double-ended terminal device first releases and holds the replacement 
module from the magazine on one set of end effectors. The device is repositioned and next extracts the used 
module from the spacecraft. The assembly is then rotated 180 degrees to install the replac~ment module. The 
used module is then returned to the module magazine occupying the spot vacated by its replacement. This concept 
eliminates the need for a separate module holding fixture for exchange resulting in simplified module replacement 
procedures. 
The modules are stored in the magazine during launch and retrieval and the magazine is insulated on all surfaces 
except the outboard module faces. Module remote connectors are mated to magazine mounted connectors to permit 
module monitoring and to provide heater power to the modules dqring storage. The modules are attached to the 
magazine by the corner latches and are removed and replaced by the Terminal Device as described above. 
SPMS characteristics taken from the SPAR report are summarized in Table C-l. 
Replaceable items not handled by the SPMS are the Solar Array and TDRSS Antenna assembly, which are removed 
and replaced by the SAMS manipulator, and are stowed in the Cargo Bay forward of the Retention Cradle. The 
stowed array and antenna are supported rty a Storage Fixture at Shuttle Station 715 and the Retention Cradle at 
Station 951. 
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Table C-1. SPMS Characteristics 
Working Stroke 3302 mm ill X-Axis 
5436 mm in Z-Axis 
1016 mm in Y-Axis 
~---.. 
Tlp Force ! l:J(; ':5 through 18 in. Travel 
---
Stiffness of Structure 184 Kg/in. (At Full Extension) 
Precision (No Load) ± 6.35 mm 
Speed of Operation 25.4 mm/sec. (Up~oaded) 
2.54 mm/sec. Module Engage 
'Under 136 Kg load 
Stopping Distance 6.35 mm at 25 mm/sec. with 
409 Kg Mass 
Dexterity & Control 4 DOF, Force Feedback Control, 
Visual Position Sensing 
Storage Capacity Up to 9 Spacecraft & Instrument 
Modules 
Weight 1289 Kg 
Operational Power 250 Watts 
Cye)6 Time 15 Minutes Nominal 
Flight Ep.vironments Shuttle Launch and Orbit 
C-2. SPACECRAFT RESUPPLY PROVISIONS 
EOS spacecraft provisions for resupply are shown for the Resupply Configuration on Figure C-3. Note that this 
configuration also incorporates the retrieval features previously described thus providing either resupply or re-
trieval capabili ty. 
Major resupply provisions are: 
1. Replaceable ACS, Power, and C&DH subsystem modules using SPMS. 
2. Replaceable TM and HRP! (or other designated payload) modules by SPMS. 
3. Exchange Wideband Module including gimballed antennas with SPMS. 
4. Exchange Solar Array and TDRSS with SAMS. Both appendages refold for storage. 
5. Axial exchange of Propulsion Module using modified Docking Frame and SPMS. 
Module corner latches use a common design varying only in length. All subsystem modules, the Wideband Module 
and the Propulsion Module use the 18-inch long latch shown on Figure C-4, and the deeper instrument modules use 
longer latches as required. The latch design shown is a variation on the original GSFC latch design with modifica-
tions designed to reduce cost and weight of the unit. 
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TDRSS ANTEN'~A --,-,---------~ 
o REFOLDS FOR STORAGE .... /f,·"'-j.!-':lV..l 
o REPLACEMElIT BY SAMS 
o FIXTURE STORAGE 
o Ml\GE FITTiliGS 
PROPULSION MODULE 
o EXCI.\NGE BY S PHS 
o AXIAL EXCHANGE 
(HODIFIED DOCKING 
FRAME) 
o CORNER LATCHES AND REMOTE 
ELEC. CONNECTORS I o SOO I1AGAZINE STORAGE 
DOCKING FRAME! 
ERECTOR ATTACH FITTINGS 
(4) 
SUBSYSTEM MODULES 
o EXCI~NGE BY SPHS 
o CORNER LATCHES & 
REMOTE CONNECTORS 
o SPMS MII.GAZINE STORAGE 
INSTRUHENT HODULES 
o EXCI~NGE BY SPMS 
o CORNER LATCHES & REMOTE 
CONNECTORS 
o SENSOR AND COOLER ENVIRON-
MENTAL COVERS 
o SPMS MAGAZINE STORAGE 
o REFOLDS FOR STORAGE 
o FIXTURE STORAGE 
Figure C-3. EOS Spacecraft Resupply Provisions 
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Figure C-4. EOS Module Latch Mechanism T> 
An ACME threaded stud and a conical seat are located on the spacecraft structure at the four module corners. The 
latch attached to the module consists of an elongated nut and a male spline assembly, which is soft spring loaded in 
its normal axial position. The spline engages the upper shaft which iis r.upported by bearings and has at its outer 
cnd a knob which interfaces with the exchange mechanism terminal devices. When a module is being installed in a 
shuttle operation, the conical IDE;lert at the base of the latch provides a guiding action over the pointed contour of 
the stud. 
As the module is forced against the struct,lll'e the ACME nuts recede into the latch against the soft spring pressure 
'> 
until such time as the outer shaft is rQtateU by the MEMS terminals. When the nuts are completely torqued, the 
required mounting force of 3000 Ibs is present. This approach accommodates the condition where only two terminals 
engage the module at one time. If four terminals are available, it may be possible to implement further deSign 
simplification. Note that the corner guide rails have been eliminated to save weight and the mounting stud and 
conical seats have been configured to accommodate the ± .25-inch MEM positioning accuracy. 
Weight for the IS-inch latch including the fixed stud has been estimated at eight pounds per corner or 32 pounds 
per module. 
The connectors which form the electrical interface between the! module and the spacecraft are required to auto-
matically mate as the module is installed. 
The mechanism, shown in Figure C-5, is a blind mate umbilical, manufactured by G&H Technology, Inc., cur-
rently being qualified for the F-14 weapon rail, and appears to be a good candidate. The device will allow a ± 0.15" 
1-'-' 
i_ .. _._._1 
Figure C-5. Module Remote Electrical Disconnect 
C-5 
misalignment at mating. Mating and disconnect forces are from 100 to la5 Ibs. The device would be located near 
a corner latch as shown so that the forces generated by the ACME screw in both mating and demating would be 
directly transmitted to the connector without undue moments on the module. The connectors mate after the mount-
ing studs are engaged positioning the connector halves well within the ± .15 inch misalignment allowance. 
Instrument modules are designed to house and support instruments and vary in size and mount conUguration to 
meet the unique requj,rements imposed by each instrument. The module shown on Figure C-6 for the Thematic 
Mapper and HRPI are typical instrument module designs. The basic structure is a welded 6061 aluminum frame 
configured to transfer the three-point instrument mount loads to the four inboard corner reaction points. The 
latch mechanisms are located at each module corner and electrical disconnects on the inlsoard module surface near 
a corner. 
The modules are completely insulated except for the earth viewing heat rejection surfaces and internal guard 
heaters are provided to maintain temperatures during module storage or orbital operations. Note that one side of 
the TM module is open to accommodate the TM cooler cover door. 
Subsystem modules for resupply are identical to the non-resupply design except for incorporation of the four corner 
latches and remote electrical disconnects. Construction and arrangement of a typical module is shown on Figure 
C-7. 
The PropulSion Module for resupply, Figure c-a, fits within the central cavity formed by the subsystem support 
truss structure and is attached to a fixed cylindrical skirt by four module latches as shown. This module is de-
signed for a.'{ial removal for replacement which is accomplished by a modified Docking Platform and the SPMS 
Module Exchange Mechanism as shown on Figure C-9. The Platform changes consist of providing a center pivot 
mechanism for the Doclting Latch support arms which will rotate the spacecraft to a horizontal position after 
erection by the FSS erection mechanism. This rotation positions the Propulsion Module in the proper orientation 
for extraction by the MEM Terminal Device. This proposed modification to the FSS has been presented to RI for 
evaluation and appears to be a completely feasible concept. 
A layout of the SPMS Module Magazine housing the full EOS module complement and stowed Terminal Device is 
shown on Figure C-lO. The basic magazine design and interfaces remain unchanged and as shown, the magazine 
with all modules installed is within the laO-inch diameter cargo bay envelope, and the 97-inch length allocated for 
the magazine by RI. 
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APPENDIX D 
BENEFI'IS OF S'IS FOR ERP SATELLITES 
The identification of specific benefits accruing to spacecraft from the S'IS is a very complex problem. In many 
examples throughout this report, it has been shown that the unique support services of the STS and its constituent 
elements can result in significant improvements of design and operations of various spacecraft. In this appendix 
two specific cases will be reported which translate these benefits into c',lsi r.ffective terms. 
D.1 EOS SHUTTLE MODE COST ANALYSIS 
This Shuttle benefits analysis was conducted by GE under its Pha~e B EOS study contract with NASA/GSFC. The 
analysis was aimed at determining the most cost effective method of using Shuttle for the EOS program. The trade-
off involves evaluating the cost impacts of using Shuttle: 
1. As a launch vehicle 
(expendable spacecraft concept) 
2. To deliver and return the spacecraft 
(ground serviceable spacecraft concept) 
3. To deliver and service the spacecraft 
(on-orbit serviceable spacecraft concept) 
4. To perform a combination of the above functions 
The analysis of the cost impacts of these alternate modes of using Shuttle was approached by establishing the follow-
ing tasks: 
1. Establish a simplified mission model and orbits compatible with the EOS program definition 
2. Establish estimates and assumptions on the spaceCraft (lifetime, weights, costs), the Shuttle (costs, 
support reqUirements and weights), ground servicing and the alternate on-orbit servicing concepts. 
3. Perform a cost analysis of the alternate Shuttle modes for the nominally assumed values established in the 
proceeding task. This analysis assumes no spacecraft failures and is performed for the following modes 
a. expendable spacecraft concept 
b. ground serviceable spacecraft concept 
c. combined orbital and ground serviceable spacecraft concept 
d. orbital serviceable only spacecraft concept 
4. Establish a reasonable range for the variables developed in Task 2 particularly where the data is "soft" or 
the results may be extra sensitive to the assumed values. (1. e., refurbishment costs, launch costs, 
number of spacecraft failures) 
5. Evaluate the impact of the range of variables selected and deter'1line which variables significantly impact 
the stud=-' results. 
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6. Verify the assumptions for the "sensitive" variables. 
7. Prepare recommendations on the cost effective use of Shuttle for the EOS program 
The results of these analyses were as follows: 
1. The expendable spacecraft mode is the least cost effective (highest cost) of all the cases considered 
2. On-orbit serviced spacecraft are lowest cost for all cases considered 
3. Ground serviced and on-orbit serviced spacecraft costs are higher (by usually less than 30%) 
than on-orbit services spacecraft 
4. On-orbit serviced spacecraft are most cost effective when spacecraft failures are considered 
From these results it was concluded that the most cost effective use of Shuttle is achieved by using it to deliver the 
spacecraft and also uRsist in servicing the spacecraft to extend its orbital lifetime. The Shuttle-launched EOS 
spacecraft should be designed for on-orbit servicing while the spacecraft launched prior to Shuttle availability can 
be designed for retrieval and ground servicing without incurring significant cost penalties over on-orbit servicing. 
As the designs of EOS and Shuttle mature, the Shuttle mode analysis can be refined to establish the most cost effec-
tive use of Shuttle which may include combined on-orbit and ground servicing or may be limited to on-orbit servicing 
of the spacecraft. 
D. 1. 1 COSTING CRITERIA AND ASSUMPTIONS 
An assessment of the relative merits of the alternate methods of using the shuttle requires that costing criteria and 
assumptions be established to define the essential differences between the approaches. A nominal set of assumptions 
were originally established to allow a "first-cut" analysis and determine cost trends. The key assumptions were 
then varied to establish the sensitivity of the results to these key assumptions. This method of analysis was selected 
to allow cost trend data to be developed without being overly constrained by the IJriginal costing criteria and 
assumptions. 
This section of the report discusses the nominal set of assumptions that were generated to initiate the analysis in 
addition to defining the selected range of variables used during the sensitivity analysis. 
D. 1. 1. 1 Mission Model and Orbit 
The present definition of EOS includes two similar spacecraft in orbit simultaneously. For the purposes of this 
analysis a program has been assumed having two spacecraft in orbit at one time over a 10 year program. It has 
also beelt assumed that the entire program falls in the Shuttle era. That is, the effects of starting with a conven-
tional launch vehicle for the first missions and then transitioning to Shuttle were excluded since it was concluded 
this would complicate the analysis, but not affect the results. The Shuttle delivery, retrieval and service orbit has 
been assumed to be 465 km (250 nm) circular (see Appendix A for discussion of the rational) and the mission orbit 
has been assumed as 775 km (418 nm).' The mission orbit was used to determine the propellant weight and cost 
required to transfer the spacecraft from the Shuttle delivery orbit to the mission orbit and return to the Shuttle 
orbit. 
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D. 1. 1. 2 Spacecraft Costs, Weigbts and Lifetime 
A basic requirement of this analysis is the availability of non-recurring and recurring costs and weights of the 
spacecraft under consideration. The costs of the spacecraft and their associated programmatic elements can be 
expected to vary as a result of their being designed for expend, refurbish or resupply operations. Obviously a 
returnable spacecraft must be capable of refolding or jettisoning its appendages wbile an orbital resupplyable space-
craft must provide additional hardware to allow remote disengagement, removal and replacement of mqdules. 
Likewise when spacecraft weights are considered the expendable spacecraft does not require propellant to return it 
to shuttle while the resupplyable spacecraft weight will increase t.o allow for handling provisions, resupply latches, 
electrical disconnects and instrument module structures. 
The nominal estimates of the rela1;i.ve costs and weights of these spacecraft options are sunlmarized in Table D-1. 
These ~igures are considered reasonable for this trade study and should be construed as absolute estimates. The 
cost ratios between the expend mode and the two secviceable modes used slight modifications of the factors actually 
derived and used in a previous GE study (Payload Utilization of Tug). The refurbishment costs were established 
using data from AIAA Paper 73-73 in addition to data submitted from vendors and inhouse estimates. 
Table D-1. Assumed Spacecraft Weights and Costs 
Weight (KID Cost M$ Delivery Retrieve 
Expendable S/C 1884 N/A 28.8 
Retrievalbe sic 2043 1702 30.3 
On-Orbit Serviceable sic 2247 1907 32.8 
2 Year Nominal Service Mission 1566 1226 6.6 
Ground Service 
- - 9.1 
On Orbit Service of Failure 817 477 3.3 
The two year nominal service mission assumes replacement of two subsystems, two experiments, the wideband 
system, solar array and drive and the propulsion system. The on orbit service of a failure assumes replacement 
of one subsystem module, one experiment and the propulSion system. 
The nominal spacecraft life in orbit has been assumed as two years. At the end of two years the follOwing actions 
are taken for each mode of operation. 
1. The expendable spacecraft is discarded and replaced with a new spacecraft 
2. The ground serviceable spacecraft is replaced, returned to the ground and refurbished for later use. 
3. The on-·orbit serviceable spacecraft is serviced in orbit. It is discarded at the end of its useful life 
including servicing. 
4. The combined on-orbit and ground serviceable spacecraft is serviced in orbl.t one or more times and then 
returned to the ground for ground refurbishment and reuse. 
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A total lifetime of ten years has been assumed for a ground se.rviceable spacecraft while the total lifetime of tho 
on-orbit spacecraft has been varied from six years (2 services) to ten years (4 services) and is discussed further 
in Section 4. 3.1. 1. 3. 
D. 1. 1. 3 Shuttle Cost and Accommodations 
The Shuttle assumptions required for the tradeoff analysis include the Shuttle trip charges, requirements for Shuttle 
support equipment including their estimated weights and costs and an establishment of the alternate Shuttle on-orbit 
servicing modes of operation. 
The Shuttle cost formula supplied for the EOS study, modified slightly by GE is: 
shuttle costs (one way) 
where -
[ 
EOS chargeable Wts ] 
-'9,806 x .78 
• Shuttle cargo sharing efficiency of .78 is assumed 
• EOS Shuttle support systems are only assumed shared with other EOS flights 
• Max shuttle one way cost = 4. 9M 
Shuttle support system definitions for EOS have been established by R. I. and SPAR under separate study contracts 
to GSFC. These support concepts have been reviewed by GE and the concepts adhered to with some minor modifica-
tions which have been coordinated with R. I. For this trade study it has been assumed that the positioning platform 
will not be required for either the expendable or returnable spacecraft modes. It is assumed that the Shuttle 
;;'f. Attached Manipulator System (SAMS) can be used to deploy and retrieve the spacecraft. Unique shuttle equipment 
~ required for the on-orbit serviceable mode of operation therefore becomes: 
1. The Positioning Platform 
2. The Special Purpose Manipulator System (SPMS) 
3. The Module Exchange Mechanism (MEM) 
The assumed weights and costs of this support equipment are summarized in Table 4-11. Non-recurring costs are 
only shown for the equipment unique to the servicing mission since the other non-recurring costs apply to all 
missions. 
The Shuttle transportation charges can be calculated using the Shuttle trip charge formula previously defined, the 
spacecraft weights defined in Table D-1 and the Shuttle support system weights defined in Table D-2. These costs 
are defined as a function of spacecraft mode of operation and transportation direction in Table D-3. 
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Table D-2. Assumed Shuttle Support System Weights and Costs 
Support Equipment Weight Kg (lb) Cost M$ Non-Recurring Recurring Refurbish 
Retention Cradle 272, (600) .- 0.3 0.01 
Positioning Platform 590 (1300) 1.0 0.5 0.04 
Data Management, 
Electrical Power and 0.5 0.15 Thermal Control - -
Module Magazine and 999 (2200) (10.0)* (2.5)* 0.5 Module Exchange Mechanism 
*These costs will not be chargeable to the EOS program 
Table 0-3. Shuttle Trip Charges (Launch and Retrieve) 
sic Shuttle Total Shuttle 
Spacecraft Mode Trip Weight Chargeable Weight Trip Charge Direction Kg (lb) Supt. wt (lb) (M$) Kg (lb) 
Expendable Spacecraft Up 1886 (4150) 272 (600) 2152 (4750) 1.38 
Ground Serviceable sic Up 2043 (4500) 272 (600) 2315 (5100) 1. 48 Down 1704 (3750) 272 (600) 1975 (4350) 1. 26* 
On-Orbit Serviceable sic Up 2247 (4950) 272 (600) 2510 (5550) 1.61 Down 1907 (4200) 272 (600) 2179 (4800) 1. 39* 
2 Year Service Mission Up 1566 (3450) 1590 (3500) 3156 (6950) 2.01 Down 1225 (2700) 1590 (3500) 2815 (6200) 1. 80* 
Failure, Service Mission Up 817 (1800) 1590 (3500) 2407 (5300) 1.54 Down 477 (1050) 1590 (3500) 2067 (4550) 1.32* 
*Charges for the down portion of a shuttle round trip will be cos ted at no less than the up portion of the 
round trip 
Four alternate on-orbit servicing concepts have been assumed for this tradeoff analysis. The first two concepts 
involve combined on-orbit and ground servicing while the other two are restricted to on-orbit servicing with the 
spacecraft discarded two years after the final on-orbit servicing. The concepts studied are: 
1. Combined Ground and On-Orbit Servicing 
a. One on-orbit service and then return the spacecraft to the ground for refurbishment and reuse 
1 
(this sequence is repeated until 10 years on orbit life is reached and then the spacecraft is discarded) 
b. Two on-orbit services and then return the spacecraft to the ground for refurbishment and reuse 
(this sequence also assumes a total on-orbit life of 10 years prior to discarding the spacecraft) 
2. On-Orbit Servicing 
c. Two on-orbit servicings of the spacecraft and then discard the spacecraft 
(this sequence assumes a total of 6 years of on-orbit life) 
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d. Four on-orbit servicings of the spacecraft and then discard the' spacecraft 
(this sequence assumes a total on-orbit life of 10 years) 
D. 1. 1. 4 Ground Costs 
The ground costs for logistics manpower has been assumed to be: 
1. Expendable Spacecraft Mode (.lM/yr) 
2. Ground Serviceable Spacecraft Mode (.2M/yr) 
3. On-Orbit Serviceable Spacecraft Mode (.2M/yr) 
It should be noted that these costs do not include any refurbishme~t costs or the costs of spare hardware which is 
cos ted elsewhel·e. 
D. 1. 1. 5 Selected Range of Variables 
The nominal assumptions established for the Shuttle mode cost analysis have been discussed in the previous para-
graphs. These assumptions have been used to establish nomind costs of the alternate Shuttle modes of operation. 
This section defines the range of values selected for some of the variables to establish sensitivities of the analysis 
to those variables. These values are summarized in Table D-4. 
Table D-4. Range of Variables Selected for Sensitivity Analysis 
Variable Nominal Range 
Refurbishment Cost 
Ground Refurbishment (2 yr) 9.1M 9. 1M to 15. 1M 
Ground Refurbishment (failure) 7.6M 7. 6M to 12. 6M 
On-Orbit Service (2 yr) 6.6M 6. 6M to 9. 8M 
On-Orbit Service (failure) 3.3M 3. 3M to 6.6M 
Launch Costs Shuttle Trip Forl?ula Shuttle Trip Full one way 
Formula Charge of 4. 9M 
Spacecraft Costs 
Expendable 28.8M 18.9M to 37. 9M 
Ground Serviceable 30. 3M 20. 2M to 40. 4M 
On-Orbit Serviceable 32. 8M 21. 9M to 43. 7M 
Number of Failures Zero Zero to Three 
Costs Recurring Costs Only Recurring Costs Recurring plus 
Only ~ Non·-Rec. req. 
for servicing 
Ground Costs 
Expendable .1M/yr .1M/yr 
Ground Serviceable .2M/yr . 2M/yr to 2M/yr 
On-Orbit Serviceable .2M/yr . 2M/yr to 2M/yr 
Number of Spacecraft Required Total no. of sic req'd SiC required for Prorated cost of 
for 10 yr program 10 yr program spacecraft for 10 yr 
portion of longer 
program 
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:J D. 1. 2 COST ANALYSIS 
The shuttle mode cost analysis has been performed in three stages. The first stage analysis was performed with 
assumed nominal case variables and no failures. The next stage evaluated the impacts of ranges of variables to 
establish sensitivities of the analysis to these variables. The third and final stage of the analysis involved fUrther 
investigation of the most sensitive variables and an analysis of the revised nominal cases using "best estimate" 
values for the variables while also including a nominal number of failures in the costing. These three stages of the 
analYSis are dL;::.~nssed in the following three sections and are followed by a summary of the cost analysis. 
D. 1. 2. 1 Cost Analysis of Nominal Case (No Failures) 
The Nominal Case cost analysis was performed using the values, for the variables as defined in Sections D. 1. 1. 1 
through D. 1. 1. 4 and for the following modes of operation: 
1. expendable spacecraft 
2. ground serviceable spacecralt 
3. combined orbital and grolmd serviceable spacecraft 
4. orbital serviceable only spacecraft 
Each mode of operation was evaluated for two alternate mission models to establish the impact of alternate delivery 
or other operational concepts. 
A summary of the nominal case cost analysis is presented in Table D-5 and indicates a clear advantage of the ser-
viceable spacecraft modes over the expendable spacecraft mode. The choice of optimum serviceable spacecraft 
mode depends upon the achievable on-orbit life and the impacts of the cost sensitivities discussed in later para-
graphs. Details of the means by which these analyses were conducted are complex and have been omitted here in 
the interests of brevity. 
Table D-5. Nominal Case Cost AnalYSis Summary 
Case Cost M$ Normalized 
Expendable Spacecraft 319 (2.03) 
Ground Serviced Sic 
,. 
(single launCh) 188 (1. 19) 
(dual launc h) 210 (1.33) 
Combined On-Orbit and Ground Serviced sic 
(1 service and return) 192 (1. 22) 
(2 services and return) 189 (1. 20) 
On-Orbit Serviced Spacecraft 
(SiC Life 6 yrs and discard) 213 (1. 36) 
(SiC Life 10 yrs and discard) 157 (1. 00) 
• Expendable spacecraft not cost effective . 
~ On-Orbit serviced sic (with 10 yr life) most cost effective for nominal case. 
• Choice betWeen service options depends on 
- On-Orbit life of spacecraft 
- Impact of cost sensitivities 
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D. 1. 2. 2 Cost Sensitivity Analysis and Impacts 
This section covers the cost impacts of the ranges of variables defined in Table D-4. The summary of the cost 
impacts of the usfined variables is presented in Table D-6 and discussed below: 
High Refurbishment Cost Impacts. The major impact of increasing the refurbishment costs is the relative increase 
in the ground serviceable over the on-orbit serviceable options. In all cases the expendable spacecraft cost far 
exceeds the serviceable spacecraft costs, three of the four orbital serviceable spacecraft concepts show program 
costs less than the ground serviceable spacecraft concepts. The on-orbit serviceable spacecraft also improve in 
ranking over the combined ground and in-orbit serviceable concepts. 
~Launch Cost Impacts. When full Shuttle launch costs are charged to the EOS program in place of sharing the 
Shuttle charges with other programs, the advantage of dual launches for both the expendable and ground serviceable 
spacecraft become evident. The dual launch concept saves 49 M in the expendable spacecraft case and 28 M in the 
ground serviceable spacecraft case. The increased launch costs also improves the relative ranking of on-orbit 
serviceable spacecraft. 
Spacecraft Recurring Cost Impacts. The choice of spacecraft recurring costs within the range of 20 to 40 M dollars 
has relatively little impact on the ranking of alternate servicing modes of operation. The lower spacecraft costs do 
however provide a slight improvement in ground servicing over on-orbit servicing. 
Table D-6. Sensitivity Analysis Cost Summary 
e-< ~ ThIPACTS OF COST SENSITIVITllS 
'" 0 <>: 
'" '" 
0 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~'" ~ ~ "'w ~ ~ '" ~oUJ ~'" 0 ~ ~ § ~f;; '" ~'" ~. e-<o ~'" ,1; ~ ~e-< zr ...... ", P. § a; 0 =~ St:l oo Ihe-< "'!-' l:J ~ 15 13:;: 0e-< ~8 § 0 ~..:O ~B :I:'" ..: ..: O~ :I:'" 00 ;..:l0 30 oC ~ ~ ~ Z ~ 00 0 0 CASI;; ~ ;:: su <l _~ :r: 0 ~'-~ .... ~I M p..", 
"('J~03) (l .74) .. (;'.~5) (~ • At: 'C?,ll) (1. 92) (2.01) (2.10) (LUll) (1.52) (2.03) 
EXPEND SP ACEr:nA F'f .n9 ::~ ~8!J 2"1.1 ·11 J ~:51 :182 t.i.!:L 319 illD !l19 
EXPEND SPACECnj~FT (2.0~) (1.7·J) (I. !l7) (1. RG) (2.11) (l.D2) (2.01) (2.10) (1.0 0) (1.82) (2.03) I (DUAL LAUNCH) 310 :no :J.·JIJ 220 414 ~!i1 382 ·IH :J19 31~ :lLq 
(l.l!) (1.26) (l.4D) (1.16) (1.22) (1.21) (1.22) (1.23) (1.14) (1.18) (1.06) 
GROUND SEllVICr; ::'1't,CI~CnAFT 188 230 (-:-, .. ~011 137 2:10 221 232 24:1 102 20(; 1(17 
GnOUND SEHVICE SPACI:CHAFT 
(1.33) (1.3'1) (1.~2) (1.29) (l.:lr.) (1.3:1) (1.33) (l.!lu) (1.27) (1.30) (1.07) 
(DUAL L/,U;-;CII) 210 2-1U 2:::0 152 2G8 2·1:1 2!i4 2H5 214 228 Hill. 
GROUND & ON OHm'!' 8Im\'. SiC (1.22) (1.20) (1.18) (1.20) .(1.24) (1.19) (1.18) (1.18) (1. 2]) (1. 20) (1.08) 
(1 SEHVICE ... TIETUHN) 1!J2 219 20" 142 2·1:1 211< 22G 2:~2 20~ :!10 Ill!! 
GROUND & ON OHHlT scm\'. SiC (1.20) (1.10) (1.22) (l.m (I.2J) (1.17) (1.17) (I.10) (1.1 D) (1. I H) (l.OG) 
(2 SC.;nVICE & H!Cn.rm.:) 1 fl!i 21~ 2jl ]:w 2:17 21!i ~~2 2~!l 200 207 ll1ll 
ORBIT SERVICE SPACECHAFT (1.3G) (1.27) (1.30) (1.:J2) (1. 37) (1. :11) (1.2n) (1.28) (1.33) (1. 32) (1.21) 
(0 yn LTFB) 213 232 225 lr,11 21lD 2!lD 241l 2r.:J 22·1 2!l.l 191 
ORBIT SERVICE SPACECRAFT ~1.00) (1. 00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.0u) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) 
(10 YR LIFE) 157 183 173 118 196 183 190 197 168 175 157 
NORMALIZED COSTS SHOWN IN ( 
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90st Impacts of Failures. The number of failures experienced during a ten year program has a significant impact 
on the selection of the optimum servicing mode. When failures were assumed the on-orbit serviceable spacecraft 
cost rose less than the costs of the ground serviceable spacecraft showing three of the four on-orbit serviceable 
concepts more cost effective than the ground serviceable concepts. A realistic comparison of the relative merits 
of the alternate servicing modes must consider this cost sensitivity factor. 
The following assumptions were made to calculate the impacts of failures on each of the spacecraft cases considered. 
1. Expendable Spacecraft 
A failure of an ~~pendable spacecraft requires a new spacecraft, (28. 8 M dollars) plus the costs to launch 
the new spacecraft 
2. Ground Serviceable Spacecraft 
One additional spacecraft (at the cost of 30. 3 M dollars) is required to allow continuous on-orbit operation 
of the system. It was assumed that a shuttle launch can be scheduled within 3 months and that the 3 month 
period with only one spacecraft operating in orbit is acceptable. The spare spacecraft is launched when a 
shuttle flight can be scheduled and the failed spacecraft returned to the ground. This failed spacecraft is 
refurbished (at a cost of i:l. 1 M dollars) and then operates as the new spare. 
3. On-Orbit Serviceable Spacecraft 
Spare modules of all on-orbit serviceable equipment (at a cost of 22. 3 M dollars) are required in this mode 
of operation to ensure that on-orbit downtime is maintained at a minimum. When a faulure occurs a shuttle 
flight is scheduled to perform the replacement of the failed module and also perform any preventive main-
tenance. The failed module is returned via shuttle along with other modules replaced and refurbished (at J a cost of 3 M dollars) for later use. 
Non-Recurring Costs of Servicing. Designing the spacecraft and shuttle support system to allow on-orbit servicing 
will require significant non-recllrring costs. These costs have been assumed as: 
Spacecraft Design and Integration 
Positioning Platform (FSS) 
Special Purpose Manipulator System 
Total 
Ground 
Serviceable 
Spacecraft 
4M 
4M 
*(these costs are not chargeable to the EOS program) 
On-Orbit 
Serviceable 
Spacecraft 
10 M 
1M 
* 
11M 
When these non-recurring costs are added to the on-orbit serviceable options their cost advantages over the ground 
serviceable spacecraft are reduced. 
High Ground Cost Impacts. The cost spread between the expendable spacecraft and serviceable spacecraft options 
are so large that even an increase in the ground costs by a factor of ten for the serviceable spacecraft options show 
little impact on the relative costs. 
Impact of Prorating Spacecraft Costs. In many of the nominal cases investigated the number of spacecraft required 
provide for spacecraft operation in excess of the assumed ten yeal' program. In these cases, that option was 
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penalized for the cost of the additional spacecraft without accounting for the additional lifetime of the system. If the 
spacecraft costs are prorated to account for the additional lifetime the costs of all options with the exception of the 
expendable spacecraft and the ten year lifetime on-orbit serviceable spacecraft will decrease. This decrease is 
significant, although the ten year lifetime on-orbit serviceable spacecraft still remains the lowest cost option. 
Summary. The most significant cost sensitivities investigated were: 
1. Refurbishment Costs 
2. Launch Costs 
3. Spacecraft Failures 
4. Non-Recurring Costs of Servicing 
5. Prorating Spacecraft Cos ts 
These variables were re-investigated and combined sensitivities determined for the most realistic alternate values 
of the variables determined. 
D. 1. 2. 3 Revised Variables and Cost Analysis 
1. Refurbishment Costs 
A subsystem by subsystem investigation of the antiCipated refurbishment costs indicate that the originally 
assumed refurbishment costs of 9. 1 M dollars for ground refurbishment and 6. 6 M dollars for in-orbit 
service are valid estimates of the refurbishment costs. 
Since this is a key cost area and previous studies for other applications have indicated higher refurbish-
ment cost estimates this area will remain a variable in the updated cost analysis. The cost variation 
carried will remain as shown previously. 
a. Ground refurbishment (2 yr.) 9.1 M to 15.1 M 
b. Ground refurbishment (failure) 7.6 M to 12.6 M 
c. On-orbit service (2 yr. ) 6.6 M to 9. 8 M 
d. On-orbit service (failure) 3.3 M to 6.6 M 
The lower cost figure is still considered as the most realistic estimate of anticipated refurbishment costs. 
2. Launch Costs 
The actual launch costs charged to EOS is most likely bounded by the costs determined using the shuttle 
trip charge formula supplied for this study and the full shuttle charge of 9. e M dollars round trip. The 
nom:nal cost case will continue to use the shuttle trip charge formula while the alternate case will assume 
a cost ,averaged between the full trip charge of 9. 8 M and the cost using the supplied formula. 
3. Spacecraft Failures 
It is imperative to include the impact of spacecraft failures on the shuttle mode utilization cost analysis. 
The impact of failures has been determined to be significant and it is unrealistic to assume no failures in 
a 10 year program with two spacecraft operating at all times. The revised nomina1 case will consider two 
spacecraft failures while the alternate case will assume three failures. 
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4. Non-Recurring Costs of Servicing 
The non-recurring costs associated with the servicing modes must be included in the analysis IJ valid com-
parisons are expected between servicing and non-servicing modes. The non-recurring costs assessed 
against the alternate servicing modes are: 
a. Ground Serviceable Spacecraft 4.0 M 
b. On-Orbit Serviceable Spacecraft 11.0 M 
These values will be used in both the revised nominal and alternate cost analysis. 
The revised cost study has been separated into two independent analyses. The first analysis assumes the nominal 
cost impact of variables while the second analysis assumes the maximum realistic values of the variables. The 
costing assumption used in each analysis are summarized in Table D-7. A summary of the two combined sensitivity 
cost analyses is presented in Table D-S. The results of the revised nominal cost analysis indicate that on-orbit 
servicing provides lower cost than ground serviclng even when the spacecraft costs are prorated over a program 
length of greater than ten years. The expendable spacecraft mode of operation is nearly twice the cost of the 
lowest servicing option. When the maximum realistic values of variables are considered in the alternate cost analy-
sis, the advantage of on-orbit servicing over ground servicing becomes more pronqunced as seen by the last col-
umn of Table D-S. 
D. 1. 2.4 Cost Analysis Summary 
The following conclusions can be made from the preceding cost analysis: 
1. The expendable spacecraft is the least cost effective of all the cases consIdered. 
2. The on-orbit serviced. spacecraft (assumed 10 year life on-orbit) is the }owest cost for all cases 
cpnsidered. 
Table D-7. Revised Gosting Assumptions 
.. 
REVISED ALTERNATE COST 
NOMINAL COSTS (".M VARIABLES) 
'~ 
HISSIQ;I MODEL & OROIT SAME AS NOMINAL COST ASSUMPTIONS 
SPACECRA<T COSTS, WTS & LIfE I GROUND SERVICE 9.1H 15.1M 
r· JRUlT SERVICE (2 YR) 6.6H 9.BH 
0;. ORBIT SERVICE (FAILURE) 3.3M 6.6M 
SHUTTLE COST & ACCOMMODATIONS LAUNCit COSTS PER COST AVERAGED BETWEEN 
TRIP roRI1ULA TRIP FORMULA & MAX COST 
(REVISEO) 
,-
GROUIID COSTS SAME AS NOMINAL COST ASSUMPTIONS 
NUMBER Of SPACECRAFT fAILURES TWO THREE 
AODITION OF NON-RECURRlilG COSTS 
GROUND SERVICE 4.DM 4.OH 
ON-ORBIT SERV ICE 11.0M , 11.0M 
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Table D-B. Revised Cost Summary (Impact of Combined Sensitivities) 
-
NCIlINAL COST H$ ALTERNATE COST II~ 
(HAX VARIADLES) 
OYTlOS 01 orTlo~ 112 
.1I\r.1I RtIURD • 
" " 
• ) FAI LUkes 
• NOM. REfURB. ... .UOH REfURB • I:! .rOTAI. SIC COSTS N 
.2 I"AILUP.ES ::; ... '.2 FAILl'RES ~§ .)100. IIIGIl LAUNCH t: OTnTAL sIc COSTS ;:~ .rRORATEO SIC COSTS COSTS 0 CASE .N.R. SERVICE COSTS ri u .N.R. SEIIVICE COSTS etf.R. SERVICE COSTS u ~~ ~':: 
-
rXPE',DABLf. SPACECRMT 3H2 1.90 382 1.90 459 1.71 
(S weLE LAIII:CII) 
DSl:JIDADtE SPACECRAFT 382 1.90 382 1.90 428 1.59 
(DUAL l.AUNCII) 
GP.OIWil SE~VICE SPACECIW'T 236 1.17 212 1.05 381 1.42 
(SU:GLE 1.AU!:CU) 
(;;\OU:'O Sr.IWICE SPACECRAFT 258 1.28 213 1.06 352 1.31 
(DUAL L,\l't;CII) 
CReUiIO • Oll-CRBIT StRV sic 236 1.17 215 1.07 306 1.14 
(I SERVICE ~ RETURN) 
-
GROllND & OR-ORBIT SERV' sIc 2)3 1.16 213 1.06 300 1.12 
(2 SERVICE & r.ETURN) 
CIRBIT SERVIC!: SPACECRAFT 257 1.28 237 1.18 317 1.18 
(6 YR LifE) 
OI\8IT SERVICE SPACECRAFT 201 1.00 201 1.00 269 1.00 
(10 YR LIFE) 
3. The cost differential between the combined on-orbit and ground serviced spacecraft is negligible for the 
nominal cost options. 
4. The on-orbit serviced spacecraft are most cost effective when spacecraft failures are considered and 
refurbishment costs increase as indicated in the (max. variable) cases. 
D.2 GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE BENEFITS OF THE STS 
For the EOS analysis just desCJ;ibed, the llse of the Shuttle to effect on-orbit servicing is shown to have a major 
impact on overall program costs. In the analysis described below, three quite different geosynchronous satellites 
are subjected to a similar evaluation. The basic costs of the three satellites are shown in Table D-9. 
Current 
Design 
NR R 
SATB 121. 7 26.5 
SATC 29.4 9.2 
SAT A 131.1 28.8 
NR NONREOCCURRING 
R REOCCURRING 
Table D-9. Geosynchronous Satellite Cost Comparisons 
Exploitive 
Expendable (E) Retrieve (R) Orbit Service (S) 
NR R NR R Refurbish NR R Service 
117.1 . 26.1 117.6 26.8 22.4 123.8 28.7 14.9 
26.8 8.1 27.5 8.2 4.0 33.8 10.4 4.0 
129.6 26.4 150.9 29.7 9.7 155.3 31.5 9.0 
The data presented in this secti<;m was prepared jointly by MDAC, GEt and Fairchild as part of their Payload 
utilization of Tug (PU'I) study. This effort was performed for NASA/MSFC under contract NAS8-29743. 
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D.2.1 SATELLITE PROGRAM COS'IS 
Program cost equations used for the three satellites examined are shown below. The equations for satellites A and 
B were written for a total program. The Satellite C equations are for a yearly cost to maintain an ongoing system 
since the program is a continuous system after startup is achieved. 
Satellites A & B 
NR + n (S/CE + LV + AE) E .
n 3 
NRR + '2 (S/CR + RC) + '2 n (LV + AE) 
n n 
Cs = NRS + 2 (SiCs + AE) + '2 (SC + Serv) + ( !! + ..!!.) 2 2r (LV + AE) 
Satellite C 
NR + [m S/C E + ~ (LV + AE)] (1 + R) E • r 
(1 + R) L 
NRR + m S/C
E 
+ ~ (LV + AE) + mR eRC + 2LV
r 
+ AE) 
(1 + R) L 
NRS + m SICs + ~ (LV + AE) + mR (SC + Serv + LV; AE) 
(1 + R) L 
C - Program Cost 
NR - Non-Recurring spacecraft cost 
n - Number of satellite flights 
sic - Spacecraft cost 
LV - Launch vehiCle c~st 
AE Ancillary equipment cost 
RC - Refurbishment cost 
SC - Service Cost 
Serv - Servicer charge 
r - Number of launch cost sharers 
Subscripts 
E - Expendable 
R - Ground refurbish 
S - Orbit service 
D-13 
C - Yearly program cost 
m Satellite constellation size 
R - Number of additional flight cycles 
L - Expected life for one cycle 
The major factors effecting the program economics were the mission model size. S'IS performance, S'IS cost, 
satellite life and life cycle use, service and refurbishmen.t costs, and satellite cost. Each of these parameters 
were varied to determine the effect in the overall economics. Table D-I0 displays the manner in which the sensi-
tivity studies were accomplished and the ranges and values of the parameters used. As noted, each successive 
parameter was varied in turn while the others were held constant or monitonically varied. This is similar to a 
partial derivitive analysis. The system variations are individually discussed below. 
D. 2.2 PROGRAM SIZE SENSITIVITY 
The first parameter varied in Table D-I0 was prc,gram size. The effect 011 program costs of changing the number 
of flights from nine for SAT A and three for SAT :3 is shown in carpet plot format of Figure D-l. Each variation 
Table D-IO. Sensitivity Study Parameters 
~ 
~ '':;6c '" 0 'ZI 0 .~ b,§l~ I ~ .::, 'ZI~! t; "'~ &J I • ...$ '<J 9' o.,ll .-..5' 'ZI # 00 .,${~ tf .;1 .# t/~ 0 -tJ .tyr;-
.! Sensitivity 
-i 'ZI' O).cl :'\ ~ 0 c,J'~~ rif 4 ~0 q'Zl<rt qj Study .0; ~ 0) ~ R; UO R; 
Mission Model Variable D 5,500 11.5 1 TO 3 A2 Nominal 1.0 
Size R 3,500 B-3 
RT 2,200 C 7,4 
STS Performance A9 Variable 11.5 A2 Nominal 1.0 
B3 B-3 
C 20/31 C 7,4 
STS Cost A9 D 5,500 Variable 1 T03 A2 Nominal 1.0 
B3 R 3,500 B-3 
C 20/31 RT 2,200 C 7,4 
Refurbish and A9 D 5,500 11.5 1 TO 3 A2 Variable 1.0 
Service Costs B3 R 3,500 B-3 
C 20/31 RT 2,200 C 7,4 
Satellite Life A9 D 5,500 11. 5 2 Variable Nominal 1.0 
Cost B3 R 3,500 
C 20/31 RT 2,200 
Mission Success A9 N/A 11.5 1 TO 3 2 Nominal 0.4 TO 1.0 
Probability C 2 TO 8 
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is shown for the current launch vehicle (T- mC) mode and three Shuttle exploitive modes (expend, ground refurbish, 
and orbit service). The exploHive satellites are those that could be considered designed or modified to take full 
advantage of the STS capabilities. 
Because of the large size of both Satellites A & B, they would fully tax the STS payload capability and thus could not 
share the launch cost. with any other program for both the expend and ground refurbish modes. Both these modes 
are below the current launch vehicle program cost for most:..number-of-flight values with the expend mode slightly 
lower. However, if the SAT A program were reduced to two, the cost difference would probably not warrant 
changing to the STS based program. 
In the orbit service mode after initial placement of a SAT A or SAT B on orbit, the subsequent service missions 
could be cost shared with other programs as defined by the parameter., l' - the number of launch cost sharers. 
This parameter is the most significant variable as shown by the orbit service mode carpet plot. For no flight 
sharing, r = 1, the orbit service mode is slightly lower in cost than either the expend or ground refurbish mode. 
If flight sharing on the service missions can be effected, the orbit aervice mode is even less expensive by up to 
$58M for a lO-flight program on SAT A. It appears that the preferred mode of orbit service for SAT A should be 
retained if flight sharing can be effected and the number of SAT A flight cycles is five or greater. Below that 
number is should probably be considered in the expended mode. The cost (;Ufferentials for SAT B indicate that the 
service mode would not be effeotive unitl the nlUilber of flight cycles was six or greater. Below that the expend and 
ground refurbishment mode costs are the same with the former preferred to provide full flexibility to this R&D 
program . 
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TI!:J effect of mission model size on the SAT C economics is shown in Figure D-2. Since the overall goal of SAT C 
is to provide an operational com~unications network, the programmatic influences are shown here as the yearly 
cost to maintain a varying size constellation of SAT CIS on orbit. As seen, the: orbit service mode is the lowest 
cost mode followed by expend, and then ground refurbishment, for alll\)nstellation sizes. It should be noted that 
once again the cost shal'ing factor is the major one and it should be ncced that the current launch vehicle mode 
(Delta) is the lowest cost system if no STS flight sharing can be effected. The orbit service modes and expend 
updated modes are cost effective over the current launch vehicle approach for r = 2. The service expend mode 
would be preferred if the constellation size increased much beyond 20. The cost differential for a 20-or-less-
sized constellation w<,uld not be the major factor in the selection. 
D. 2. 3 STS PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITY· 
TIle potential effect of a varying STS capabili1y to geosynchronous orbit is shown in Figure D-3. The abscissa is 
shown for a varying delivery capabili1y. The corresponding retrieval and round trip capabilities are for a 1ypical 
cryogenic tug design. As the STS cap:..bili1y increases to the right the available modes for accommodating each 
satellite are added. 
For example, since the minimum SAT A weights 1623 Kg, STS capabili1y below that would require a current launch 
vehicle (T-IIIC) solution. Above this delivery capabili1y, tht) STS could accl)mmodate SAT A in the expend mode. 
The service mode would require i675 Kg capabi1i1y minimum. As the sr:: retrieval capabili1y increases to 1623 Kg, 
the ground refurbish mode could also be used The current launch vehicle mode would be used up to an STS delivery 
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Figure D-3. STS Performance Sensitivity 
r capability of 1592 Kg. The expend mode is preferred as the STS capability increases to allow mission sharing. A 
similar effect is shown for the SAT B and SAT C. Note that though a 1362 Kg STS could accommodate a single 
SAT C, it would not be cost effective and the current launch vehicle is preferred. Also, the serviced SAT B is 
heavier than the expendable verison and thus requires a higher STS capability. 
D. 2. 4 STS COST SENSITIVITY 
The potential effect that a varying STS cost would have on the SAT C accommodation modes is shown in Figure D-4. 
SAT A and B results were similar. 
The service mode is the least expensive for the nominal STS cost shown, orbit service is next, foHowed by the 
ground refurbishment mode. The variation with STS launch cost is significant. If the STS launch cost were doubled, 
the current launcb vehicle (Delta) mode would be the cost effective approach. If the STS launch cost were halved, 
the expend, refurbish, and orbit service modes would be cost effective almost equal.ly. 
D. 2. 5 SATELLITE SERVICE/REFURBISHMENT COST SENSITIVITY 
Each satellite program was examined to determine how varying the refurbishment or service cost might effect the 
cost effective mode delections. The results for the nine-flight SAT A programs are shown here. 
The program costs for each mode were calculated in-terms of the service and refurbishment cost parameters. 
These relationships were then equated to determine the cost effective boundaries between each mode as shown in 
Figure D-5. The boundaries are shown for rr.ission sharing factors r = 1 and 2 since that parameter is a strong 
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Figure D-5. Satellite Service/Refurbishrilent Cost Sensitivity - SAT A 
influence. For no mission sharing, r = 1, the nominal SAT A data lie just in service regime of the figure. From 
this condition, a service increase of about 50% would make the expend mode cost effective. For mission sharing, 
r = 2, the nominal point is further in the orbit service regime. That regime is the SAT A mode preferred over 
most of the parameter ranges explored. A corresponding analysis for SAT C revealed that the service and expend 
modes were equally cost effective for the nominal value of service or refurbishment cust. A slight increase in ser-
vice cost 'Would favor the expend mode. 
this sensitivity analysis. 
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The SAT B results show a slight preference for the orbit service mode in 
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D. 2. 6 SATELLITE COST-LIFE SENSITIVITY 
The relationship between satellite recurring cost and expected unmolested life on orbit was examined. The satellite 
refurbishment and service costs were assumed proportional to the previous costs for this analysis. 
The results presented in Figure D-6 for a size-20 SAT C constellation show the potential for lowest cost to be with 
the orbit service mode but not by a great margin. The nominal ground refurbishment point is above the current 
launch vehicle cost so it would be a lesser candidate. To make orbit servicing cost more effective, the design 
could be changed by increasing the life at no increased cost; by reducing the cost while maintaining a 7-year life; 
by increasing the life at an increment cost; or by a combination of the above changes. A lesser sensitivity was found 
for SAT A & B. This type of trade could be effectively used to steer future design and reliability analyses. 
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Figure D-6. Satellite Cost-Life Sensitivity - SAT C - Constellation of 20 
D. 2. 7 SATELLITE ItELIABILITY EFFECTS 
The effects of varying mission success probabilities for SAT A was briefly analyzed and is summarized in Figure 
D-7. In the expend mode (upper left), the effect of a lower relia.bilityis to increase the number of launches to 
satisfy the !,"~de program time with an attendant increase in cost. Variable mission success probability was also 
applied to the end of life service concepts induding the servicing missions (upper middle). Comparing these two 
modes at a fixed investment of $500M results in the chart (lower left) which shows that the expendable SAT A would 
need a success probability of 0.96 to be comparable to a lower reliability service mission. This also illustrates 
how mission sharing can allow a lesser reliability and attendant lower cost and still be cost effective. 
The expend plus service mode considers expending the satellites as they normally wear out but servicing any that 
failed early. The results (upper right) show that the high reliability cases are unduly penalized by the cost of unused 
serviceability while this mode becomes more effective as the reliability decreases as shown in the lower right por-
tion of the chart where the expend plus service mode line intersects the service cycle end regime. 
The cost band for the service-cycle end mode is dependent upon the type of failure encountered. The upper bound-
ary is defined by those failures which would preclude the conclusion of the intended cycle after repair. The lower 
bound is defined by the case where all failures when serviced would allow the satellite to resume its normal cycle 
life. The types of failures expe(lted would determIne where in the band the effectiveness of the two service 
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Figure D-7. Reliabili1:y - Cost Sensitivi1:y - SAT A 
philosophies would be equal. It appears that success probabili1:y above O. 6 would prefer the service-cycle end mode 
while below O. 6 the choice would be dependent upon the 1:ypes of failure encountered. 
D. 2.8 COMBINED SENSITIVITY EFFECTS 
The sensitivi1:y study results were combined to determine the factors that would be changed to uause eac h accom-
modation mode preference. This was done for each satellite as shown in Table D-ll. As indicated for the nominal 
parameter conditions, the orbit service 1Il;ode seems most advantageous for SAT A while the expend mode seems so 
for SAT B & C. The other blocks indicate the changing cOllditions that would cause other mode selections to be 
effective. 
Satellite A 
The expend mode would be preferred if the programs were reduced to less than five missions or if for some reason 
mission sharing on the orbit service mode could not be effected. The ground refurbishment mode would be effective 
for a program of less than five missions and reduced refurbishment costs. The service mode is advantageous for 
the nominal conditions. 
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Table D-ll. Mission Mode Sensitivity Results 
~ Satellite . Expend Ground Refurbish Orbit Service 
A Program reduced to <5 Program reduced to <5 Advantageous for nomi-
and refurbish costs nal conditions 
No mission sharing reduced 
B Advantageous for Decreased refurbish Program increased in 
nominal conditions costs size and made opera-
tional 
Increased refurbished 
life 
C Advantageous for Increased orbit service Increased cycle life 
nominal conditions costs and increased 
refurbished life Reduced service costs 
(x 1/2) 
Reliability reduced 
Satellite B 
The expend mode appears advantageous for the nominal conditions. The refurbishment mode would be more effec-
tive if those costs were reduced or if the life after refurbishment could be increased. Orbit servicing would be 
effective for a larget' program (more than six misSions) and the character of the program changed to operational. 
Satellite C 
The expend mode is preferred for nominal conditions. The ground refurbishment mode would predominate if the 
orbit-service costs were increased and the life of the expendable system were reduced. Orbit servicing would be 
advantageous if the serviced life were increased or if service costs could be reduced. 
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